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Abstract 
One of the most demanding fields of research in this century is the development of sustainable 
and high performance energy conversion and storage technologies. This goal is closely 
connected to the development of suitable materials. In addition to the design of completely 
new materials, the properties of already existing materials can be improved and modified by 
nanostructuring. Nanostructuring has the potential for greatly enhancing the performance of 
materials in many applications, for example due to an increased surface area and short 
diffusion pathways in porous systems. For example, a new generation of non-silicon solar 
cells or water splitting devices for a hydrogen economy can benefit significantly from 
nanostructuring of the utilized materials. Additionally, high energy density battery systems for 
mobile devices or electro-mobility with short charging times can be realized in this way. 
Hence, green, non-toxic and low-temperature bottom-up syntheses of nanomaterials and their 
building blocks with defined properties are of great interest. 
This thesis is focused on the synthesis of nanomaterials for energy storage and conversion 
applications, such as lithium ion batteries, dye-sensitized solar cells and photoelectrochemical 
water splitting. In order to achieve this, we have developed a novel synthesis approach based 
on solvothermal reactions in tert-butanol to obtain ultra-small, crystalline metal-oxide 
nanoparticles. In these reactions tert-butanol acts both as solvent and as reactant. The 
nanoparticles obtained in this way exhibit a very good dispersibility and extremely small sizes 
down to about 3 nm. These features make them promising building blocks for low-
temperature bottom-up syntheses of porous nanomaterials via surfactant templated 
evaporation-induced self-assembly. Additionally, due to the small size and the good 
dispersibility, the nanoparticles can be homogeneously distributed on the surface of pre-
formed porous nanostructures for catalytic applications. The absence of aromatic ligands on 
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the nanoparticle surface enables a very good electrical accessibility in the above-mentioned 
electronic applications. 
The first successful nanoparticle synthesis in tert-butanol was accomplished for ultrasmall 
crystalline titania in a non-aqueous, fast and low-temperature microwave heating procedure. 
The titania nanoparticles have an extremely small size down to 3 nm and are highly 
dispersible without any additional stabilizing agents. Based on these features, the 
nanoparticles can be assembled to form crystalline mesoporous titania films using commercial 
Pluronic surfactants. The films possess a high surface area up to 300 m² g
-1
 after template 
removal. Additionally, the films exhibit a high crystallinity due to a seeding effect of the 
nanoparticles. The advantages of the extremely thin nanocrystalline walls were shown in 
electrochemical lithium insertion experiments. The mesoporous films exhibited 10-fold 
increased insertion kinetics due to shortened ion diffusion pathways compared to a reference 
sample prepared from 20 nm anatase particles (Chapter 3). 
The very high surface area of these mesoporous titania films can also be very advantageous 
for the application as photoanodes in thin dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs), as the dye 
adsorption and thus the produced photocurrent are related to the surface area. The optimized 
standard procedure based on the self-assembly of nanoparticles with surfactants leads to films 
consisting of individual layers with a thickness below 700 nm, which are still too thin to be 
used in DSCs. We have developed a protocol to make thicker films by adding ethyl cellulose 
to the coating solutions. In this way, films of up to 2 µm per layer can be produced. Multiple 
coatings of these layers enabled the preparation of films of up to 10 µm thickness, which 
showed high efficiencies of 7.7 % in dye-sensitized solar cells (Chapter 4). Another 
application of thin titania layers is shown in Chapter 5 where their integration as high 
refractive-index porous layers in Bragg stacks for chemical vapor sorption is demonstrated. 
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The electrical properties of the titania nanoparticles and the resulting films can also be 
modified by doping the nanoparticles with niobium in an adapted tert-butanol nanoparticle 
synthesis yielding particles with sizes of about 4 – 5 nm. Nb-doped titania is a transparent 
conducting oxide that is highly interesting for optoelectronic devices. Mesoporous films with 
an increased conductivity compared to pure titania were prepared with Pluronic F127 as a 
structure-directing agent in a self-assembly procedure (Chapter 6). 
The concept of decreasing the ion diffusion pathways in lithium ion batteries shown for titania 
films was extended to lithium titanate (LTO). LTO is a zero strain anode material for lithium 
ion batteries that is also used in commercially available devices (Chapter 7). This material 
was prepared in a non-aqueous solvothermal synthesis in tert-butanol. The fully crystalline 
interconnected mesoporous frameworks assembled by surfactant templating led to the fastest 
insertion of lithium ever reported. It features a gravimetric capacity of about 175 mA h g
−1
 
and delivers up to 73 % of the maximum capacity at up to 800 C (4.5 s) without deterioration 
over 1000 cycles. The key to this performance are ultrasmall spinel nanocrystals of only a few 
nanometers in size that are used to construct the pore walls. 
The final parts of this thesis mainly focus on the development of active materials and catalysts 
for (photo-) electrochemical water splitting. Ultra-small and dispersible nickel oxide 
nanoparticles were synthesized in tert-butanol with tunable sizes from 2.5 – 6 nm and 
assembled into thin film electrodes for electrochemical water splitting (Chapter 8). The onset 
potential for the oxygen evolution reaction was reduced by 180 mV, demonstrating the highly 
efficient catalytic properties of the material. The very small size of the nanoparticles and 
hence the resulting high surface to volume ratio leads to exceptionally high turn-over 
frequencies even outperforming expensive rare earth iridium oxide catalysts. 
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Another active material that is applied in photoelectrochemical water splitting is iron oxide in 
the form of hematite. However, the performance of hematite is strongly limited due to small 
electron and hole diffusion coefficients. These issues can be addressed by hematite 
nanostructuring, which was achieved in a sol-gel surfactant directed synthesis in tert-butanol. 
Furthermore, the addition of a Sn-precursor to the synthesis led to an enhanced performance 
of the mesoporous electrodes in photoelectrochemical water splitting by reducing 
recombination processes at the surface (Chapter 9). For a further reduction of recombination, 
a synthesis of ultra-small and highly dispersible cobalt oxide nanoparticles in tert-butanol was 
developed and the particles were homogeneously distributed on the surface and in the pores of 
the Sn-containing hematite host (Chapter 10). This surface treatment leads to a further 
increase in photocurrent by about 340 % attributed to substantially reduced recombination. 
In conclusion, a general synthesis approach for ultra-small, crystalline and dispersible 
nanoparticles of various metal oxides in tert-butanol was successfully developed. The unique 
properties of the nanoparticles and the resulting porous nanostructures built thereof enabled 
high performance applications in various energy conversion and storage systems, such as dye-
sensitized solar cells, photoelectrochemical water splitting and lithium ion batteries. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Introduction to Nanotechnology 
„A biological system can be exceedingly small. Many of the cells are very tiny, but they are 
very active; they manufacture various substances; they walk around; they wiggle; and they do 
all kinds of marvelous things – all on a very small scale. Also, they store information. 
Consider the possibility that we too can make a thing very small, which does what we want – 
that we can manufacture an object that maneuvers at that level!”1 
This lecture given by Richard Feynman is often considered to be the founder’s charta of 
nanotechnology. A common definition of nanomaterials is that at least one dimension of an 
object is on the length scale of less than about 100 nanometers (1 nm is a billionth of a meter 
or 10
-9
 m). This extremely small size compared to bulk materials often leads to drastically 
changed properties of materials, such as their color, melting point, electronic, catalytic or 
magnetic properties.
2
 The changed or completely new properties often result from the 
increased fraction of surface atoms compared to the total number of atoms in a nanomaterial, 
which is called a size effect.
3
 Nanotechnology in the media is often considered to be an 
advanced research field of the 21
st
 century with exciting new improvements for everyday life 
such as the lotus effect or nano-carpolish for example, but it also dates back to previous 
centuries. One of the most prominent examples is the application of metal colloids, already in 
ancient times, for the coloration of glassware.
4
 However, the techniques for the 
characterization of nanomaterials were developed much later, exemplified by the first 
scanning tunneling microscope in 1981 by Binnig and Rohrer.
5
 The development of additional 
techniques such as atomic force microscopy combined with the well-established transmission 
electron microscopy allowed for the characterization and manipulation of materials down to 
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the atomic level.
6
 This toolbox of techniques made it possible to develop and characterize a 
manifold of nanomaterials and made nanotechnology one of the most dynamic growing fields 
of research. This interdisciplinary field of research involves solid-state physicists, organic and 
inorganic chemists, physical chemists, colloid chemists, materials scientists, and more 
recently, biological scientists, medical scientists, and engineers. This non-exhaustive list 
shows the broad basis of nanotechnology, which has brought about applications in numerous 
fields such as materials and manufacturing, nanoelectronics, medicine and healthcare, 
biotechnology, catalysis and information and energy technologies. 
The preparation techniques of nanomaterials can basically be divided into two categories, 
namely top-down and bottom-up approaches. A typical example for the top-down method is 
attrition or ball milling in which matter is ground until it is in the dimension of the nanoscale. 
This process inevitably leads to surface imperfections and broad size distributions of the 
resulting nanoobjects. Contrary to that, the bottom-up approach enables the production and 
build-up of materials from the bottom by assembling atoms, molecules or clusters, so that the 
resulting materials exhibit less defects, a more homogeneous chemical composition and a 
better short and long range ordering compared to materials prepared by top-down approaches 
such as milling.
6
 The chemical synthesis of nanomaterials or the self-assembly of DNA 
origami can be named as examples.
7
 
One of the most demanding fields of research in this century will be the development of 
sustainable and high performance energy technologies. Examples for it are low-cost solar 
cells or water splitting devices for a hydrogen economy and high energy density battery 
systems for mobile devices or electro-mobility, which can benefit drastically from 
nanostructuring of the utilized materials. Therefore, green, non-toxic and low-temperature 
bottom-up syntheses of nanomaterials and their building blocks with defined properties would 
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be desirable, this was also the focus of this work. In the following, a chemical bottom-up 
synthesis method for ultra-small metal-oxide nanoparticles in tert-butanol is described. These 
were applied as building blocks for porous materials or as homogeneously distributed 
catalytic particles on porous hosts and showed excellent properties in applications such as 
energy conversion and storage. The following introduction guides the reader through the 
different methods for nanoparticle syntheses and mesoporous materials and then describes the 
application fields of dye-sensitized solar cells, battery materials and photo-electrochemical 
water splitting devices. 
1.2 Introduction to metal oxide nanoparticle synthesis methods 
Nanoparticle research is an important field in nanotechnology not only because of the 
interesting intrinsic properties of nanoparticles but also because of the possibility of using 
them as building blocks for the assembly of more sophisticated nanostructures. The structural, 
morphological, compositional and surface characteristics of the nanoparticles have to be 
precisely defined and uniform to be suitable for the preparation of such complex 
superstructures. Nanoparticles with a defined size and a narrow size distribution, high 
crystallinity, and good dispersibility can be obtained by bottom-up synthetic approaches. 
Physical bottom-up methods of nanoparticle synthesis, such as the pyrolysis of liquid and 
gaseous metal precursors or physical vapor deposition techniques either lead to large 
aggregates or agglomerates or are slow and expensive, respectively.
8
 Wet chemical synthesis 
pathways on the other hand can be versatile routes for the synthesis of metal oxide 
nanoparticles with desired properties.
9
 The main techniques include the co-precipitation of 
salts in solution, the sol-gel processes and hydrothermal and solvothermal routes.
9-11
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Sol-gel reactions 
Sol-gel processing dates back to 1846 and refers to the hydrolysis and condensation of metal 
halide or alkoxide-based precursors such as titanium tetrachloride (TiCl4) or tetraethyl 
orthosilicate (Si(OEt)4).
12,13
 This method allows the formation of molecular nanoclusters, 
nanoparticles, or polymer-like metal oxide networks depending on the processing and the 
degree of condensation of the metal-organic precursors (Figure 1-1).
14,15
 The reaction stages 
of the sol-gel process can be generally described by several distinct steps disregarding the 
nature of the precursors: 
Step 1: Formation of stable solutions of the molecular metal precursor (the sol). 
Step 2: Condensation reactions leading to the formation of an oxide- or alcohol-bridged 
network with increasing viscosity (the gel). 
Step 3: Ageing of the gel (syneresis) by polycondensation mechanisms and formation of a 
solid mass upon contraction of the gel network and expulsion of solvent from the gel pores. 
Step 4: Drying of the gel upon removal of water and solvents by either thermal treatment 
(xerogel) or by extraction at super-critical conditions (aerogel). 
Step 5: Removal of surface-bound M-OH groups and stabilizing the gel against rehydration at 
high temperatures up to 800 °C and optional densification and decomposition of the gels at 
temperatures above 800 °C for the preparation of dense ceramics or glasses, for example. 
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Figure 1-1: Various steps and resulting products in the sol-gel process. Figure adapted from Ref 16. 
Sol-gel processes are conducted either in aqueous (hydrolytic) or non-aqueous (non-
hydrolytic) solvents. The aqueous sol-gel chemistry is quite complex due to the double role of 
water as ligand and solvent and the high reactivity of the metal oxide precursors towards 
water. Additionally, the high number of reaction parameters, such as temperature, pH value, 
the hydrolysis and condensation rate of the metal oxide precursors and the method of mixing 
thereof have to be strictly controlled to allow reproducible syntheses.
17
 The resulting 
precipitates of the aqueous sol-gel reactions are generally amorphous and therefore require 
additional post-synthetic annealing steps to induce the crystallization of the materials (if 
crystalline materials are desired). Hence, the control over crystal size and shape is very 
limited and therefore the aqueous synthesis pathways are more suitable for the synthesis of 
bulk metal oxides rather than nanoparticles.
16
 In contrast, non-aqueous (or non-hydrolytic) 
sol-gel processes are conducted under the exclusion of water in organic solvents.
18,19
 This 
difference leads to several advantages over the aqueous methods, resulting in the possibility to 
produce crystalline metal oxide nanoparticles with uniform crystallite sizes in the range of a 
few nanometers that exhibit good dispersibility in organic solvents. The advantages result 
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from the multiple roles of the organic solvents (ethers, alcohols, ketones or aldehydes) in the 
reaction. The solvent can also act as oxygen-supplier for the oxide formation and as organic 
ligand of the metal precursor molecule, as surfactant, or as a source of in situ formed organic 
condensation products. This, together with slower reaction rates due to the moderate reactivity 
of the oxygen carbon bond - compared to aqueous systems - enables the preparation of 
nanoparticles with defined particle sizes and shapes, being well dispersible in organic 
solvents.
20-22
 
The main condensation steps in non-aqueous systems for the formation of the metal-oxygen-
metal bond can be described in five distinct pathways depending on the utilized solvents 
(Scheme 1):
16,19,23 
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Alkyl halide elimination 
 
Ether elimination 
 
Condensation of carboxylate groups (ester and amide eliminations) 
 
C-C coupling of benzylic alcohols and alkoxide molecules 
 
Aldol condensation 
 
Scheme 1: Overview on the different condensation steps in non-aqueous sol-gel processes. 
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Surfactant-directed vs. solvent-controlled processes 
Nanoparticle formation with control over the particle size and morphology in non-aqueous 
processes can either be surfactant-directed or solvent-controlled.
19
 One example for 
surfactant-directed nanoparticle preparation is the so-called hot-injection technique. Metal 
precursor solutions are injected into a hot solvent containing surfactants which can coordinate 
to the precursors and prevent agglomeration of the formed nanoparticles.
19
 The temperature is 
typically in the range of 250 to 350 °C and this technique is mainly used for the synthesis of 
semiconductor nanocrystals. Surfactant-controlled routes allow an exceptional control over 
the growth of metal oxide nanoparticles, yielding almost monodisperse samples with a low 
agglomeration tendency and excellent dispersibility.
22
 However, the use of surfactants in the 
synthesis of nanoparticles leads to a large amount of organic impurities and therefore a 
restricted accessibility of the nanoparticle surface which can be detrimental for applications in 
gas sensing or catalysis.
16
 Additionally, the toxicity of the surfactants and the non-predictable 
properties of the resulting materials can pose a problem.
24
 
In contrast, solvent-controlled nanoparticle synthesis routes allow less control over crystallite 
size and shape, often show broader size distributions, the particles exhibit a limited 
redispersibility and tend to form agglomerates. Nevertheless, the advantages of solvent-
controlled syntheses make them an elegant alternative to surfactant-controlled systems. The 
advantages include low synthesis temperatures typically in the range of 50 to 200 °C, and a 
low amount of organic impurities on the surface of the nanoparticles and therefore good 
accessibility of the nanoparticle surface. An additional attractive feature of these so-called 
soft-chemistry (or chimie douce)
25
 reactions is that they are mainly carried out in non-toxic 
solvents.
26
 The simple composition of the reaction solution of metal oxide precursor(s) and a 
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common organic solvent often enables a straight-forward characterization of the involved 
chemical reaction mechanisms.
16
 
The polyol-mediated synthesis is an example of solvent-controlled methods to prepare many 
types of nanoparticles, such as elemental metal nanoparticles, phosphates, sulfides, 
halogenides and metal oxides.
27
 The precursors are heated in high boiling alcohols such as 
glycol, glycerin or diethylene glycol and due to the possible high processing temperatures 
(150 – 300 °C) the syntheses often lead to highly crystalline material. Due to the stabilizing 
chelating effect of the polyols the growth of nanoparticles is limited and the particles are kept 
from agglomeration. Additionally, this type of synthesis is easy to perform and the 
nanoparticles can be obtained in high quantities. The size of the produced particles usually is 
in the range of 30 – 100 nm. Although such a relatively big particle size is desirable for 
several applications, it is not feasible for using the nanoparticles as building blocks for 
surfactant templated porous systems or for the incorporation and homogeneous distribution of 
nanoparticles in such mesoporous structures. 
Another example for a solvent-controlled metal-oxide nanoparticle synthesis is the well-
established benzyl alcohol route developed by Niederberger and his co-workers. In this 
reaction, dry benzyl alcohol is used as solvent, and at the same time as a capping agent and 
oxygen supply to react with metal halides, metal acetylacetonates and metal alkoxides.
18
 This 
soft-chemistry route can be used to synthesize small nanoparticles (2 – 80 nm) in gram 
quantities with narrow size distributions, uniform particle shapes and high crystallinity 
without the use of surfactants. Mechanistic studies have been carried out to shed light on the 
role of the benzyl alcohol in the synthesis and on the various reaction steps.
28
 Also a broad 
variety of binary, ternary and multi-metal oxides are accessible via the benzyl alcohol 
route.
29-31
 Particularly, the reaction of TiCl4 with benzyl alcohol is described extensively in 
the literature, yielding phase-pure anatase TiO2 particles with a size of 4 – 8 nm at mild 
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temperatures as low as 40 °C.
32-35
 The TiCl4-to-solvent ratio and the reaction temperature can 
be used to influence and tune the crystallite size. Nanoparticles synthesized in this way have 
been successfully employed as building blocks for the preparation of mesoporous films due to 
their high crystallinity and redispersibility.
36
 However, stabilizers have to be added to the 
solvent to redisperse the nanoparticles. This together with the highly stable benzyl alcohol 
ligands on the surface of the particles makes them less accessible for applications in electronic 
devices or in catalysis. Recently, the benzyl alcohol route has also been extended to the 
synthesis of metal sulfide nanoparticles.
37
 
Some of the described processes are solvothermal reactions that are taking place at high 
pressures and temperatures above the boiling point of the solvent in sealed vessels. The 
reactions can also be conducted above the critical point of a solvent to exploit the lack of 
surface tension and the low viscosity of the supercritical solvents. Special names for several 
frequently used solvents in solvothermal processing were assigned, such as hydrothermal or 
ammonothermal for reactions in water and ammonia, respectively. In total, the solvothermal 
method provides an improved solubility and reactivity of reactants at elevated temperatures. 
1.3 Mesoporous materials 
According to IUPAC, porous solids can be classified and grouped into three categories 
depending on the pore diameter: microporous (d < 2 nm) and macroporous materials (d > 
50 nm) with mesoporous materials lying in between with pore diameters in the range of 2 – 
50 nm.
38
 The latter have attracted a lot of interest since the discovery of MCM-41 and SBA-
15 in 1990 and shortly thereafter.
39,40
 This is mainly due to their wide range of possible 
applications, such as catalysis, adsorption, microelectronics, optics, medical diagnosis, energy 
conversion and storage.
41-46
 These applications are based on the unique properties of 
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mesoporous materials, including the high surface area and good accessibility of the pore 
system.
47
 Especially in energy conversion or storage devices, which involve charge transfer 
reactions and accompanying mass transport processes, large interfaces and free accessibility 
for diffusion are essential for the usability and efficiency of active materials.
47
 
Basically two approaches are known for the preparation of mesoporous metal oxides, namely 
the assembly of nanoparticles and templating methods. The first method is based on the 
deposition of preformed nanocrystalline metal oxide particles. This is usually made from a 
paste or solution in screen-printing or doctor-blading experiments. The deposited particles are 
usually sintered by calcination. The resulting layers are highly crystalline, the film thickness 
can be easily tuned and they exhibit surface areas of about 80 – 90 m²g-1 for titanium dioxide, 
for example.
48,49
 Although the resulting films feature a high textural porosity, they do not 
feature periodically ordered porous structures. 
Templating methods are employed for the synthesis of mesostructured and mesoporous 
materials. Depending on the nature of the template, soft- and hard-templating approaches are 
distinguished. The hard-templating method uses solid objects, such as silica or latex spheres 
that can arrange in a cubic close packing and the resulting voids can be filled by the metal 
oxide precursors. After crystallization of the metal oxide the template can be removed by 
dissolution or combustion to produce a mesoporous structure.
47
 In contrast, the soft 
templating method utilizes the self-assembly properties of ionic surfactant or amphiphilic 
block-copolymer surfactant molecules as structure directing agents (SDA) together with 
molecular sol-gel precursors (Figure 1-2).
50
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Figure 1-2: Common morphologies of microphase-separated block copolymers: body centered cubic (bcc) 
packed spheres (BCC), hexagonally ordered cylinders (HEX), gyroid (Ia3d), hexagonally perforated 
layers (HPL), modulated lamellae (MLAM), lamellae (LAM), cylindrical micelles (CYL), and spherical 
micelles (MIC).
50
 
The periodic mesostructure in thin films can be formed in an evaporation-induced self-
assembly (EISA) process. In the EISA process, the dissolved surfactants spontaneously 
organize into micellar aggregates as soon as they reach a critical micellar concentration 
(CMC) by evaporation of the solvent.
51
 Depending on various factors, such as surfactant 
concentration, surfactant to metal oxide precursor ratio, temperature or relative ambient 
humidity, the resulting mesophase can be lamellar, cubic or hexagonal, among others. 
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Figure 1-3: Mesostructured film formation employing an evaporation-induced self-assembly process by 
liquid deposition techniques.
52
 
The EISA approach can be applied in spin- or dip-coating experiments and the steps of 
mesostructure formation in a thin film are: deposition of the surfactant and precursor-
containing solution on a substrate, hydrolysis of the sol-gel precursors, micelle formation due 
to evaporation of the solvent, drying and further condensation of the network and template 
removal to form the mesoporous material.
53
 Upon calcination the metal oxide precursor 
crystallizes and the surfactant is combusted, resulting in the transformation of the 
mesostructure to a mesoporous material (Figure 1-3). This soft-templating method allows the 
preparation of films with very high specific surface area.
54
 However, this technique is limited 
to very thin film thicknesses and a lower crystallinity compared to the sintering of already 
crystalline nanoparticles.
55
 Additionally, the strong contraction upon condensation and 
crystallization of the network can lead to crack formation and even delamination of the 
films.
56
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1.4 Semiconductor metal oxides 
Inorganic metal oxide semiconductor materials are interesting due to numerous possible 
applications in sensing or energy storage and conversion, for example.
47
 By combining their 
special intrinsic materials properties with the advantages and characteristics of nanostructures, 
materials with special shapes, compositions and chemical and physical properties can be 
obtained. In the following part of this thesis, the semiconductor metal oxides employed in our 
studies are briefly introduced. 
Titanium dioxide (TiO2) 
Titanium dioxide is a transparent high refractive index material (2.5 – 2.9), which mainly 
occurs in three well-known phases: rutile, anatase and brookite. The metastable anatase and 
brookite phases convert to rutile upon heating to high temperatures.
57
 Nanocrystalline titania 
however, with a size below around 14 nm is most stable in the anatase phase.
58
 Titanium 
dioxide can be sourced from natural ores (ilmenite) or synthesized in various processes, such 
as the industrial preparation of Aeroxide P25 in a flame hydrolysis process by Degussa.
59
 The 
P25 nanoparticles exhibit an average particle diameter of approximately 21 nm and consist of 
a mixture of anatase (~ 80 %) and rutile (~ 20 %). Other processes for the preparation of 
titania nanoparticles include flame hydrolysis,
60
 and the wet chemistry approaches employing 
sol-gel, hydrothermal, or solvothermal processes such as the already described non-hydrolytic 
synthesis of nanoparticulate titania in benzyl alcohol.
9,32
 
Titanium dioxide and its doped modifications are interesting for a broad field of applications, 
including its use as a pigment for wall paint, food coloring due to its low toxicity or as UV 
absorber in sunscreen due to its high band-gap of about 3 eV. Emerging important 
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applications of titania nanomaterials include the photocatalytic decomposition of organic 
residues, photo-catalytic water splitting, self-cleaning and antibacterial surfaces, or as photo-
anodes in dye-sensitized solar cells.
36,61,62
 The most interesting phase of titanium dioxide for 
such applications is anatase (Figure 1-4). 
 
Figure 1-4: Crystal structure of TiO2 in its anatase modification.
63
 
Lithium titanate (Li4Ti5O12) 
Lithium titanium oxide (LTO) is a colorless material, which crystallizes in a spinel structure 
with the cubic space group Fd3m. Oxygen forms a cubic close packing (ccp) (32e sites) and 
lithium and titanium occupy the tetrahedral (8a) and octahedral sites (16d), respectively. 
However, LTO has a defect spinel structure type, because in 1/6 of the octahedral sites 
titanium is replaced by lithium. This can be expressed in the Wyckoff notation as 
[Li3]
8a
[LiTi5]
16d
[O12]
32e
. LTO is an interesting material as electrode in high rate rechargeable 
lithium ion batteries and asymmetric hybrid supercapacitors.
64,65
 LTO is particularly 
interesting for its properties in lithium insertion with its high rate capability, cycling stability, 
low irreversibility, low cost and environmental friendliness. Additionally, the lower potential 
at which the lithium insertion reaction takes place compared to carbon anodes prevents the 
formation of lithium dendrites and therefore short circuiting of the batteries, making LTO a 
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safer electrode material. However, this also limits the overall power of the battery. The 
charging reaction of LTO involves the reduction of three titanium atoms and the subsequent 
incorporation of three lithium ions to retain the charge balance (Figure 1-5). 
 Li3(LiTi5)O12 + 3e
- + 3Li
+
 → Li6(LiTi3
(III)
Ti2
(IV)
)O12 (1-1) 
 
During the charging reaction Li4Ti5O12 is topotactically transformed to Li7Ti5O12, which in 
contrast has a rock-salt type structure, where the lithium ions either occupy the tetrahedral 
(8a) Li or octahedral (16c) sites in domains with sizes less than 9 nm. Due to the resulting 
random occupation of tetrahedral and octahedral vacancies, LTO exhibits a very high lithium 
ion mobility.
66
 
 
Figure 1-5: Structural changes of LTO during charging.
67
 
Another beneficial property of LTO is the very small change in lattice parameters during 
phase transformation leading to a variance of the unit cell volume of only 0.2 %.
68
 This “zero-
strain” process leads to the exceptionally high cycling stability of the material in batteries.69 
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However, the drawbacks of LTO are the already mentioned high potential against lithium 
with the resulting limited power of the battery, its low gravimetric capacity and the rather low 
electrical conductivity.
67,70
 
Various methods for the preparation of nanosized LTO are reported, such as flash annealing
71
 
or solid-state reactions of nanosized titania.
72
 However, these lead to relatively large crystals 
of over 30 nm. Smaller crystals of lithium titanate can be obtained by solvothermal
73
 and sol-
gel reactions.
74
 
Nickel oxide (NiO) 
Nickel(II)oxide is a stable antiferromagnetic 3d transition metal oxide with the chemical 
composition NiO and is found in nature as the rare mineral bunsenite. Nickel oxide 
crystallizes in the cubic rock-salt type structure (Figure 1-6) and appears green in its 
stoichiometric form. Non-stoichiometry leads to a color change, with the non-stoichiometric 
NiO being black.
57
 Nano-sized NiO with very small particle sizes is reported to be brown-
yellow.75 Stoichiometric pure nickel oxide is an insulator at room temperature with a wide 
bandgap of 3.6 – 4.0 eV. However, it becomes a p-type transparent semiconductor due to holes 
generated by Ni vacancies or by the presence of interstitial oxygen atoms.76 Furthermore, NiO 
shows electrochromic properties, i.e. the ability to reversibly and persistently change its optical 
properties in an applied electric field.76 Due to the mentioned unique magnetic and 
electrochemical properties, particularly nano-sized nickel oxide is of great interest for many 
applications. These involve the utilization of NiO as high capacity anode material in lithium ion 
batteries,77 as high specific capacitance electrochemical capacitor or pseudocapacitor,78 as 
photocathode in p-type dye-sensitized solar cells,79 in chemical gas sensing80 and catalysis.81 
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Figure 1-6: Crystal structure of NiO, rock-salt type.
82 
Nano-sized nickel oxide can be synthesized in many ways, such as thermal decomposition of 
nickel salts,
83
 low pressure spray pyrolysis
84
 or in an anodic arc plasma.
85
 Chemical synthesis 
pathways involve sol-gel processing with subsequent calcination,
86
 the hydrothermal 
synthesis of NiO nanoparticles
87
 and solvothermal processes, which lead to smaller 
nanoparticles at lower processing temperatures.
88
 However, very small non-agglomerating 
dispersible nanoparticles with a narrow size distribution are still difficult to obtain.  
Iron oxide (Fe2O3) 
Iron oxides are widespread in nature, non-toxic and appear in various oxidation states and 
phases: wüstite (FeO), magnetite (Fe3O4) and Fe2O3 in its alpha phase (α-Fe2O3, hematite), 
beta phase (β-Fe2O3), gamma phase (γ-Fe2O3 maghemite) and epsilon phase (ε-Fe2O3). 
Hematite is the most abundant iron oxide modification and also the major iron source for the 
steel industry. It crystallizes in a rhombohedral, corundum (α-Al2O3) structure (Figure 1-7) 
and shows weak ferromagnetism at room temperature.
89
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Figure 1-7: The unit cell (left) of hematite with octahedral face-sharing Fe2O9 dimers (right).
90
 
The color of hematite is dark red, which enables its application as inexpensive, durable 
pigments in paints, coatings and colored concretes. The light absorption in the visible region 
is due to the small bandgap of about 2 eV.
91
 Oxygen vacancies in the lattice of hematite that 
are compensated by Fe
2+
 ions to ensure electroneutrality make hematite an n-type 
semiconductor.
92
 Additionally, hematite is stable in aqueous environments and its band 
alignment together with the aforementioned properties makes it a suitable candidate for 
photo-electrochemical water splitting.
91
 
Various methods have been reported for the preparation of hematite dense or porous thin 
films for solar water splitting applications. These include: solution based colloidal methods 
for porous films in which pre-formed nanoparticles are sintered; a controlled precipitation of 
iron precursors in aqueous solutions; thermal oxidation of iron foils to form nanorods and 
wires; potentiostatic anodization of iron foils for ordered nanoporous materials. Thermal 
decomposition and oxidation of an iron precursor in an Atmospheric Pressure Chemical 
Vapor Deposition process (APCVD) leads to fractal-like cauliflower structures.
93
 Non-porous 
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thin films can be obtained from spray pyrolysis of iron precursors from aqueous or ethanolic 
solutions.
89
 
Cobalt oxide (Co3O4) 
Cobalt oxides can comprise different oxidation states of the cobalt ion, namely CoO, Co2O3 
and Co3O4. The latter is a black antiferromagnetic solid and since it is a mixed valence 
compound, its formula can also be written as Co(II)Co(III)2O4. The crystal structure of Co3O4 
is a normal spinel structure with a cubic close-packed lattice of oxide anions with Co
2+
 ions in 
the tetrahedral interstices and Co
3+
 ions in the octahedral interstices (Figure 1-8).
94
 Co3O4 is 
applied in many fields, such as heterogeneous catalysis,
95,96
 in lithium ion batteries,
97,98
 
electrochromic devices,
99
 as quantum dots,
100
 magnetic materials,
101
 and ceramic pigments.
102
 
Cobalt compounds are also reported to catalyze the oxygen evolution reaction in photo-
electrochemical water splitting devices.
103,104
 
 
Figure 1-8: Spinel type crystal structure of Co3O4.
105
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Co3O4 can be synthesized in various ways, such as in chemical spray pyrolysis,
106
 chemical 
vapor deposition,
99
 pulsed laser deposition,
107
 in a hydrothermal synthesis
98,108
 or via a sol-gel 
method.
109
 However, the syntheses either require relatively high temperatures, which makes it 
difficult to obtain nanocrystalline Co3O4, or the resulting material is agglomerated and not 
dispersible. Nevertheless, for the deposition of Co3O4 as a catalyst on porous supports a very 
small size of the nanoparticles and a good dispersibility would be highly desirable. 
1.5 Dye-sensitized solar cells 
The foreseeable depletion of fossil energy sources and the worldwide insatiable demand for 
cheap energy motivates the development of renewable energy sources like wind, biogas or 
solar power. Considering the huge available amount of free solar energy which is about 10000 
times the current global energy consumption,
110
 solar technologies could be a versatile 
alternative to fossil fuels. However, most photovoltaic devices are based on expensive silicon 
semiconductor p-n-junction cells, which also need a lot of energy for their fabrication. Photo-
electrochemical cells should rather be considered as a complementary solution than an 
alternative to the typical silicon devices since their properties and composition differ 
significantly. As early as 1991 Grätzel et al. reported a low-cost, rather efficient solar cell 
based on dye-sensitized TiO2 films which now show a light-to-electric energy conversion 
efficiency of more than 11 %.
61
 DSCs are comprised of a mesoporous metal oxide electrode 
that is covered by a monolayer of absorber dye on top of a transparent conducting oxide glass 
substrate. The counter electrode is usually platinum-coated and the electrodes are connected 
through an external circuit and inside the cell through a redox electrolyte.
111
 The operational 
principle of these dye-sensitized solar cells (DSC) is based on the absorption of a photon by 
the dye, subsequent injection of electrons into the conduction band of the semiconductor, the 
transport of electrons through an external circuit to a counter electrode and the reduction of 
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the redox electrolyte for the regeneration of the dye molecules (Figure 1-9).
110
 Compared to 
silicon PV devices, DSCs feature several advantages such as utilization of cheap materials, 
simple and fast assembly that may enable roll-to-roll printing techniques and better 
conversion of stray light. However, there is still room to tune and improve these cells, e.g. the 
light-conversion efficiency and long-term stability by modification of its individual 
components.
111
 
 
Figure 1-9: Scheme of the operational principle of a dye-sensitized solar cell.
111
 
The following part gives a brief overview on the materials utilized in DSCs. 
Electrodes in DSCs 
The electrodes of DSCs are usually prepared on transparent conducting oxide (TCO) glass 
substrates, such as fluorine doped tin oxide (FTO) or tin-doped indium oxide (ITO). These 
substrates have a high transmittance in the range of the sunlight spectrum to allow the incident 
light to excite the dye. FTO is more commonly used due to its higher conductivity after 
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heating to high temperatures, which is necessary for the preparation of the counter electrodes 
and also the porous metal oxide layers.
112
 The catalytic counter electrodes are usually 
prepared by the deposition of a solution of a platinum precursor (H2PtCl6) on the TCO 
substrate with a subsequent heat treatment to 400 °C. In this step, the platinum is reduced and 
forms finely distributed nanoparticles of elemental platinum on the surface of the TCO.
49
 
A dense so-called blocking layer is usually employed as an underlayer to the porous layer to 
prevent recombination at the TCO electrode surface. Titania is the most typical material for 
the blocking layers. The porous n-type semiconductor morphologies are usually prepared 
from wide bandgap metal oxides such as ZnO, SnO2
113
 or Nb2O5.
114
 TiO2 in its anatase 
modification however is the most efficient and therefore most commonly used material. 
Recent developments in DSCs also showed the applicability of NiO as a p-type 
semiconductor electrode material which could be combined with n-type electrodes in tandem 
devices.79 The porosity of the films is extremely important to provide a high surface area for 
the adsorption of dye-molecules and therefore to guarantee a high light absorption of the thin 
films. Additionally, the mesoporous metal oxides should exhibit a high crystallinity to ensure 
good electrical conductivity. Screen-printing or doctor-blading nanoparticle pastes are the 
standard procedures to prepare the working electrodes of DSCs. The deposition is followed by 
a high temperature treatment to remove the organic binders of the paste and to sinter the 
nanoparticles. Alternatively, surfactant templated sol-gel EISA procedures are used for the 
preparation of periodically ordered highly porous films which can offer a much better energy 
conversion to thickness ratio.
115
 However, the resulting films can only be prepared with a very 
limited thickness and exhibit low crystallinity or the mesostructure collapses at least partially 
at the high calcination temperatures necessary for the crystallization of the films. One 
approach for the improvement of this method is the so-called brick and mortar approach 
developed in our group by Szeifert et al.
36
 This technique involves pre-formed titania 
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nanoparticles (bricks) which are incorporated into the walls of the mesostructured material to 
act as crystallization seeds for the sol-gel (mortar) and therefore lowering the required 
calcination temperature. A more detailed overview on titania nanostructures for DSCs is given 
in Chapter 4. 
Sensitizers 
Sensitizers have to meet certain requirements to be suitable for application in DSCs. First of 
all, they have to show a high absorbance of solar light in the visible and near infrared range. 
An efficient injection of the electron from the excited state of the sensitizer into the 
conduction band of the semiconductor electrode with a quantum yield close to unity should be 
provided. This requires the energy level of the excited state of the sensitizer to be slightly 
above the conduction band of the semiconductor. Additionally, the redox potential of the dye 
has to be higher than that of the oxidized electrolyte to enable the reduction and therefore the 
regeneration of the dye. It should also exhibit adequate attachment groups for grafting the dye 
to the oxide surface of the porous framework and to allow an intimate contact with it, which is 
necessary for a highly efficient charge transfer. Finally, the dye needs to be stable at elevated 
temperatures under illumination and has to exhibit a high turnover stability in order to 
approach the desired lifetime of 20 years. Ruthenium-centered polypyridyl complexes can 
meet those requirements and therefore are widely applied in research studies as standard dyes. 
Examples include N719,
116
 the black dye
117
 or K19, which show an improved light absorption 
behavior in the near-infrared region.
118
 Alternative sensitizing dyes are the porphyrin-based 
dyes, with a high absorption across the visible solar spectrum.
119
 Other possible alternative 
sensitizers include extremely thin absorber layers (such as Sb2S3)
120
 and quantum dots; 
semiconductor nanoparticles which exhibit size confinement effects and therefore a tunable 
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absorption spectrum and high extinction coefficients.
121
 Recently, high-performance 
organometal halide perovskite-based solar cells have been reported, although in this case the 
role of the perovskite is not yet entirely clear.
122
 
Electrolyte 
The liquid electrolytes in DSCs consist of dissolved redox-active molecules in organic 
solvents. The requirements for the electrolyte for a good performance of photovoltaic cells 
involve a high thermal stability and reversibility of the redox process, and control of 
undesired recombination.
123
 Contrary to the dye, the electrolyte should absorb a low amount 
of light and exhibit high diffusion coefficients. The maximum obtainable open circuit voltage 
is defined by the offset between the quasi-Fermi level of the semiconductor electrode and the 
Nernst potential of the redox system. Typically, the electrolyte consists of the iodide/triiodide 
redox couple in solvent mixtures of acetonitrile, valeronitrile and tert-butanol.
49
 Various 
additives such as alkylimidazolium iodides, guadinium thiocyanate and tert-butyl pyridine are 
reported to advantageously align the band positions of the electrolyte redox couple with the 
semiconductor or to reduce recombination processes.
111
 Recently, a new concept was 
introduced to enhance the performance of DSCs by adding highly photoluminescent 
chromophores to the electrolyte which can absorb high-energy photons and transfer the 
energy to the sensitizing dye by a Förster resonant energy transfer.
124
 This allows for a 
broader spectral absorption and an increased dye loading in DSCs. 
DSC assembly 
The assembly of a DSC is schematically depicted in Figure 1-10.
49
 The working electrode and 
the counter electrode are put together with a thermoplastic spacer (e.g. a Surlyn polymer foil) 
in a sandwich-type cell by melting them together on a hot plate. The spacer defines the 
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volume of the cell in which the electrolyte is enclosed later and the electrolyte is filled in 
through a hole in the counter electrode by vacuum-backfilling. In this technique the 
electrolyte is dropped onto the hole of the counter electrode and then vacuum is applied. 
Exposing the cell to normal pressure again, the electrolyte is sucked into the hole and fills the 
compartment. Finally, this hole is sealed with another thermoplastic polymer and a thin cover 
glass sheet. To improve contacting of the cell, silver lacquer is applied on the overhanging 
parts of the FTO electrodes. 
 
Figure 1-10: Configuration of a dye sensitized solar cell.
49
 
Characteristics of DSCs 
Solar cells in general are mainly specified by the following characteristics: The current that 
flows under short circuit conditions (short-circuit current, ISC), which is closely related to the 
number of electrons generated in the dyes and injected into the conduction band of the 
semiconductor. The voltage at open circuit conditions (open circuit voltage, VOC) corresponds 
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to the energetic difference between the (quasi-)Fermi level of the TiO2 and the redox potential 
of the electrolyte.
125
 The obtainable power of a solar cell can be calculated by multiplying the 
current times the corresponding voltage on the I-V-curve. Therefore, Pmax, the maximum 
obtainable power point, is located on the curve where the product – and therefore the area of 
the rectangle under the curve – reaches a maximum (Figure 1-11). The electrical fill factor 
(FF) is a solar cell characteristic providing information on the quality of the photovoltaic 
device and is given by the ratio of maximum power Pmax to the product of maximum current 
ISC and maximum voltage VOC: 
    
    
      
 (1-2) 
Finally, the overall solar conversion efficiency is a key factor to compare the effectiveness of 
converting sunlight to electrical energy. The ratio of the maximum obtainable power to the 
power of the incoming light gives the efficiency η: 
   
    
    
 
        
    
 (1-3) 
 
Figure 1-11: Idealized I-V-curve of a solar cell and corresponding maximum power generation.
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1.6 Battery materials 
Energy storage in high performance rechargeable batteries has become a very attractive 
research field over the last years, especially with the growing markets of portable electronic 
devices and electric vehicles. The development and implementation of renewable energy 
sources into the energy grids require on the one hand an excellent infrastructure and 
management of the grid and on the other hand energy storage capabilities to compensate peak 
loads in sunny or windy phases or cloudy and windless phases, respectively. Besides 
mechanical energy storage, such as flywheel energy storage, pumped hydropower storage, 
and compressed-air energy storage, electrochemical energy storage can also be an attractive 
alternative, especially for short-time grid leveling.
127
 Depending on the market penetration of 
electric vehicles in the next decade, in a smart grid the excess energy could be used to charge 
the batteries in electric vehicles and a reverse vehicle-to-grid energy transfer is also 
conceivable. 
Electrochemical energy storage devices include supercapacitor and battery systems. The latter 
are divided in primary and secondary batteries for one-time or rechargeable use, respectively. 
Supercapacitors can provide a very high power, however their energy density cannot compete 
with battery systems (Figure 1-12). The typical functional elements of a battery include an 
anode, a cathode, an electrolyte, and a separator. The anode is defined as the negative 
electrode during discharge, it transfers electrons to the external circuit and is therefore 
oxidized during the discharge process. The antagonist, the positive cathode, accepts electrons 
from the external circuit and thus is reduced during the discharge reaction. The electrodes of a 
battery are spatially separated from each other by a separator, preventing electrical shorting of 
the devices. However, the separator must be permeable for the ions of the electrolyte which 
provides the ionic conductivity between the two electrodes of a battery.
128
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Figure 1-12: Ragone plot of the energy storage domains for super capacitors, batteries and fuel cells 
compared to an internal combustion engine or conventional capacitors.
128
 
Batteries are characterized by several key figures: The nominal voltage (V) and the variation 
of it during operation of the battery (sloping) are set by the thermodynamic properties of the 
active electrode materials, the so-called cell chemistry. These factors determine the voltage a 
battery can supply for certain applications. Accordingly, the cut-off voltage (V) is the value to 
which a battery can be discharged without destroying it by irreversible processes. The 
capacity (Ah) or weight rated specific capacity (Ah g
-1
) of a battery also depends on the 
utilized active electrode materials and is defined as product of the available charge (C, 
Coulomb) and the operating voltage (V) a battery can deliver over a certain time when 
discharging it from a completely charged state to the cut-off potential. The charge and 
discharge rate of a battery is usually given as the C-rate, with 1 C being the full charging or 
discharging of a battery within an hour, 2 C meaning full charging or discharging of a battery 
within a half hour and so on. The C-rate also determines the current with which a battery can 
be charged and therefore is a measure of the kinetics in a battery. For example a battery which 
is discharged at 25 C and has a nominal capacity of 1000 mAh can deliver a current of 25 A. 
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 1000 mAh x 25 C = 1000 mAh x 25 h
-1
 = 25000 mA = 25 A (1-4) 
The power (W) or specific power (W g
-1
) is the product of voltage and current a battery can 
deliver and would correlate to how fast one can accelerate a car, for example. The energy 
(Wh) or specific energy (Wh g
-1
) of a battery accordingly gives the time how long a battery 
can maintain a certain power and therefore would correlate to how far one can drive the car. 
These values are also often given in relation to the volume of a battery system, namely the 
power density (W L
-1
) and energy density (Wh L
-1
). 
The durability of a rechargeable battery is described by its cycle life, i.e. the number of 
charge/recharge cycles it can perform before its capacity falls to 80 % of its original value. 
The application in commercial products typically requires a cycle life of batteries between 
500 and 1200 cycles. Additionally, the shelf life is a measure how long a battery can be stored 
before it loses 20 % of its initial capacity due to self-discharging reactions. 
With this requisite know-how the properties of and requirements for batteries can be 
discussed. In general, the applied electrode materials should exhibit suitable electrochemical 
potentials and high capacities to provide enough power and energy for applications. The 
materials should be stable in the respective electrolytes and show a high reversibility of the 
processes to be suitable for rechargeable batteries. The charging time, which is currently an 
extremely important issue for applications in battery electric vehicles and mobile devices, is 
governed by the kinetics in batteries. Furthermore, providing a high power requires large 
currents, large fluxes and a high mobility of charge carriers. One method to improve this 
characteristic is the nanostructuring of materials, which decreases diffusion pathways in the 
bulk and with its extremely high surface areas allows a good contact of the electrolyte with 
the active materials. In turn, the nanostructuring of materials would allow discharging a 
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battery quickly and therefore providing high power. Additionally, higher energy densities are 
highly desirable, since the lower attainable weight would allow one to operate mobile devices 
for a longer time or to propel a car more efficiently.
129
 
 
Figure 1-13: Energy storage capability of common rechargeable battery systems.
128
 
Lithium ion batteries are the energy storage system that made the vast distribution of mobile 
devices possible in the first place and they are expected to be an important bridging 
technology until even higher capacity systems such as lithium air batteries are commercially 
available.
130
 In contrast to the nickel metalhydride and nickel-cadmium batteries, lithium ion 
batteries do not show a memory-effect and exhibit a higher energy density, which makes them 
attractive for powering mobile devices or electric vehicles (Figure 1-13). The basic working 
principle of lithium ion batteries was discovered in the 1970s and it took about 20 years to 
reach commercialization.
131
 The utilized materials are briefly introduced in the following 
chapter. 
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Cathode materials 
Positive electrode materials include the spinel type oxides LiCoO2, LiNiO2, LiMn2O4 and the 
doped mixed oxides LiNi1-xCoxO2, LiNi0,85Co0,1Al0,05O2 und LiNi0,33Co0,33Mn0,33O2.
132
 The 
capacities of these materials are all around 150 mAh g
-1
. Due to the expensive element cobalt 
for example, olivine type materials are applied as low-cost alternatives, mainly LiFePO4 with 
iron being a highly abundant element.
133
 Additionally, the latter shows a flatter charge and 
discharge curve with more stable potential over a broader region since the lithium 
deintercalation occurs as a two-phase process. 
Anode materials 
The material with the lowest standard potential is metallic lithium and therefore lithium would 
be the most suitable material to manufacture batteries with a high nominal voltage. 
Additionally, the very high theoretical capacity of 3860 mAh g
-1
 would allow building light-
weight and high capacity battery systems. However, the high reactivity of metallic lithium in 
water and the dendritic growth of lithium upon charging and discharging, which can lead to 
short-circuiting of the cell, pose a severe safety issue. Therefore layered structures are utilized 
in lithium ion batteries in which the lithium ions can intercalate during charging. The most 
common material is graphite due its low potential, cheap manufacturing, high cyclability, 
acceptable capacity (372 mAh g
-1
) and better safety compared to metallic lithium due to 
reduced dendrite formation.
134
 Alternatives are the spinel structured metal oxides such as 
Li4Mn5O12, Li4Ti5O12 and Li2Mn4O9, which show even better cyclability and a better thermal 
stability.
135
 The improved cyclability can be attributed to the very low volume expansion 
upon charging and discharging of these materials. However, the capacity of these compounds 
is even lower than that for graphite, being around 150 mAh g
-1
. Metal alloys or metals such as 
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silicon could be alternative high capacity energy storage materials but still suffer from their 
low cyclability due to the vast increase in volume upon charging.
136,137
 Nanostructuring could 
be a suitable approach to accommodate the stress in the materials and to avoid the destruction 
of them upon cycling. 
Electrolyte and separator 
The liquid electrolyte in a lithium ion battery is usually composed of a lithium salt dissolved 
in an organic solvent. A key factor is the thermal and electrochemical stability of the 
electrolyte in the potential range at which a battery is operated. The solvent should be non-
toxic and the electrolyte should show a high ion-mobility to enable fast charge transfer. 
Common applied lithium salts include LiClO4, LiBF4, LiN(SO2CF3)2 and LiPF6 in solvent 
mixtures of ethylenecarbonate and 1,2-dimethoxyethane, for example.
138
 The requirements for 
separators are on the one hand a high ionic conductivity to efficiently close the circuit and on 
the other hand a low electrical conductivity to prevent short-circuiting.
139
 Typical separators 
are porous membranes made from polyolefins (PP, PE, or laminates of PP and PE) or 
inorganic ceramics.
140
 
The main techniques to characterize battery materials in laboratories are cyclovoltammetry 
and the galvanostatic technique, both described in detail in Chapter 2, Characterization. 
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1.7 Photo-electrochemical water splitting 
Another possible approach to successfully integrate renewable energies into our energy mix is 
the direct conversion of sunlight to chemically stored energy or put simply, fuels. This would 
allow for storing excess solar energy during daytime and providing a constant energy supply 
during the night. Additionally, chemical fuels can be easily stored, can be transported 
efficiently due to their much higher energy density compared to battery systems and can be 
consumed according to demand.
141
 
The easiest and probably least technologically demanding way of harnessing solar energy 
might be the use of bio-mass or bio-fuels produced in the photosynthesis of natural plants. 
However, this approach suffers from the rather low efficiency of photosynthesis which is 
typically less than 1 % and it often has to compete with food production for areas under 
cultivation.
142
 Additionally, the conversion of bio-mass into fuels requires subsequent 
processing or distillation which decreases the efficiency further. Another indirect process of 
generating fuels is the electrolysis of water into hydrogen and oxygen with electricity from 
photovoltaic cells in separate electrolysers. The drawbacks of this multi-step process are the 
conversion efficiencies of the single steps, being 0.6 for the electrolysers and 0.4 for very 
high-performance solar cells, and therefore the loss of already converted and obtained 
energy.
143
 
Direct methods, also called artificial photosynthesis, use the photons to directly produce a 
chemical fuel in a single process. When photogeneration electrodes are illuminated, water is 
oxidized at the surface without intermediate electricity generation. The produced electrons 
can be reacted, for example, with CO2 to photo-reduce it to carbon-based fuels, however this 
process requires expensive and scarce catalysts. The alternative, to react the electrons simply 
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with protons, leads to the generation of hydrogen gas, which can be a promising future high 
energy density carrier in a so-called hydrogen economy. Furthermore, hydrogen could be 
easily stored in the already existing pipeline systems or gasometers for natural gas.
127
 
The two separate water splitting reactions are shown in equation (1-5) and (1-6), with the 
oxygen evolution reaction (OER) occurring at the anode and hydrogen evolution occurring at 
the cathode (HER): 
 OER: 4 OH
-
 + 4 h
+
  2 H2O + O2 (1-5) 
 HER: 4 H2O + 4 e
-
  2 H2 + 2 OH
-
 (1-6) 
Another possibility is to have the photoactive material in dispersion and both the HER and 
OER taking place at the particle surface. An extensive review on the so-called heterogeneous 
photocatalysis is given by Kudo and Miseki and is not discussed in detail here.
144
 
Alternatively, the light absorption properties of photosystem II proteins coupled to 
semiconductor electrodes and hydrogen evolution by hydrogenase are interesting alternative 
biomimetic approaches.
145
 
The necessary free energy for splitting a water molecule under standard conditions is ΔG = 
237.2 kJ mol
-1
, which corresponds to ΔE° = 1.23 V according to the Nernst equation.141 In 
order to photo-chemically drive this reaction with a semiconductor, the absorbed photons 
require a minimum energy of 1.23 eV or a wavelength below 1000 nm. The generated charge 
carriers, electrons and holes have to travel to the respective electrode surfaces to react with 
water species. Additionally, the losses due to necessary concentration and kinetic 
overpotentials in electron-transfer processes at the semiconductor/liquid junction for the HER 
and the OER have to be taken into account. This leads to an overall necessary potential of 
around 1.6 – 2.4 eV per generated electron hole-pair.146 The energy can be provided by either 
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one high energy photon absorbed by a semiconductor whose band positions straddle the 
electrochemical potentials E° (H
+
/H2) and E° (O2/H2O) (Figure 1-14, left), or two different 
semiconductors which ideally absorb photons with different wavelengths (tandem system). 
 
Figure 1-14: Left: Oxygen evolution reaction (OER) and hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) at a single 
semiconductor surface. The conduction band has to be above the hydrogen evolution and the valence band 
has to be below the redox potential for electrochemical oxygen evolution. Right: Series connection of a PV 
cell providing the necessary additional bias to drive the hydrogen evolution reaction at a metal cathode 
with a n-type photoelectrode at which the oxygen is evolved.
141
 
In addition to the suitable energy levels and low overpotentials for the reduction/oxidation 
reactions, there are several other requirements an optimal semiconductor for water splitting 
should fulfill.
93
 It should show a strong (visible) light absorption and a high chemical stability 
in aqueous solutions under harsh pH conditions in the dark and under illumination. 
Furthermore, it should be low cost and allow for an efficient internal charge transport, both 
for holes and electrons. 
The first ever reported water splitting photocatalyst, TiO2, delivers enough energy to split 
water and to produce both hydrogen and oxygen, however due to its high bandgap of 3.2 eV it 
only absorbs in the UV region, harnessing only a small part of the solar spectrum.
147
 In order 
to shift the bandgap to lower values and therefore allow to absorb a greater part of the solar 
spectrum, experiments with doping the titania with metal ions such as Fe, Sb and Cr
129,130
 or 
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anions such as nitrogen were conducted.
148
 However, the still very low absorption coefficients 
and small absorption cross-sections led to limited performance of these systems. One means 
to overcome this issue is the nanostructuring of the electrodes to increase the optical thickness 
of the absorber layer while decreasing the hole diffusion pathways in n-type systems.
149
 
Another material capable of providing both electrons and holes for water splitting is 
SrTiO3.
150
 However the efficiency is again limited by its high bandgap and therefore small 
absorption of the solar spectrum. 
 
Figure 1-15: Energy band positions for various semiconductors at pH 14.
93
 
Several of the materials depicted in Figure 1-15 are feasible candidates to drive at least one of 
the two necessary reactions for water splitting. Fe2O3, WO3 and SnO2 for example do not 
provide enough energy to drive both half-reactions in water splitting, thus an external bias 
voltage is necessary for the hydrogen evolution. One of the possibilities to provide this energy 
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would be to couple an external photovoltaic device to the system (Figure 1-14, right) or to 
combine photoanodes with photocathodes. Possible photocathode materials include several 
metal sulfides and selenides or copper(I)oxide. These materials are not described in detail here 
since they are beyond the scope of our studies.
141
 Depending on the method, the hydrogen can 
be harvested from separate compartments or it has to be separated from the gas mixture. 
Furthermore, the smaller bandgap of the materials mentioned above allows absorption of 
visible light, thus increasing the overall photo-conversion efficiency. 
Soon after the photocatalytic water splitting properties of TiO2 were discovered, hematite or 
α-Fe2O3 was found to be a suitable material in 1976 by Bard and Hardee.
151
 It meets several 
of the above-mentioned requirements: First of all, iron is one of the most abundant elements 
on earth and environmentally benign, therefore making it a cheap and safe alternative to other 
rare earth or noble metal containing electrodes or catalysts.
152
 It shows a light absorption in 
the visible region resulting from its band gap of around 2 eV, which allows for absorbing a 
much higher fraction of the solar spectrum than wide bandgap semiconductors, resulting in a 
theoretical possible photocurrent density of 12 mA cm
−2
.
152
 The valence band position of 
hematite is below the potential for water oxidation making it an interesting photo-catalysis 
electrode for the OER.
153
 Although the conduction band edge is not suitable for water 
reduction or hydrogen evolution, the necessary energy could be provided by the already 
described combination with a photocathode or coupling to an external PV cell.
154,155
 Iron 
oxide exhibits a high chemical stability in basic aqueous solutions often employed for the 
OER in water splitting. The last requirement, the efficient internal charge transport is a major 
drawback of hematite leading to a strongly limited performance. As calculated by Hamman 
from the absorption coefficient according to Beers law, a film thickness of around 400 nm 
thick hematite would be necessary to absorb 95 % of the light with energy above its 
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bandgap.
152
 This stands in drastic contrast to the very short hole diffusion length in hematite 
of only 2 – 4 nm.156 Additionally, the electron conductivity is limited due to low carrier 
concentrations and mobilities which results - inter alia - in high electron-hole recombination 
rates.
157
 These issues are mainly addressed by two different approaches, nanostructuring the 
morphologies or doping the iron oxide with metal ions or a combination of both. 
Significant improvements of the photo-conversion efficiency of hematite in water splitting 
experiments have been achieved by doping with Ti, Zr, Si, or Ge.
153,158-161
 The effect of 
doping is usually ascribed to the change in carrier concentrations and/or increased carrier 
mobility therefore increasing the conductivity of the material. 
Nanostructuring provides a higher surface area and therefore a larger amount of reaction sites 
on the active material and additionally decreases the diffusion pathways for holes to the 
surface. For hematite this concept was first reported for an approach similar to the fabrication 
of DSC electrodes by sintering nanoparticles of hematite.
162
 Recent studies report a manifold 
of different iron oxide nanostructures such as nanowires, nanotubes, nanonets or 
nanocauliflowers that are summarized in excellent reviews.
91,93
 In some cases, doping leads to 
an additional change in morphology, which is especially the case for Si doping and which 
results in the formation of dendritic nanostructures with drastically improved performance.
153
 
However, an increased surface area is not only advantageous as it provides more surface 
recombination sites. 
To further increase the performance of nanostructured systems and to reduce surface 
recombination, surface treatments and catalysts are applied. The deposition of IrO2 
nanoparticles as a surface catalyst led to photocurrents in excess of 3 mA cm
−2
.
163
 Less 
expensive alternatives are usually based on cobalt compounds such as the deposition of Co
2+
 
ions in the form of cobalt(II)-nitrate,
164
 the electrodeposition of a cobalt-phosphate catalyst 
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(“Co-Pi”)165-168 or the in-situ growth or ex-situ deposition of Co3O4 nanoparticles.
103
 The role 
of these surface treatments is described in detail in Chapter 10. 
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2 Characterization 
Nanoparticles and porous materials constructed thereof can be characterized by using a 
variety of different techniques usually applied in materials science. The nanoparticle 
composition and properties are commonly assessed by electron microscopy (TEM and SEM), 
dynamic light scattering (DLS), powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) and vibrational spectroscopy 
(Raman). Porous materials can be visualized by electron microscopy, but additionally 
physisorption plays a very important role in the estimation of the porosity and the pore size. 
Finally, depending on the materials properties, the performance of these can be analyzed in 
the corresponding applications, such as dye-sensitized solar cells, batteries and 
photoelectrochemical water splitting. 
2.1 X-Ray diffraction (XRD) 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a very useful non-destructive analytical method that gives 
information on the phase composition and crystallinity of a specimen. Additionally, XRD can 
be used for the characterization of periodically ordered mesostructures. The physical principle 
of X-ray diffraction is the elastic scattering of X-rays by atoms in a periodic three-
dimensional structure having a periodicity similar to the X-ray wavelengths. If the material is 
periodically structured, the scattered X-rays interfere constructively and give the diffraction 
pattern (Figure 2-1). The relationship between the scattering angle and the distance of lattice 
planes or pore walls is given by Bragg’s law: 
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           (2-1) 
n: Order of interference 
λ: Wavelength of utilized X-rays (for Cu Kα: λ = 1.540562 Å) 
d: Lattice spacing  
θ: Angle of incidence 
 
Figure 2-1: Derivation of Bragg’s relation. 
Wide angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) is measured at angles from 10° to about 100° 2θ and 
allows for the analysis of the phase composition and the crystallinity of the material. The full 
width at half maximum (FWHM) of the reflections is correlated to the peak broadening which 
is used to determine the average size of the crystallite domains with the Scherrer Equation: 
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 (2-2) 
k: Shape-dependent proportionality factor 
λ: Wavelength of X-rays  
β: Full width at half maximum of the reflection (FWHM) 
θ: Scattering angle 
For spherical particles the shape-dependent proportionality factor is usually around 0.9 and 
the FWHM is corrected for the intrinsic instrumental broadening. 
Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) is typically measured at 2θ angles below 10° and with 
this method periodic structures on the nanoscale as in ordered mesoporous films for example 
can be characterized. In this way, the pore-to-pore distance can be calculated by using Bragg's 
equation. 
X-ray diffraction analysis was carried out in reflection mode using a Bruker D8 Discover with 
Ni-filtered Cu-Kα-radiation and a position-sensitive semiconductor detector (LynxEye). 
Measurements in transmission mode were carried out on a STOE powder diffractometer in 
transmission geometry (Cu-Kα1, λ = 1.5406 Å) equipped with a position-sensitive Mythen-1K 
detector. 
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2.2 Raman spectroscopy 
Raman spectroscopy is a non-destructive and quantitative method for the characterization of 
materials and allows for determining properties such as the presence of certain chemical 
moieties or phases in the specimen. In Raman spectroscopy vibrational, rotational and low-
frequency modes are monitored to give information about the molecules or crystalline 
materials. In general, a monochromatic light source, most commonly a laser, is used to 
interact with the electron cloud or bonds in a molecule to excite the material from the ground 
state into a virtual energy state. This excitation is different from absorption processes in which 
the excitation leads to discrete excited states. From the excited state the molecule relaxes and 
a photon is emitted in the course of this process. The incident light can either be scattered 
elastically (Rayleigh scattering) which means that the energy of the emitted compared to the 
absorbed photon is unchanged, or it can be scattered inelastically where the energy of the 
emitted photon is different from the excitation energy (Figure 2-2). The observation of this 
shift in energy is called Raman effect and was observed for the first time in 1928 by Sir C.V. 
Raman.
1
 The difference of the energy of the incident and emitted light is due to the relaxation 
into a vibrational or rotational state different from the initial state. There are two possibilities 
for the inelastic scattering and therefore different energy shifts: In the so-called Stokes Raman 
scattering the molecule which is excited is initially in its ground state and it can relax into a 
vibrational or rotational state with higher energy leading to the emission of photons with a 
longer wavelength. In Anti-Stokes Raman scattering the molecule is initially in an excited 
vibrational state and relaxes into a state with lower energy leading to the emission of photons 
with higher energy than the excitation energy. 
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Figure 2-2: Energy levels and transition processes in Raman spectroscopy with the Rayleigh-, Stokes-, and 
anti-Stokes scattering.
2
 
In general, the intensity of the Stokes lines is much higher than for Anti-Stokes scattering, due 
to the low occupation of excited states at room temperature. 
Raman spectra were recorded with a LabRAM HR UV-VIS (Horiba Jobin Yvon) Raman 
microscope (Olympus BX41) with a Symphony CCD detection system using a HeNe laser at 
632.8 nm. 
2.3 Dynamic light scattering 
Dynamic light scattering (DLS), also called photon correlation spectroscopy, is a non-
destructive and fast method to determine the size distribution of particles in suspension or of 
polymers in solution.
3,4
 Additionally it can be used to monitor the agglomeration behavior of 
nanoparticles over a certain time scale depending on the surrounding conditions such as the 
pH value for example.
5
 A suitable light source for the measurements is a laser due to its 
monochromatic and coherent radiation. If the size of the particles is small compared to the 
wavelength of the light source, Rayleigh scattering occurs equally in all directions. A time-
dependent fluctuation of the detected signal results from the Brownian motion of the 
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nanoparticles. The constructive and destructive interference of the scattered light gives 
intensity fluctuations, a so-called speckle pattern, which contains information about the 
movement of the scatterers. Since this is also dependent on the hydrodynamic shell of these 
species, the detected size is always the hydrodynamic radius rather than the real size of the 
objects. The changes in the speckle pattern are analyzed with the help of a digital correlator 
and the fluctuations in intensity are correlated over time with a second order autocorrelation 
function: 
    (   )  
⟨ ( ) (   )⟩
〈 ( )〉 
 (2-3) 
q: Wave detector 
τ: Delay time 
I: Intensity 
This function decays exponentially towards long delay times and can be related to a first order 
autocorrelation function g
1
: 
    (   )     [  (   )]  (2-4) 
q: Wave detector 
τ: Delay time 
β: Correction factor 
The diffusion coefficient D can be obtained from a single exponential function when 
assuming a monodisperse dilute dispersion of nanoparticles: 
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    (   )     
    (2-5) 
D: Diffusion coefficient 
The Stokes-Einstein equation gives the relation between this diffusion coefficient and the 
hydrodynamic diameter of spherical particles: 
   
  
    
 (2-6) 
k: Boltzmann constant 
T: Temperature 
η: Solvent viscosity 
d: Hydrodynamic diameter 
Due to the usually non-monodisperse nature of nanoparticles, size distribution effects have to 
be taken into account by the application of Mie theory or Rayleigh scattering. While Mie 
Theory describes the scattering from larger particles, Rayleigh scattering is used to describe 
the elastic interaction of unpolarized light with particles smaller than the wavelength of the 
light: 
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 (2-7) 
I0: Intensity of incoming light 
θ: Scattering angle 
R: Distance to the particle 
λ: Wavelength of incoming light 
n: Refractive index of the material 
d: Diameter of particles 
Since the scattering intensity is proportional to d
6
, big particles contribute much more to the 
scattering intensity as compared to small ones. This effect leads to an over-estimation of the 
size in polydisperse samples and thus needs to be considered in data evaluation. To solve this 
issue, the intensity-based measurement data of the DLS can also be presented as volume-
weighted (d
3
) or number-weighted (d) distributions, giving the real size distribution of 
polydisperse samples. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements were carried out on 
diluted suspensions using a Malvern Zetasizer-Nano instrument with a 4 mW He-Ne laser (λ 
= 633 nm) and an avalanche photo detector. 
2.4 UV/Vis spectroscopy 
UV/Vis spectroscopy is used to quantitatively determine the light absorption behavior of 
molecules in solution or solid materials. For this purpose, the sample is illuminated with light 
in the ultraviolet and visible region, which can interact with valence electrons and excite them 
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to higher energy orbitals. The energy of the absorbed photons corresponds to the energy 
difference of the orbitals and can give information about the compounds. Beer-Lamberts law 
allows determining the concentration of an absorbing species with this equation:
1 
       
 
  
     (2-8) 
A: Detected absorbance 
I0: Intensity of incident light 
I: Intensity of transmitted light 
ε: Extinction coefficient 
L: Path length of light through sample 
The setup of UV/Vis spectrophotometers usually consists of a light source, a monochromator, 
a sample holder and a detector. Different light sources are applied to ensure a continuous 
spectrum, such as a deuterium arc lamp for the UV region and a tungsten filament or a xenon 
arc lamp for the visible region. The monochromator separates the different wavelengths from 
each other and allows the measurement of a wavelength resolved spectrum. The detector is 
typically a photodiode array or a charge-coupled device (CCD). 
UV-Vis measurements were performed on a Hitachi U3501 or a Perkin Elmer Lambda 1050 
spectrophotometer. 
2.5 Electron microscopy 
Electron microscopy is a very important technique to characterize materials in detail 
concerning their structure and composition on the nanoscale. Contrary to usual light 
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microscopes the resolution is not limited to about 200 nm and therefore images can be 
obtained on the atomic scale due to the shorter wavelength of the utilized electrons in the 
range of picometers.
6
 The electron beam can be generated by either a heated tungsten filament 
or a field emission gun and is accelerated with a potential difference of about 4 to 1000 keV. 
The electron beam is then focused on the sample with electromagnetic or electrostatic lenses 
with a spot size of typically a few nanometers (Figure 2-3). The interaction of these high 
energy electrons with matter is much stronger than that of X-rays or light and the resulting 
primary electrons can be classified as following: No interaction with the sample, no change in 
direction and no energy loss can be detected for transmitted electrons which are important for 
the imaging of the structure of a sample. The fraction of transmitted electrons is depending on 
the elemental composition, the density or porosity of the material and mainly on the thickness 
of a sample, which needs to be prepared thinner than about 100 nm with elaborate sample 
preparation techniques. Diffracted and backscattered electrons are scattered elastically with 
both still having a high energy but occurring at different diffraction angles. When the high 
energy primary electrons hit and strike out electrons of the sample, secondary electrons can be 
emitted. Due to the rather low energy of these electrons, only those generated close to the 
surface of a sample can emerge and be detected which makes them very important for surface 
probing techniques. When electrons of the sample are removed from the inner shell, the 
generated vacancies are filled by electrons from a higher shell. This energy difference is either 
released by the emission of characteristic X-rays or of an Auger electron from an outer shell. 
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Figure 2-3: Optical pathway in a transmission electron microscope.
5 
Electron microscopy can be mainly divided into three different techniques: Scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) is used to investigate the surface of a sample by scanning it with a beam of 
focused electrons in a grid pattern. The resulting signal of each sample spot is collected and 
the information is put together to produce an image of the surface. In contrast, transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) is used to obtain information on the internal structure of a sample 
by detecting the transmitted electrons on a fluorescent screen or by a CCD camera. When 
obtaining the image in TEM with a strongly focused electron beam that scans the sample in a 
grid-like pattern like in SEM, this special technique is called scanning transmission electron 
microscopy (STEM). With a circular detector arranged around the optical axis of the 
microscope, images with a very high mass contrast can be obtained due to the collection of 
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only high angle diffracted electrons. This technique is called high angle annular dark field 
mode (HAADF). 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed on a JEOL JSM-6500F scanning 
electron microscope equipped with a field emission gun operated at 4 – 10 kV depending on 
the sample. High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) and Scanning 
Transmission Electron Microscopy in High Angle Annular Dark Field mode (STEM-
HAADF) were performed using a FEI Titan 80-300 equipped with a field emission gun 
operated at 300 kV. 
2.6 Sorption 
Sorption measurements are a versatile method for the characterization of porous systems 
regarding the pore characteristics and the surface area.
7
 Sorption isotherms are measured at a 
constant temperature and the amount of adsorbed species is plotted versus varying pressures 
for the adsorption and the desorption processes. The interactions of the adsorbed species with 
the surface are mainly weak van-der-Waals forces, so they can be classified as physisorption 
processes. Various models with different assumptions are used to describe those interactions 
and one of the most common ones is the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) theory.
8
 Two 
assumptions are made: There is no interaction of the adsorbed species among each other in a 
layer and the adsorption enthalpy of the first monolayer is different from that for multilayer 
formation. The BET method allows determining the surface area of a sample by analyzing the 
monolayer formation at low partial pressures in the isotherm and multiplying it with the 
adsorption area of the adsorptive molecules. 
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Figure 2-4: The six types of gas sorption isotherms as classified by IUPAC.
9 
Sorption isotherms can be classified in 6 different basic types (I – VI) depending on the 
structure and size of the pore systems and interaction strength of the adsorptive with the 
adsorbent (Figure 2-4). Type IV isotherms are typical for mesoporous samples exhibiting a 
monolayer adsorption with the subsequent multilayer formation at low partial pressures and a 
typical hysteresis loop of the adsorption and desorption branch which is ascribed to capillary 
condensation of adsorptive in the mesopores and the hindered desorption therefrom.
10
 The 
further adsorption at higher partial pressures is caused by adsorption at the external surface or 
in textural porosity. 
Nitrogen gas is usually used as adsorptive for sorption measurements on porous powder 
samples. The measurements are carried out at the boiling point of liquid nitrogen, i.e. 77 K. 
Structure characteristics of porous materials, such as surface area and pore volume can be 
obtained from classical thermodynamic calculations whereas for the calculation of the pore 
size distribution approaches such as the Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) theory, non-local 
density functional theory (NLDFT) or Monte-Carlo simulations (MC) have to be employed. 
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Nitrogen sorption is not applicable to materials with a very small specific surface area, for 
example thin mesoporous films. In this case, Krypton sorption measurements can be 
conducted alternatively to determine surface areas down to a few cm
2
.
11
 Krypton sorption is 
also measured at 77 K where it is solid and therefore has a lower saturation vapor pressure 
than nitrogen. However, due to its physical properties, the theory for other liquid adsorptives 
cannot be applied and the surface area and pore size have to be determined indirectly by 
calibration measurements of standards. 
For the characterization of mesoporous titania films assembled from the ultra-small titania 
nanocrystals, all Kr sorption measurements were performed and evaluated by Dr. Jiri 
Rathouský at the J. Heyrovský Institute of Physical Chemistry in Prague. The analysis of 
adsorption isotherms of Kr at the boiling point of liquid nitrogen (approx. 77 K) gave the 
porosity of the thin films. An ASAP 2010 apparatus (Micromeritics) was used to obtain the 
isotherms. For the determination of textural properties of the samples, the shape of the 
hysteresis loop and the limiting adsorption at saturation pressure of the krypton sorption 
isotherms was compared with reference materials (anatase powders) characterized by nitrogen 
sorption. The pore size distribution was obtained from comparison plots that were based on 
the differentiation of these plots for each sample. 
Nitrogen sorption measurements were performed on a Quantachrome Instruments Nova 
4000e or an Autosorb-1 by Quantachrome Instruments at 77 K and the samples were degassed 
for 12 h at 150 °C. 
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2.7 Quartz crystal microbalance 
The Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) is an ultrafine balance system that measures very 
small changes in mass through the change in resonance frequency of a piezoelectric quartz 
crystal. This method is based on the inverse piezoelectric effect in which a mechanical 
deformation results from the application of an electric field and the Sauerbrey equation gives 
the relation of the change in mass Δm with a change in frequency Δf:12 
     
   
   
 √    
 (2-9) 
f0: Resonant frequency 
A: Active area of the crystal 
ρq: Density of quartz 
μq: Shear modulus of quartz 
The frequency change results from a modified vibration frequency of the piezoelectric chip 
due to a changed mass loading. This allows to measure very small amounts of mass deposited 
on the chip and can therefore be used for the determination of the mass of very thin porous 
films. For example, for a 10 MHz crystal a frequency change of 1 Hz corresponds to a mass 
loading of 4.42·10
-9
 g on an active surface area on the chip of 1 cm
2
. This high sensitivity is 
especially useful for electrochemical measurements, since the capacity of an electrode 
material is usually given in electric charge (Ah) per mass (g) and the usual balances are not 
sensitive enough to determine the mass of very thin electrodes. The application of these chips 
as electrodes in electrochemical measurements allows a direct determination of the active 
mass deposited on the electrodes (Figure 2-5).  
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Figure 2-5: Image of a QCM chip. 
Alternatively, the very high gravimetric sensitivity of the quartz crystal microbalance can be 
employed for gravimetric sorption measurements. The mesoporous films are usually prepared 
by spin-coating and subsequent calcination on the QCM chips. Adsorptives can be gases or 
solvent vapors. However, the models for nitrogen gas sorption are difficult to adapt to the 
interaction of solvent molecules with porous metal oxide surfaces. 
QCM measurements were carried out using a self-built Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) 
system. The mesoporous films were produced by spin-coating of a precursor solution on KVG 
10 MHz QCM devices with gold electrodes (from Quartz Crystal Technology GmbH) and 
subsequent calcination. 
2.8 Thermogravimetric analysis 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is a method to detect a change in the mass of a sample 
with temperature and time. The sample is placed in an inert crucible, such as platinum or 
corundum, which is coupled to a microbalance. The heating process with a constant heat rate 
can be conducted in different gas atmospheres such as argon, nitrogen or synthetic air. This 
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allows distinguishing evaporation and desorption of solvent molecules, for example from 
oxidative decomposition processes.
13
 By calculating the total mass loss after heating the 
sample to 900 °C in an oxidative atmosphere, the total content of inorganic material in metal 
oxide nanoparticles can be determined and compared to the initial weight including solvent 
molecules and surface-bound organic ligands. Additionally, the enthalpy of those processes 
can be determined with differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measuring the difference of 
energy needed for heating the sample compared to an inert reference. The nature of the 
processes can be assessed from the information gained in these measurements, for example 
combustion (exothermic) can be distinguished from phase transformation and evaporation 
(endothermic) processes. 
Thermogravimetric analyses of the samples were performed on a Netzsch STA 440 C 
TG/DSC. 
2.9 Electrochemical lithium insertion 
High-performance battery materials are very important not only for the implementation in 
personal mobile devices but will also play a decisive role in the conversion from fossil fuel 
based transportation to a low carbon dioxide footprint electrical transportation based on 
renewable energy sources. In this work two nanostructured anode materials for lithium ion 
batteries were prepared, TiO2 and the highly stable Li4Ti5O12. The electrochemical equations 
for the charging reactions are as follows: 
 x Li
+
 + x e
-
 + TiO2 LixTiO2 (2-10) 
 Li4Ti5O12 + 3 Li
+
 + 3 e
-
 Li7Ti5O12 (2-11) 
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Figure 2-6: Cyclic voltammogram (CV) of an electrochemical lithium insertion experiment in the TiO2 
phases rutile and anatase and Li4Ti5O12 spinel with the corresponding distinct insertion and extraction 
peaks. A broad hysteresis of the baseline curve is mainly attributed to capacitive (faradaic and non-
faradaic) charging as well as electrochemical contributions of amorphous titania phases. 
In both cases Ti(IV) is reduced to Ti(III) and lithium ions are inserted into the structures to 
compensate the charge. The formal potentials at which this lithium insertion takes place 
depend on the phases of the material, and they are 1.85 V and 1.55 V vs. lithium for TiO2 in 
its anatase phase and lithium titanate, respectively (Figure 2-6). The maximum theoretical 
capacities for both materials at full lithium insertion are 168 mAh g
-1
 and 175 mAh g
-1
, 
corresponding to Li0.5TiO2 and Li7Ti5O12, respectively. This total capacity can be attributed to 
mainly two different contributions, i.e. the faradaic insertion of lithium into the bulk of the 
materials and charge-storage on the surface of the nanomaterials which can either be a 
capacitive process (non-faradaic) or of faradaic nature (pseudo-capacitive) in which redox 
reactions at the surface take place. The kinetics of such reactions are usually very different 
from each other since the bulk diffusion of lithium ions is rather slow. Hence, when 
increasing the surface area of the electrodes the capacitive and pseudo-capacitive 
contributions can be drastically increased leading to a shortened charging time of the devices. 
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In our studies we used a method to quantify the amount contributed from the different charge 
storage mechanisms in which the contributions can be distinguished by determining the 
current response depending on the sweep rates in cyclic voltammetry (CV).
14-16
 In cyclic 
voltammetry the applied potential is varied linearly over time with a certain sweep rate and 
the resulting current is detected.
17
 When reaching a certain set potential the potential ramp is 
inverted and applied until the initial potential is reached. The oxidation and reduction 
reactions take place at characteristic potentials for the materials and the potential is varied in a 
certain region usually defined by the decomposition reactions of the utilized electrolyte. 
Cyclic voltammetry is a versatile method to characterize electrochemically active compounds 
usually in a three-electrode setup with a working electrode, a counter electrode and a 
reference electrode. The total gravimetric lithium insertion capacities can be determined by 
the integration of the area under CV curve upon reduction (charging) and oxidation 
(discharging) of the TiO2 and Li4Ti5O12 and normalizing the obtained charge to the mass of 
the electrode. 
For Li4Ti5O12 mainly galvanostatic lithium insertion experiments were conducted in which a 
constant current is applied and the resulting change in potential is monitored until a cut-off 
potential is reached. This method allows a very fast and simple determination of the capacity 
of the tested electrodes by simply normalizing the charge plotted on the x-axis to the electrode 
mass. The electrochemical insertion and extraction reactions can be inverted by applying the 
same current with a negative sign and vice versa. Depending on the amount of current applied 
compared to the active electrode mass, charging and discharging rates can be specified. This 
is usually expressed as the C-rate, which is defined as a factor of charge over time. Charging 
or discharging a battery in 1 hour to its full capacity is defined as 1 C and doing this in half an 
hour would lead to a C-rate of 2 C, for example. The kinetics of the nanostructured electrodes 
can be characterized by performing the measurements at various C-rates, and to assess the 
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stability of the materials cycling experiments have been conducted by repeating the 
measurements up to 1000 times. The contributions from pseudo-capacitive and bulk-diffusion 
limited processes were deconvoluted by the analysis of cyclic voltammograms at different 
scan rates. This is described in detail in Chapter 7. 
Electrochemical measurements were carried out using a Parstat 2273 potentiostat (Princeton 
Applied Research). The measurements were performed in a 1 M LiN-(SO2CF3)2 solution in a 
mixture of ethylenecarbonate (EC) and 1,2-dimethoxyethane (DME) (1:1 by weight). Li wires 
were used as both the auxiliary and the reference electrodes. 
2.10 Photovoltaic characterization 
The dye-sensitized solar cells were assembled from the mesoporous titania films and were 
mainly characterized by measuring current-voltage (I-V) curves on a potentiostat with and 
without illumination of the sample. The current was collected at altering externally applied 
potentials with scan rates slow enough to a avoid capacitive charging on the high surface area 
of the titania films.
18
 The standard performance characteristics of the solar cells such as the 
short-circuit current ISC, the open circuit potential VOC, the fill factor FF and the power 
conversion efficiency η can be extracted from the I-V-curves as described in the introduction 
(Chapter 1.5). 
An AM 1.5 solar simulator (Solar light Co.) was used for the characterization of solar cells. 
The light intensity was monitored by a pyranometer (PMA2100, Solar light Co.). Current 
density-voltage measurements were performed with a Zahner IM6ex impedance measurement 
unit with a scan speed of 10 mV s
-1
. 
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2.11 Photo-electrochemical water splitting characterization 
For the characterization of hematite photo-electrodes in photo-electrochemical water splitting, 
several measurements were conducted. The current-voltage characteristics of the masked 
films were obtained by scanning from negative to positive potentials in the dark or under 
illumination, with a 20 mV s
-1
 sweep rate. For external quantum efficiency (EQE) 
measurements, chopped monochromatic light (chopping frequency 2 Hz) was provided by a 
150 W Xenon lamp in combination with a monochromator and order-sorting filters. The cell 
was biased to 1.23 V vs. RHE under simulated solar irradiation to ensure realistic operating 
conditions. Current transients were used to determine the transfer efficiency of holes to the 
solution phase.
19
 The high power light emitting diode (LED) was switched on and off every 
500 ms. The hematite electrodes were held at a given potential, and transient current was 
sampled at 0.1 ms intervals. This fast sampling allowed the instantaneous current to be 
determined. In cases where the current transient had not reached a steady state value after 
500 ms, additional photocurrent transients were recorded with 5 s on/off times, sampled at 
1 ms intervals. 
All electrochemical measurements were carried out in a 0.1 M NaOH aqueous electrolyte in 
glass or quartz cells using a µ-Autolab III potentiostat equipped with a FRA2 impedance 
analyzer connected to a saturated Ag/AgCl (or a Hg/HgO) reference electrode and a Pt mesh 
counter electrode. Illumination was either provided by a power LED (Thorlabs, 455 nm), or a 
simulated AM1.5 solar simulator (Solar Light Model 16S) at 100 mW cm
-
², and was incident 
through the substrate (SI) or the electrolyte (EI). The light intensity was measured inside the 
cells using a 4 mm
2
 photodiode, which had been calibrated against a certified Fraunhofer ISE 
silicon reference cell equipped with a KG5 filter. 
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3 Ultrasmall titania nanocrystals and their direct assembly into 
mesoporous structures showing fast lithium insertion  
This chapter is based on the following publication: 
Johann M. Szeifert, Johann M. Feckl, Dina Fattakhova-Rohlfing, Yujing Liu, Vit Kalousek, 
Jiri Rathouský, Thomas Bein, Journal of the American Chemical Society 2010, 132, 12605 – 
12611. 
3.1 Introduction 
Mesoporous crystalline metal oxide layers have been in the focus of extensive research 
activities in the last decade.
1-5
 The crystallinity of a metal oxide scaffold in combination with 
a high interfacial surface area and a periodic ordering on the nanoscale are of special interest 
in applications involving interfacial charge transfer and bulk charge transport processes such 
as solar cells,
6-8
 sensors
9
 and energy storage devices.
10,11
 The basic approach to manufacturing 
such layers is the self-assembly of metal oxide building units assisted by a suitable structure-
directing agent.
1,12
 The critical point here is the amorphous character of the common metal 
oxide precursors, which usually emanate from sol-gel synthesis and require crystallization at 
elevated temperatures, often resulting in the collapse of the mesostructure.
13 
This limitation 
motivates the search for largely crystalline building units that could convert to the final 
crystalline periodic scaffolds at mild conditions and low temperatures.
14
 To make such an 
approach successful, the building blocks need to be extremely small in order to be compatible 
with the size of the structure-directing agents, and they should be dispersible in the required 
solvents without agglomeration.
15
 Hydrothermal synthesis methods are often unsuitable for 
this purpose due to the fast reaction rates, resulting in highly agglomerated nanoparticles with 
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a wide distribution of particle size and shape. On the contrary, non-aqueous solvothermal 
routes usually provide much better control over the size, crystallinity and agglomeration 
behavior of the nanoparticles.
16
 Among the large number of organic solvents examined in this 
context, benzyl alcohol has received much attention, as it enables the synthesis of a large 
variety of metal oxide nanoparticles with high crystallinity, a low degree of agglomeration 
and tunable particle size.
17,18
 However, it is difficult to prepare extremely small particles with 
this approach, and surface-modifying ligands are needed for stabilization. Another issue with 
the benzyl alcohol synthesis is the presence of benzyl alcoholate residues on the particles’ 
surface, which influence physical and chemical properties of the interface and can be removed 
only by harsh oxidative treatment or at temperatures above 450 °C.
19,20
 An accessible and 
ligand-free surface is, however, of great importance for charge transfer processes across the 
interfaces. This issue can be solved when non-aromatic solvents are used as reaction 
medium.
21
 Thus, polyols enable the preparation of monodisperse crystalline nanoparticles 
with good interface properties, however, again it is difficult to prepare very small 
nanoparticles with this approach.
22,23
 Aliphatic alcohols usually require higher reaction 
temperatures and typically do not provide homodispersed non-agglomerated nanocrystals.
24-27
 
Crystalline nanoparticles can also be prepared in other non-aqueous solvents such as ketones 
or aldehydes.
28
 
Aiming to prepare metal oxide nanoparticles of small size, enhanced crystallinity and good 
dispersibility without the need of additional stabilizing ligands, we explored tert-butanol as a 
novel reaction medium. Similar to other small aliphatic alcohols, this solvent can be easily 
removed due to its low boiling point of 83 °C. The unique reactivity of tert-butanol resulting 
from a strong inductive stabilization of an intermediate carbocation is supposed to result in a 
different mechanism of particle formation compared to that of other aliphatic alcohols, thus 
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leading to particles with different properties and morphology.
29
 As a metal oxide system we 
selected titanium dioxide, which is of great interest for applications in solar cells, catalysis 
and energy storage.
30
 
Here we describe the use of tert-butanol as a new solvent and reactant in a non-aqueous sol-
gel protocol leading to highly dispersible and nanocrystalline titania particles without the need 
for additional ligands or surfactants. Ultrasmall anatase nanoparticles of high crystallinity 
were obtained by a special microwave-based heating procedure that allows the crystal 
formation within several minutes. Additionally, this new approach permits the direct 
application of the as-synthesized particles in combination with a commercial polymer 
template for the preparation of mesoporous titanium dioxide films without the need for 
particle separation or chemical processing. The crystalline nature of the films and their use as 
electrode material for Li-ion batteries is shown by electrochemical lithium insertion. In this 
method, the high surface to bulk ratio of the nanocrystals, and the easily accessible 
mesoporous structures with extremely thin walls lead to a drastic acceleration of the Li 
insertion and high maximum capacitance. This fast synthetic strategy leading to highly 
dispersible and crystalline nanoparticles represents a versatile alternative for the preparation 
of periodically ordered mesostructures, and should be applicable to other metal oxides and 
mixed oxides. 
The following experiments have been performed by Johann M. Feckl and Johann M. Szeifert 
in the group of Prof. Dr. Thomas Bein. Vit Kalousek and Dr. Jiri Rathouský contributed by 
measuring and evaluating krypton sorption isotherms. 
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3.2 Results and Discussion 
In a typical procedure for the preparation of titanium dioxide nanoparticles, a solution of 
titanium tetrachloride in toluene was added to water-free tert-butanol at 25 °C and subjected 
to different temperature treatments. In a conventional synthesis, the reaction mixture was put 
into an oven at 60 °C for 24 hours until it turned into a colorless but turbid and highly viscous 
suspension (assigned further as T60). After cooling to room temperature, the nanoparticles 
were separated by centrifugation for further characterization. The particles were highly 
dispersible in ethanol, and wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) of the material showed the 
formation of partially crystalline TiO2 anatase particles of about 4 nm in size and the presence 
of a relatively large amount of amorphous phase (Figure 3-1a). 
In an attempt to shorten the reaction time, microwave-based heating was examined for this 
reaction mixture, as it had been reported for other systems to significantly accelerate certain 
reactions.
31
 After only one hour at 50 °C under microwave irradiation, the solution turned 
colorless and transparent, and formation of anatase particles of only 3.1 nm was observed by 
dynamic light scattering (DLS) and WAXS (Sample MW50, Figure 3-1a). The broad 
background in the WAXS pattern still indicates the presence of amorphous material, but at 
much lower relative ratios than for samples prepared by conventional heating. Microwave 
syntheses at higher temperatures led to a significant increase in crystallinity, but also to larger 
particle sizes and precipitation of the particles from the solution, thus decreasing their 
dispersibility. 
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Figure 3-1: Crystallinity and morphology of the TiO2 nanoparticles obtained using tert-BuOH as the 
reaction medium after different synthesis conditions: WAXS patterns of samples T60 (blue), MW50 (red) 
and 2xMW80/50 (black) (a); high resolution TEM image (HRTEM) and SAED pattern (inset) of the 
MW50 particles (b). The scale bar corresponds to a distance of 1.0 nm. 
Using microwave irradiation, we aimed to maximize the yield of crystalline material in the 
product and simultaneously to prevent further particle growth and agglomeration. For this 
purpose, we combined a fast ramp to a higher temperature such as 80 °C for an initial burst of 
nucleation, directly followed by a cooling period and a longer dwell time at lower 
temperatures (50 °C) for subsequent particle growth (sample MW80/50). This procedure leads 
to the formation of very small and crystalline particles without visible agglomeration, as 
demonstrated by the DLS data of the particles in solution (Figure 3-3), and the transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) images of dried particles on a carbon-coated copper grid (Figure 
3-1b). Although DLS data show the formation of small particles of less than 3 nm in size, the 
yellow color of the reaction solution still indicates the presence of titanium-chloro complexes 
and thus incompletely reacted molecular precursors. It was found that after two cycles of this 
heat treatment a colorless and slightly turbid solution can be obtained (sample 2xMW80/50), 
from which nanoscale titanium dioxide could be flocculated using n-heptane. TGA data of 
this sample show weight loss to above 400 °C, suggesting the presence of organic material on 
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the surface of the nanoparticles (Figure 3-2). The WAXS pattern of particles made this way 
shows much reduced amorphous phase, and the peak broadening corresponds to nanocrystals 
of 3.8 nm in size (Figure 3-1a). This is in good agreement with the HRTEM micrographs 
(Figure 3-1b) that show particles of the same size exhibiting lattice fringes and the typical d-
spacings and electron diffraction pattern of anatase. 
 
Figure 3-2: TGA of TiO2 nanoparticles from a tert-BuOH synthesis (sample 2xMW80/50, prior to 
measurement powder was dried at 60 °C over night). The initial weight losses below 100 °C correspond to 
the evaporation of remaining solvent molecules. 
The dispersibility of the particles in tert-butanol and ethanol was proven by DLS, showing 
monodisperse particles with hydrodynamic radii of 3 to 4 nm (Figure 3-3b). 
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Figure 3-3: (a) Picture of 2xMW80/50 particle solutions: in tert-butanol/toluene (3:1 volume ratio, 3.3 wt% 
TiO2, left), after flocculation with heptane, centrifugation and redispersion in ethanol (3.3 wt%, middle), 
and further diluted in ethanol (0.7 wt%, right). (b) DLS data of dispersions of particles prepared by 
microwave treatment in tBuOH (magenta: MW80/50, black: 2xMW80/50), and of 2xMW80/50 in EtOH 
(green). 
The excellent dispersibility of the tert-butanol-based nanoparticles in both ethanol and tert-
butanol can be exploited for the preparation of mesoporous films using the as-synthesized 
nanocrystals as metal oxide building blocks. The special advantages of tert-butanol are, first, 
that due to its low boiling point of only 83 °C, unlike benzyl alcohol, it is a suitably volatile 
solvent for evaporation-induced self-assembly (EISA) in thin films. Second, it is a good 
solvent for the polymers of the Pluronic family, which are commonly used as templates for 
mesostructure formation.
3,30
 In this way, the reaction mixture containing the nanoparticles can 
be used directly, and the effort needed for the additional steps of particle separation and 
redispersion in other solvents suitable for the EISA process can be avoided. Using this direct 
coating technique, mesoporous titanium dioxide films were produced from solutions 
containing Pluronic P123 in tert-butanol that were treated with either one cycle of microwave 
irradiation, or two microwave cycles and thus containing fully crystalline titania particles. For 
comparison, films were also prepared without any heat treatment of the coating solution from 
a sol-gel precursor in tert-butanol (sample tBuOH-SG).  
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A TEM investigation of very thin films was performed to get insights into how the particles 
arrange around the pores forming the network. The contrast variations in the walls around the 
mesopores in Figure 3-4 b and c prove that for both microwave-heated samples, the pore 
walls consist of many small particles, whereas for the untreated solution, the walls 
surrounding the pores show uniform density which indicates the presence of homogeneous 
but amorphous titanium dioxide (Figure 3-4a). The tBuOH-SG sample also exhibits a worm-
like pore structure, which only converts to an open porous phase at higher temperatures as 
observed by SEM after calcination at 300 °C (Figure 3-4d). 
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Figure 3-4: Mesoporous titanium dioxide films assembled from different building blocks: tert-butanol 
titania sol-gel (tBuOH-SG) (a, d), MW80/50 (b, e) and 2xMW80/50 (c, f). The first row (a-c) shows STEM-
HAADF images of the films directly after coating, and the second row (d-f) SEM images (top view) of the 
same films after calcination at 300 °C, 450 °C (g-i), and 600 °C (j-l). 
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All of the layers prepared from different types of reaction mixtures and calcined at 300 °C 
show mesoporous structures with a regular, wormlike pore system. The reference sample 
prepared from non-treated sol-gel titania precursor (Figure 3-4d) exhibits the highest degree 
of periodicity, the biggest size of periodic domains and the smallest mesostructure spacing of 
14 nm. The MW80/50 particle solution results in a structure with slightly smaller periodic 
domains and a larger pore spacing of about 20 nm (Figure 3-4e), while the use of a solution 
with the more crystalline 2xMW80/50 particles leads to a much less periodic structure on the 
film surface (Figure 3-4f). Still, pores of the same size that are open to the surface can be 
observed. 
 
Figure 3-5: Isotherms of Krypton adsorption on the titania layers assembled from different building 
blocks: tBuOH-SG (black), MW80/50 (blue), 2xMW80/50 (red). The BET surface areas of these films are 
116 m² g
-1
 (tBuOH-SG), 294 m² g
-1
 (MW80/50), and 297 m² g
-1
 (2xMW80/50). The films were calcined at 
300 °C. 
The mesoporous nature of the pore system after the template combustion was also 
investigated using Kr adsorption (Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6). The isotherms of all layers 
exhibit the typical shape of mesoporous materials with a large surface area, high pore volume 
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and the open and accessible character of porosity. The highest surface area of about 
300 m² g
-1
 is exhibited by the layers assembled from the MW80/50 and 2xMW80/50 particles. 
The use of more crystalline 2xMW80/50 particles leads to mesoporous layers with increased 
pore size and pore volume. 
 
Figure 3-6: Textural properties from Kr sorption of samples after calcination at different temperatures. 
(a): Pore diameters for samples after calcination at 300 °C for samples tBuOH-SG, MW80/50, and 
2xMW80/50 (sample names given in the figure). (b): Comparison of isotherms of sample 2xMW80/50 after 
calcination at 300 °C and 450 °C; these data show the preservation of the surface area (228 m² g
-1
 for the 
sample 2xMW80/50 after calcination at 450 °C) and a change in the textural porosity upon heating to the 
higher temperature. 
The periodicity of the mesostructure after treatment at high temperatures was confirmed by 
the existence of reflections in small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS, Figure 3-7) from samples 
calcined at different temperatures. At room temperature, the samples exhibited the typical 
reflection of Pluronic P123-templated titania corresponding to d-spacings of 10 to 12 nm. 
After calcination at 450 °C, this peak was shifted to higher angles and gradually disappeared 
at higher temperatures due to rather strong contraction of the mesostructure in the direction 
perpendicular to the substrate.
32,33
 At the same time, other reflections became visible close to 
the lower detection limit of the SAXS at 0.6 to 0.7° 2θ and remained at the same position 
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upon further heating. This proves the existence of periodically repeating structural features 
after heating up to 600 °C, and indicates structural changes upon thermal treatment.  
 
Figure 3-7: SAXS patterns of films before and after calcination at different temperatures (a): room 
temperature, (b): 300 °C, (c): 450 °C, (d): 600 °C. Black: tBuOH-SG, blue: MW80/50, red: 2xMW80/50. 
The crystallization behavior upon heating was also monitored by evaluating the peak 
broadening in wide angle X-ray scattering (WAXS). In the sol-gel sample (tBuOH-SG), first 
traces of anatase nanoparticles of about 4.7 nm could be detected only after heating to 450 °C 
(Figure 3-8).
33,34
 At even higher temperatures, the nanocrystals in the tert-butanol sol-gel 
sample grow rapidly and almost triple their size when heated to 600 °C. The microwave-
treated nanoparticulate precursor, however, exhibits a more steady controllable crystallization, 
and the particles of originally 4 nm grow to only about 6 nm at 300 °C, to 8 nm at 500 °C, and 
finally to 11 to 13 nm at 600 °C. Summarizing, at 450 °C the nanoparticulate systems show 
both crystallinity and templated mesoporosity, while the sol-gel derived systems show only 
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low crystallinity with templated mesoporosity. On heating to 600 °C, both systems have lost 
the templated mesoporosity due to further crystal growth. 
 
Figure 3-8: Development of crystal size from broadening of the (101) anatase reflection in wide-angle X-
ray scattering upon heating. Black: tBuOH-SG, blue: MW80/50, red: 2xMW80/50 (film data below 300 °C 
were not recorded due to their low scattering intensity). 
Electrochemical lithium insertion was performed for the determination of the relative amounts 
of crystalline and amorphous phase in the films assembled from different precursors, and to 
examine their applicability as electrode materials for Li-ion batteries.
35,36
 The layers were 
calcined at 300 °C in order to combust the template and to open the pores, and at 450 °C to 
induce further crystallization of the networks. Cyclic voltammograms of the films prepared 
from the untreated solution exhibit only the broad insertion/extraction features of the 
amorphous phase even after calcination at 450 °C (Figure 3-9). The films prepared from the 
MW80/50 nanoparticles show the insertion behavior of an amorphous titania phase after 
calcination at 300 °C and, after calcination at 450 °C, clearly feature the characteristic 
quasireversible insertion/extraction anatase-based peaks around 1.85 V vs. Li. Finally, the 
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films assembled from 2xMW80/50 particles show the presence of anatase already after 
calcination at 300 °C. The amount of crystalline anatase phase doubles after heating the films 
at 450 °C, and only small traces of TiO2(B) are observable. 
 
Figure 3-9: Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate 0.5 mV s
-1
) from Li insertion of the mesoporous TiO2 films 
after calcination at different temperatures: tBuOH-SG (a), MW80/50 (b), and 2xMW80/50 (c). Black: 
300 °C; blue: 450 °C; red: 600 °C.  
We conclude that the microwave irradiation of the titanium tetrachloride solution in tert-
butanol leads to the formation of ultrasmall crystalline nanoparticulate seeds, which after film 
preparation can induce crystallization of the surrounding network at elevated temperatures by 
lowering the activation energy. 
The films from solutions employing two cycles of the burst of nucleation profile (sample 
2xMW80/50) show a capacity for lithium insertion at 1.7 V (end of the first plateau 
corresponding to insertion into anatase phase) of 143 mAh g
-1
 after calcination at 450 °C, 
which is a high level for this temperature considering the maximum theoretical Li insertion 
capacity of anatase of 167 mAh g
-1
.
35
 Furthermore, the material shows good cycling stability, 
which is comparable to other recently reported nanostructured titania systems (Figure 
3-10).
36,37 
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Figure 3-10: Total discharge capacity of the sample 2xMW80/50 after calcination at 450 °C upon multiple 
lithium insertion cycles in the potential range from 3.0 to 1.3 V vs. Li (scan rate 10 mV s
-1
). 
In addition to the high capacitance, the nanocrystalline and mesoporous nature of the films 
also leads to a significant increase in the insertion/extraction rate of Li ions (Figure 3-11 and 
Figure 3-12). During a charging time of only 150 s, the microwave treated samples reach over 
80 % of their maximum insertion capacity, whereas reference films assembled from 20 nm 
anatase particles take approximately 10 times longer to reach that level. Similar accelerated 
kinetics were also described for films assembled from crystalline anatase nanoparticles
36,38
 
and were attributed to a significant contribution of pseudocapacitive processes in the total 
electrochemical Li insertion due to the large surface area of the nanoparticles. The small 
crystal size comparable to a maximum penetration depth for Li ions, the good connectivity of 
the crystals providing a continuous pathway for the ion/electron diffusion in the titania 
scaffold, and the excellent accessibility of the pore system for the Li ions in the electrolyte 
also contribute to fast insertion kinetics of the prepared films.
38
 The high insertion capacity 
and the fast insertion kinetics in combination with a fast and facile preparation procedure 
make the described mesoporous films promising electrode materials for thin layer Li ion 
batteries and supercapacitors. 
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Figure 3-11: Comparison of charging rates for reaching maximum Li insertion into TiO2 films assembled 
from different titania precursors. The relative charge was calculated as the ratio of measured charge over 
the maximum charge at the lowest scan rate. Black: Standard reference film made from 20 nm anatase 
particles, red: 2xMW80/50.  
 
Figure 3-12: Rate dependence of the total charge in Li insertion experiments of the sample 2xMW80/50 
after calcination at 450 °C in the potential range from 3.0 to 1.3 V vs. Li. 
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3.3 Conclusion 
Non-aqueous sol-gel procedures using benzyl alcohol have been successfully employed for 
the preparation of crystalline metal oxide nanoparticles. However, for titania nanoparticles 
obtained with this method the dispersibility in organic solvents is limited and very small 
particle sizes are not accessible. Here we show that the combination of the new reaction 
medium tert-butanol and microwave irradiation using very short reaction times provides an 
effective synthesis protocol for the preparation of stable, dispersible, and ultrasmall anatase 
nanoparticles. Additionally, due to the low boiling point of tert-butanol and the high solubility 
of Pluronic template in this solvent, it was possible to develop a direct coating technique for 
the preparation of mesoporous films from nanocrystalline particles, omitting the time-
consuming steps of centrifugation and redispersion of nanoparticles in a different solvent. The 
use of these ultrasmall and highly dispersible particles allowed the production of mesoporous 
layers from nanoparticulate precursors using commercial Pluronic templates in an efficient 
one-pot procedure, and the films exhibit uniform mesoporous networks with a very high 
surface area. The microwave-treated titanium dioxide films can be converted, contrary to 
untreated tert-butanol sol-gel derived films, into anatase upon calcination at 450 °C due to a 
seeding effect of the previously formed crystalline nanoparticles. Finally, electrochemical 
lithium insertion in these films shows the advantages of the microwave treatment regarding 
the retention of mesoporosity and crystallinity, leading to high insertion capacities and 
remarkably fast charging rates. The efficient preparation of the ultrasmall nanoparticles and 
their applicability in the direct preparation of mesoporous titanium dioxide make this tert-
butanol system an attractive alternative to other non-aqueous sol-gel strategies. 
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3.4 Experimental 
Titanium dioxide nanoparticles were synthesized using a non-aqueous sol-gel route in tert-
butyl alcohol under microwave irradiation. All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich 
and used as received. tert-Butyl alcohol was dried over 4 Å molecular sieve at 28 °C and 
filtered prior to use.  
For all syntheses, titanium tetrachloride (1.5 mL, 13.7 mmol) was dissolved in toluene 
(10 mL) and added to tert-butyl alcohol (30 mL, 320 mmol) under continuous stirring. This 
solution was directly used as metal oxide precursor for the sample tBuOH-SG. For the sample 
T60, this solution was kept at 60 °C for 24 hours. Microwave heating was performed in 
microwave autoclaves with an initial heating power of 1200 W (Synthos 3000, Anton Paar). 
MW50 was heated to 50 °C within one minute and kept at this temperature for one hour. 
MW80/50 was heated to 80 °C within one minute, and then kept at 50 °C for 20 minutes 
resulting in a slightly yellow, transparent solution of nanoparticles.  
To obtain the nanoparticles as a solid, this heating procedure had to be repeated one more 
time after a cooling period to room temperature (2xMW80/50). The solution was then 
colorless, and titanium dioxide could be flocculated by the addition of n-heptane (n-heptane:t-
butanol/toluene 1:1 volume ratio) and separated by centrifugation at 50000 rcf for 15 minutes. 
The content of TiO2 of the resulting solid was determined to be 73 wt% by thermogravimetric 
analysis (Netzsch STA 440 C TG/DSC).  
One-pot coating solutions were made by mixing the reaction mixtures with Pluronic P123 
(1.4 g, 0.24 mmol) after microwave heating. Coatings with the nanocrystalline solid as TiO2 
source were made by dissolving the amount of 0.2 g nanoparticles in ethanol (2 mL) and 
mixing this solution with Pluronic P123 (0.2 g, 0.04 mmol) in THF (2 mL). Films of 
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mesoporous TiO2 were prepared on glass, FTO, or silicon by spin-coating with 1000 rpm at 
(23 ± 2) °C and a relative humidity of (45 ± 10) %. 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed on a JEOL JSM-6500F scanning 
electron microscope equipped with a field emission gun, at 4 kV. High Resolution 
Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) and Scanning Transmission Electron 
Microscopy in High Angle Annular Dark Field mode (STEM-HAADF) were performed using 
a FEI Titan 80-300 equipped with a field emission gun operated at 300 kV. The particulate 
samples were prepared by evaporating a drop of a diluted dispersion of particles with small 
amounts of Pluronic P123 in THF on a Plano holey carbon coated copper grid. HRTEM of 
films was carried out by scraping the thin-film samples off the substrate onto a holey carbon 
coated copper grid or by direct spin-coating of the dilute solution on a non-holey carbon 
coated copper grid. 
The porosity of the films was determined by the analysis of adsorption isotherms of Kr at the 
boiling point of liquid nitrogen (approx. 77 K) using an ASAP 2010 apparatus 
(Micromeritics). Textural data were obtained by comparing the shape of the hysteresis loop 
and the limiting adsorption at saturation pressure of the Krypton sorption isotherms with 
reference materials (anatase powders) characterized by Nitrogen sorption. Comparison plots 
were constructed for each sample, and the differentiation of these plots provided the basis for 
the pore size distribution. 
X-ray diffraction analysis was carried out in reflection mode using a Scintag XDS 2000 
(Scintag Inc.) and a Bruker D8 Discover with Ni-filtered Cu Kα-radiation and a position-
sensitive detector (Vantec). The thermal development of the XRD diffraction patterns was 
monitored either by ex situ heating or in in-situ measurements using a DHS-1100 heating 
chamber with a graphite dome (Anton Parr). 
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Dynamic light scattering (DLS) was performed using a Malvern Zetasizer-Nano equipped 
with a 4 mW He-Ne laser (633 nm) and an avalanche photodiode detector. The scattering data 
were weighted based on particle number. Prior to DLS measurements, the viscosity of the 
solvent mixture was measured using a Bohlin rotational rheometer (Malvern). 
For lithium insertion, the mesoporous films were coated on conductive ITO glass and 
subjected to cyclic voltammetry using a Parstat 2273 potentiostat (Princeton Applied 
Research). The measurements were performed in a 1 M solution of LiN(SO2CF3)2 in a 
1:1 w/w mixture of ethylenecarbonate and 1,2-dimethoxyethane. The solution preparation and 
cell assembly were carried out in an Ar-filled glove box with a water and oxygen content of 
less than 20 ppm. The electrolyte solution was dried over 4 Å molecular sieve. Li wire was 
used as both the auxiliary and the reference electrode. The working electrode was masked 
with a silicone resin to precisely define the exposed surface area. Electrochemical 
measurements were taken in a potential range from 3.0 to 1.3 V. The scan rate in cyclic 
voltammetry measurements was chosen as 1 mVs
-1
. The weight of the titania layers was 
calculated using the thickness of the films and their density, which can be obtained by 
multiplying the density of anatase (3.9 g cm
-
³) with the porosity determined by Kr sorption 
experiments. The accuracy of this method was confirmed by weighing 10 films of the same 
samples on larger substrates with similar film thicknesses. The reference sample for Li 
insertion was made as described elsewhere.
39
 In brief, anatase nanoparticles of 20 nm size 
were synthesized hydrothermally, and were mixed with cellulose binders. Porous films on 
FTO substrates were obtained using the doctor blade technique (Zehntner ZAA2300) and 
calcination at 450 °C for 30 min (1 °C min
-1
 ramp). 
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4 Titania electrodes assembled from ultrasmall titania 
nanoparticles for dye-sensitized solar cells 
4.1 Introduction 
Since the discovery of dye sensitized solar cells (DSCs) in 1991 by Michael Grätzel and his 
co-workers much research has been conducted in this field.
1,2
 Significant progress was 
achieved in enhancing the solar cell conversion efficiency by optimizing all the individual 
components of the DSCs and the better synchronization of their functions in the complete 
device. New sensitizer dyes aim at optimization of the light absorption and injection 
efficiency into the semiconducting electrodes,
3
 and the iodide/triiodide redox electrolyte was 
optimized with additives regarding the adjustment of the redox potential to a value compatible 
with the utilized sensitizer dye and to optimize the dye/electrolyte interaction.
4,5
 The porous 
semiconducting titania absorber layer was also the target of several detailed studies.
6,7
 The 
standard electrodes are usually manufactured in a doctor-blading process from nanoparticles 
which are prepared in a hydrothermal hydrolysis reaction.
8
 After a heat treatment at high 
temperatures the porogens are removed and the titania nanocrystals are sintered together to 
produce transparent, highly crystalline porous films with a surface area of approximately 
70 m² g
-1
. In order to improve the performance of these films several studies were addressing 
the issue of the low surface area of porous titania layers with the development of templated 
sol-gel procedures.
9-11
 In these experiments, a surfactant (usually an amphiphilic polymer) is 
added to the inorganic precursor solution to enable the formation of periodically structured 
materials in a so-called evaporation induced self-assembly (EISA) process.
12
 The periodic 
structures formed by self-assembled surfactant micelles act as a template for the mesoporous 
titania, with the voids being filled by the inorganic precursor. The template is then removed 
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by thermal decomposition yielding porous titania films with a very high surface area and an 
accessible pore system. Mesoporous titania morphologies with a uniform regular porosity are 
shown to be among the most active anodes in DSCs, demonstrating one of the highest light 
conversion efficiencies per thickness ratio.
13,14
 A large accessible surface area providing a 
high dye loading capability in combination with the relatively large uniform pore size is 
highly beneficial for the filling with electrolyte and the non-restricted diffusion thereof. 
This synthesis pathway however is limited by certain factors. The deposition is only possible 
from solutions or dispersions of the inorganic precursors with a rather low concentration of 
the deposition solutions, thus leading to only very thin solid films. Removal of the template 
and the crystallization of the inorganic material are often accompanied by large changes in 
density, leading to severe cracking or delamination of the films deposited as thicker coatings. 
The thick films needed for sufficient surface area and thus dye density and light absorption 
usually cannot be deposited in one step; their fabrication requires a multiple deposition of thin 
coatings accompanied by an intermediate calcination of each deposited layer. Thus, Zukalova 
et al. have produced thin transparent organized mesoporous films by templating an amorphous 
titania sol-gel with a Pluronic di-block-copolymer.
13
 These films show a roughness factor 
which is 5 times higher than that of randomly oriented 12 nm sized TiO2 particles. The 
resulting higher dye loading produces an increased short-circuit photocurrent of the DSCs and 
a 50 % better ratio of photo-conversion efficiency to thickness compared to the 
nanoparticulate samples. Although the films had a thickness below 1 µm they were prepared 
in 3 coating steps, each involving a time consuming ageing step for 30 h and subsequent 
calcination. Additionally, sorption data indicate a deterioration of the porous system for multi-
layered films as the pore diameter shrinks for thicker films. This shrinkage occurs upon 
densification of the initially amorphous precursor. 
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One approach to overcome this challenge is the so-called ‘brick and mortar’ strategy.14 It 
allows the formation of mesoporous crystalline materials by the combination of preformed 
titania nanocrystals with surfactant-templated sol-gel titania. The similar chemical 
composition of the nanocrystalline and the sol-gel titania leads to an induced crystallization of 
the amorphous precursor by the crystalline seeds and allows for crystallization at mild 
conditions. Additionally, less shrinkage is observed during the crystallization and 
densification of the material leading to films of typically about 700 nm thickness. Although 
the ‘brick and mortar’ films can be made much thicker than the sol-gel ones, the thickness of 
the films obtained in one coating and with it the effective surface area are still not sufficient 
for a high performance of these electrodes in DSCs. Thicker films can be made by stacking 
several layers of porous titania on top of each other by a sequential coating and calcination 
process.
15
 In contrast to the sol-gel films whose porous morphology deteriorates after a few 
subsequent coatings, the porosity and surface area of the ‘brick and mortar’ films scale up 
linearly with the number of coatings. However, a desirable thickness of about 10 µm still 
requires up to 15 time-consuming subsequent coatings followed by intermediate calcination 
steps. 
Therefore, in this study we have focused on a possibility to fabricate thick mesoporous titania 
coatings in a much simpler way, which could make this promising morphology more suitable 
for large-scale applications. Mesoporous surfactant-templated films were prepared in an EISA 
process by using the as-prepared reaction solution of ultra-small titania nanoparticles which 
were synthesized in a non-aqueous solvothermal microwave-assisted reaction in tert-butanol 
and mixed with Pluronic P123 as a templating agent. The films exhibit a very high surface 
area of around 300 m² g
-1
,
16
 which can be of great value for the adsorption of dye molecules 
on the titania surface in dye sensitized solar cells. 
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We demonstrate the preparation of mesoporous titania films that show a high efficiency to 
thickness ratio when applied as electrodes in DSCs. One of the key points in order to increase 
the film thickness and with it the efficiency, is the addition of ethyl cellulose to a modified 
coating solution containing Pluronic F127. This modified coating solution exhibits a higher 
titania content and an increased viscosity leading to an effective thickness of a single layer 
obtained after calcination of approximately 2 µm. The addition of ethyl cellulose does not 
only affect the thickness of the films but also the structure of the pore system, which can be 
described as a bimodal system with an interpenetrating macropore system. This pore system 
can be found throughout the whole film and enables a fast mass transport in the redox 
electrolyte. The smaller mesopores resulting from Pluronic F127 exhibit a high surface area 
and therefore increase the adsorption of the sensitizing dye leading to increased photocurrents. 
The preparation of multi-layer films by a sequential spin-coating and calcination procedure 
enables the production of films with an overall thickness of up to 10 µm in only 5 steps. In 
this way, it was possible to increase the photo-conversion efficiency of the manufactured 
devices by a factor of 2.5 compared to a single layer and to obtain comparable efficiencies as 
for the 15 layer 10 µm brick and mortar films. 
4.2 Results and Discussion 
Ultra-small titania nanoparticles were synthesized as described in a previous study.
16
 The 
3 nm sized crystalline titania nanoparticles are perfectly dispersed in the reaction solution and 
non-agglomerated. In this way the as-prepared solutions can be directly utilized for the 
preparation of mesostructured films via spin-coating on conductive transparent oxide coated 
glass substrates after adding a structure directing agent such as the triblock copolymer 
Pluronic P123. The titania content of the resulting solution is about 27 mg TiO2/mL solvent 
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(3.5 wt-%) if a 100 % reaction yield is assumed. The films are calcined at 450 °C to remove 
the template and to fully crystallize the scaffold. This procedure is very simple, but leads to 
individual layers of only around 300 nm thickness after calcination. This is due to a limited 
concentration of the nanoparticles in the as-prepared synthesis solution, as the ultra-small 
titania nanoparticles are obtained only at certain precursor concentrations. To increase the 
concentration of nanoparticles, the dispersion was concentrated by evaporation of around 
40 % of the initial solvent volume, thus leading to a titania content of the resulting solution of 
about 45 mg TiO2/mL solvent (5.8 wt-%). Films prepared with this concentrated solution 
exhibit a film thickness of around 700 nm after calcination, as determined by profilometry. 
The films are transparent and the porous system is highly accessible from the surface as 
depicted in the SEM image in Figure 4-1, left. The structure of the mesoporous films can be 
described as a not periodically ordered worm-like structure with an open porous system. The 
application of such a film as a photoanode in a DSC with N719 as sensitizer leads to a very 
high photo-conversion efficiency of 3.2 % for such a thin film. Additionally, the open circuit 
voltage of 850 mV is relatively high compared to other films prepared from slightly bigger 
nanoparticles synthesized in benzyl alcohol.
14
 This could be due to different surface 
composition of the nanoparticles, as in the latter case the products of the non-complete 
combustion of aromatic benzyl alcohol groups could remain on the surface even after 
calcination. Additionally, the very small size of the ultra-small nanoparticles could lead to a 
better sintering of the particles upon calcination in the mesostructure and therefore to 
enhanced electronic properties of the resulting films. 
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Figure 4-1: Left: Top-view SEM image of a 700 nm thin mesoporous titania film prepared from the 
concentrated solution of ultra-small titania nanoparticles and calcined at 450 °C. Right: Photocurrent-
voltage curve of a DSC constructed with the film shown in the SEM image, N719 sensitizer and volatile 
I
-
/I3
-
 electrolyte. The photovoltaic performance was measured at air mass 1.5 (100 mW cm
-2
) full sunlight 
illumination. The active cell area was 0.196 cm
2
. 
Powder XRD patterns of scratched off films that had been calcined at 425 °C show pure 
anatase with a crystallite size calculated from the peak broadening of the 101 reflection to be 
10 nm (Figure 4-2). Compared to the initial size of the crystallites of 3 nm this accounts for a 
growth of 340 % indicating a good interconnection of the mesoporous scaffold. The obtained 
high short circuit current of 5.09 mA cm
-2
 compared to the film thickness of only 700 nm can 
be attributed to the high surface area of the film which is proportional to the dye loading and 
therefore the generated current (Figure 4-1, right). The fill factor of 73.8 % is in a usual range 
for this type of DSCs. 
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Figure 4-2: XRD pattern of anatase material obtained from films calcined at 425 °C. The average 
crystallite size was determined to be 10 nm calculated with the Scherrer equation from the broadening of 
the 101 reflection. 
In order to achieve higher efficiencies, a procedure to obtain films with increased thickness 
was developed, in which the coating solution had to be prepared in a different way compared 
to the procedure described above for the 700 nm film. First of all, the ultra-small titania 
nanoparticles were separated from the reaction solution by flocculation with the apolar 
solvent heptane (2:1 heptane : reaction solution) and subsequent centrifugation. The obtained 
pellet was quickly redispersed in absolute ethanol and the surfactant Pluronic F127 was added 
and dissolved under stirring and heating to 60 °C. Afterwards a 10 weight-% solution of ethyl 
cellulose was added and the resulting solution was used for spin-coating to produce films of 
up to 2 µm thickness after calcination at 425 °C. This increase in film thickness per layer is 
attributed to the higher viscosity of the coating solution after the addition of ethyl cellulose 
and the increased titania content of the dispersion (107 mg TiO2/mL solvent, 13.6 wt-%) by 
over a factor of 2 compared to the concentrated solution without ethyl cellulose. This leads to 
a higher amount of titania remaining on the substrate during the spin-coating process. The 
addition of ethyl cellulose also causes a morphological change compared to films prepared 
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without it. Additionally to the small pores formed from the template Pluronic F127, bigger 
pores of over 60 nm caused by ethyl cellulose can be observed (Figure 4-3). 
 
Figure 4-3: Top-view SEM images of a 8 µm 4-layer titania film prepared with the addition of ethyl 
cellulose and calcined at 425 °C (a, b). Cross-sectional images of the films (c,d). Some ethyl cellulose-
derived pores are marked with arrows in the inset in d. 
The cross-sectional SEM image shows a homogeneous distribution of the smaller and bigger 
pores throughout the whole film, resulting in a bimodal pore system with pores of around 
8 nm resulting from the template Pluronic F127 and pores of around 60 – 100 nm from the 
ethyl cellulose (Figure 4-3, c,d). This bimodal pore system with its bigger pores from the 
ethyl cellulose can be advantageous for electrolyte diffusion resulting in good mobilities and 
possibly less recombination. Additionally, the cracks perpendicular to the FTO substrate 
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could be advantageous channels for a fast mass transport in the electrolyte, especially 
combined with the large pore system of the ethyl cellulose that connects the smaller pores 
resulting from the F127 template. In this way, a high surface area of 130 m
2
 g
-1
 is successfully 
combined with an accessible pore system (Figure 4-4). For the preparation of thicker films, 
the complete procedure of film formation was repeated with fresh coating solutions until the 
desired film thickness was obtained. The evolution of film thickness follows a linear trend as 
depicted in Figure 4-5 (left), flattening off for higher film thicknesses. Films prepared in this 
way are not completely crack-free (Figure 4-3a) and therefore appear light-scattering and 
white, but look homogeneous, are stable and do not peel off the substrates (Figure 4-5, right). 
 
Figure 4-4: Nitrogen sorption isotherm of a scratched-off powder from 3-layer films prepared with ethyl 
cellulose. The BET surface area is 130 m² g
-1
. 
The photograph of the film which was reduced to a suitable size (by scratching) for the 
manufacturing of DSCs and immersed in a solution of N719 dye for 3 days shows the intense 
color indicating a desirable high light absorption caused by the high surface area and therefore 
the high dye adsorption capability of these films (Figure 4-5, right). 
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Figure 4-5: Left: Evolution of film thickness of multi-layered films prepared with ethyl cellulose and 
intermediate calcinations steps at 425 °C. Right: Image of films prepared with ethyl cellulose after 
calcination at 425 °C (left) and after immersion of the scratched film in the dye-solution for 3 days (right).  
Since the current injected into the titania scaffold is approximately proportional to the dye 
loading, it can explain the trend of the increasing short circuit current for increasing film 
thickness (Figure 4-6, right). The decline in photocurrent for very thick films can be ascribed 
to a higher recombination in thicker films since the pathways for the electrons are longer. In 
the same way, the power conversion efficiency rises up to 7.7 % for a thickness of 8.0 µm and 
drops off for even thicker films (Figure 4-6). The maximum can be explained by an optimum 
in both light absorption (resulting from a combination of high surface area and sufficient film 
thickness) and efficient charge extraction. Additionally, all samples show a high open circuit 
potential for this system of up to 874 mV. These observations are attributed to the high 
accessibility of the thin-walled bimodal pore system and the crystallinity of the films. The 
characteristics of the solar cells are summarized in Table 4-1. 
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Figure 4-6: Left: Photocurrent-voltage curve of the best-performing DSC constructed with an 8 µm thick 
film prepared with ethyl cellulose and multi-layering, N719 sensitizer and volatile I
-
/I3
-
 electrolyte. The 
photovoltaic performance was measured at air mass 1.5 (100 mW cm
-2
) full sunlight illumination. The 
active cell area was 0.196 cm
2
. Right: Power conversion efficiency (black triangles) and current density at 
short circuit conditions (red circles) depending on the thickness of the films prepared with ethyl cellulose. 
Table 4-1: Photovoltaic performance of DSCs made using Pluronic F127 and ethyl cellulose templated 
mesoporous TiO2 electrodes with varying thickness, and employing N719 dye with a volatile electrolyte 
under 1 sun illumination: 
Number of 
layers 
Thickness 
[μm] 
VOC 
[mV] 
ISC 
[mA cm-2] 
FF 
[%] 
Efficiency 
[%] 
1 2.0 874 7.0 61.0 3.8 
2 3.9 812 9.1 61.2 4.5 
2 4.3 838 9.5 62.4 5.0 
3 5.4 795 9.7 62.0 4.8 
3 6.4 795 10.6 62.3 5.3 
4 8.0 827 15.3 60.7 7.7 
4 8.3 862 14.3 61.2 7.5 
5 9.0 852 12.2 59.4 6.2 
5 9.1 852 13.9 56.5 6.7 
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4.3 Conclusion 
In conclusion, this study shows an efficient method for the preparation of mesoporous titania 
films from preformed ultra-small titania nanoparticles as electrodes for dye-sensitized solar 
cells. The addition of ethyl cellulose to the spin-coating solution leads to the formation of 
films with around 2 µm per single layer exhibiting a bimodal pore system induced by the 
structure-directing agent Pluronic F127 and ethyl cellulose. A multi-layering technique allows 
for preparing mesoporous films of up to 10 µm in a short time and few steps. Concerning the 
application of the films in DSCs, it was found that the efficiency rises for increasing film 
thickness and reaches a maximum of 7.7 % at around 8 µm. These highly performing 
mesoporous films would also be attractive candidates for application as photoanodes in other 
types of solar cells with alternative hole conductors.  
4.4 Experimental 
Ultra-small titania nanoparticles were synthesized using a tert-butanol microwave procedure. 
Titanium tetrachloride (0.7 mL, 6.9 mmol) was added to dry toluene (5 mL) under stirring in a 
10 mL glass vial. The resulting orange solution was added under stirring to dry tert-butanol 
(15 mL) in a 20 mL glass vial, which formed a yellow solution. The tert-butanol was dried 
over 4 Å molecular sieve at 28 °C and filtered through a syringe filter prior to use. The 
mixture was then heated with microwave radiation to 80 °C in 1 minute and then held at 
50 °C for 20 min (Synthos 3000, Anton Paar). After cooling to room temperature the same 
microwave procedure was repeated 20 hours later to complete the NP synthesis, giving a very 
faint yellow, transparent solution. 
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For the preparation of the 700 nm film, 4 mL of the as-prepared nanoparticle dispersion as 
described earlier was added to 0.132 g Pluronic P123 and this solution was kept at room 
temperature for 24 h to remove approximately 40 % of the solvent tert-butanol. This 
concentrated solution was then used for spin-coating at 2000 rpm for 30 s by applying 120 µL 
of this solution onto the scotch-tape masked FTO coated glass substrates (TEC-7 from 
Pilkington) with a sintered coating (~70 nm) of a TEOT blocking layer, leaving 1.5 x 1.5 cm
2
 
accessible surface. 
For the preparation of thicker films the nanoparticles were separated from the reaction 
solution by flocculation with the apolar solvent n-heptane (2:1 heptane : reaction solution) and 
subsequent centrifugation at 20500 rpm (49000 rcf) for 20 minutes (Sorvall Evolution RC, 
Thermo Scientific). The obtained pellet was quickly redispersed in absolute ethanol in the 
ratio of 0.3 g nanoparticles per 1 mL ethanol. To this dispersion 0.07 g per mL of the 
surfactant Pluronic F127 was added and dissolved under stirring and heating to 60 °C for 
several minutes in a drying oven. Afterwards 0.4 mL/mL of a 10 weight-% solution of ethyl 
cellulose was added and 120 µL of the solution was used for spin-coating at 800 rpm for 30 s 
as described above. The resulting films were calcined at 425 °C (with a ramp of 0.6 °C min
-1
) 
for 30 minutes in a laboratory oven. 
The sintered films were scratched off of the edges of the glass so that only a square in the 
middle with sides slightly larger than 0.5 cm in length remained. This was done to reduce 
both lateral electron percolation and the amount of dye adsorbed on film not used in the DSC. 
The films were then cleaned of water and organics by being heated on a hot plate for 30 min 
at 120 °C under two UV lamps (254 nm and 365 nm). The films were completely immersed in 
ruthenium-based polypyridyl dye N719 (0.592 mg) in a 1:1 ratio of acetonitrile : tert-butanol 
solution (1 mL) for 3 days. 
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To create the blocking layer solution, concentrated HCl (0.37 mL, 4.4 mmol) and TEOT 
(0.55 mL, 2.6 mmol) were added in a 10 mL glass vial. THF (7 mL) was then added, and the 
solution was stirred for at least 5 min. FTO-coated glass was cleaned for 15 min by 
ultrasonication in a 1:1 solution of ethanol : acetone. The glass was wiped with a Kimwipe 
and then plasma cleaned in oxygen plasma for 5 min at 50 % power to remove the remaining 
organic residues (Femto UHP, Diener Electronic). The blocking layer solution was spin 
coated onto the FTO glass at 4000 rpm for 30 s (WS-400B-6NPP/LITE, Laurell). The coated 
glass was sintered with a ramp of 11 hours to 450 °C, holding this temperature for 30 min. 
Counter Electrode: The counter electrodes were prepared by first drilling a 1 mm hole into 
FTO coated glass. The glass was then cleaned by ultrasonication for 15 min in a 1:1 solution 
of water : ethanol and a drop of soap. After rinsing in ethanol, the drilled glass was 
ultrasonicated twice more for 15 minutes in ethanol. The counter electrodes were wiped with 
a Kimwipe and then plasma cleaned for 5 min at 50 % power to remove the remaining organic 
residues (Femto UHP, Diener Electronic). The Pt catalyst was applied by spreading a drop of 
a solution of H2PtCl6 (2 mg, 4.8 µmol) in ethanol (1 mL). The Pt-coated glass was slowly 
heated on a hot plate to 400 ºC in increments of 50 ºC every 10 min. 
Electrolyte: The electrolyte solution was prepared by mixing together 1-butyl-3-
methylimidazolium iodide (0.536 mL, 60 mmol), iodine (0.038 g, 1.5 mmol), guanidinium 
thiocyanate (0.059 g, 10 mmol), 4-tert-butylpyridine (0.37 mL, 50 mmol), acetonitrile 
(4.25 mL), and valeronitrile (0.75 mL) in a 20 mL glass vial. 
For the assembly of DSCs the films were removed from the dye solution and rinsed with 
acetonitrile. A 60 µm surlyn plastic insert with a 0.196 cm
2
 hole was sandwiched between the 
mesoporous film electrode and the platinum-covered counter electrode. The DSC was placed 
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on a hot plate at 150 ºC for 30 s to melt the plastic enough to adhere the two electrodes 
together. The electrolyte was then injected into the DSC by vacuum backfilling through a pre-
drilled hole in the counter electrode. After the hole in the plastic insert was completely filled 
with the electrolyte, the DSC was sealed with tape. The outside of the DSC was cleaned with 
ethanol to complete the assembly. 
The photovoltaic characterization of solar cells was performed on an AM 1.5 solar simulator 
(Solar light Co.). The measurements were conducted under one sun illumination, and the light 
intensity was monitored by a pyranometer (PMA2100, Solar light Co.). Current density-
voltage measurements were performed with a Zahner IM6ex impedance measurement unit. 
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5 One-dimensional metal-organic framework photonic crystals 
used as platforms for vapor sorption 
This chapter demonstrates the applicability of mesoporous titania as high refractive-index 
layers in Bragg stacks and is based on the following publication: 
Florian M. Hinterholzinger, Annekathrin Ranft, Johann M. Feckl, Bastian Rühle, Thomas 
Bein and Bettina V. Lotsch, Journal of Materials Chemistry 2012, 22, 10356 – 10362. 
5.1 Introduction 
Metal–organic frameworks represent a class of hybrid materials with promising properties for 
various applications.
1,2,3-5
 In particular, the modular tailorability, the rich host–guest 
interactions, and the widely tunable sorption behavior make MOFs attractive candidates for 
chemical sensing.
6,7
 However, only a few reports are dealing with MOF-based sensors,
8,9
 in 
which the intrinsic framework luminescence
10-14
 or the refractive index modulation of Fabry–
Pérot interference peaks have been explored for signal transduction.
15
 The tunability of the 
effective refractive index (RI) of MOFs via adsorption of guests inspired us to correlate these 
properties with the underlying optics of photonic crystals (PCs), which are composed of 
alternating dielectric layers featuring periodic changes in their effective refractive indices.
16-18
 
One-dimensional assemblies, which represent the structurally simplest form of photonic 
crystals, are also known as Bragg stacks (BS) or Bragg mirrors. 1D-PC multilayer structures 
interacting with visible light require layer thicknesses corresponding to optical wavelengths.
19
 
As a consequence of the periodicity in the dielectric function, specific wavelengths are 
efficiently reflected due to diffraction and interference of incident light at each interface of the 
periodically stacked composite.
20
 Enhanced reflectivity is achieved by increasing the number 
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of bilayers or by choosing dielectric materials featuring a high refractive index contrast 
(Scheme 5-1).
21
 
 
Scheme 5-1: Schematic representation of a multilayered photonic crystal architecture illustrating the 
structure- and angle-dependent reflection of incident light as well as the optical response upon exposure to 
external stimuli. 
Currently, intensive research efforts are focused on the development of tunable optical sensors 
with a label-free operation and compact set-up. There are several approaches ranging from 
plasmonic noble metal nanotubes
22
 or field effect transistors based on reduced graphene
23
 to 
Bragg stacks built up from an alternating polymer architecture,
24
 which deal with the 
implementation of these materials as tunable and label-free sensors. In particular, detection 
platforms based on Bragg stacks can be realized by translating stimuli-induced optical 
thickness changes of the constituent materials into a color change of the multilayer photonic 
structure. So far, several studies are dealing with tailor-made inorganic or hybrid materials to 
implement functionality within one-dimensional photonic crystals.
25
 While there are several 
examples of versatile SiO2–TiO2 systems,
26-28
 including both dense and porous morphologies 
as well as nanoparticle-based Bragg stacks,
29,30
 smart hybrid photonic materials with intrinsic 
functionality are still rare.  
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In principle, a Bragg stack offers a versatile platform for the detection of molecular 
interactions and the development of chemical sensors, whereas the realization of chemical 
selectivity in sensors remains a great challenge. Very recently, several groups reported a new 
transduction scheme based on the fabrication of MOF-containing ordered 3D photonic 
structures.
31,32
 The selectivity issue is addressed by integrating metal–organic frameworks into 
three-dimensional inverse opal structures. While Wu et al.
32
 employed a colloidal crystal 
templating approach using a polystyrene opaline ‘‘mold’’, the group of J. Hupp31 deposited 
MOF crystals onto a silica template to obtain hybrid MOF–silica colloidal crystal (MOF–
SCC) films. The authors have shown that the introduction of an ordered porous structure 
imparts useful optical features to HKUST-1 and ZIF-8. For MOF–SCC an optical signal 
displayed by distinct stop band shifts upon analyte sorption is readily observed.  
Contrary to 3D photonic materials, we introduce herein a one-dimensional photonic 
architecture based on a microporous metal–organic framework and titanium dioxide. Thus, an 
optical transducer system is built, which is used to efficiently convert molecular adsorption 
into an optical response. As a microporous material, the intensively studied zeolitic 
imidazolate framework ZIF-8
33
 was chosen; this is expected to impart size- and 
chemoselectivity and, thus, functionality to the 1D-MOF PC. Complementary material 
properties in one single platform, such as hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity, dual pore-size 
regimes, and high refractive index contrast, can be additionally integrated by our combined 
assembly approach. 
Ultimately, the presented results are expected to extend the toolbox for designing nanoporous 
and at the same time highly selective photonic crystals, to promote our understanding of 
molecular interactions in porous materials, and to provide novel concepts for label-free 
chemo-optical sensors. 
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The following experiments have been performed by Florian M. Hinterholzinger, Bastian 
Rühle and Johann M. Feckl in the group of Thomas Bein and by Annekathrin Ranft in the 
group of Bettina V. Lotsch. The ellipsometric sorption measurements were conducted by 
Florian M. Hinterholzinger. 
5.2 Experimental 
All chemicals (zinc nitrate hexahydrate, 2-methylimidazole; nitric acid (0.1 M), titanium(IV) 
ethoxide, titanium tetrachloride) as well as solvents are commercially available and were used 
as received. Tert-butyl alcohol was dried over a 4 Å molecular sieve at 28 °C and filtered 
prior to use. 
Route A 
Preparation of dense ZIF-8 films 
ZIF-8 thin films were prepared on silicon wafers, similar to the approach reported in ref. 14 
and 15. The substrates were pre-cleaned in piranha solution (H2SO4/H2O2, 70:30 (v/v)) at 
70 °C for 30 minutes, rinsed with distilled water and dried under nitrogen flow. 
For ZIF-8 thin film preparation, 500 mL methanolic stock solutions of Zn(NO3)2 · 6H2O 
(25 mM, 99 %, Aldrich) as well as of 2-methylimidazole (mIm) (50 mM, 99 %, Aldrich) were 
prepared. A ZIF-8 thin film was obtained by immersing the cleaned substrates in a fresh 
mixture of 10 mL Zn(NO3)2 stock solution and 10 mL mIm stock solution for 30 minutes at 
room temperature. For optimization of homogeneity and to enhance surface smoothness, two 
different strategies were employed. The beakers were either put in an ultrasonic bath or fixed 
on a shaker during film growth. The as-prepared ZIF-8 thin film was washed with methanol 
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and dried under nitrogen flow. Thicker films could be obtained by simply repeating the 
process with fresh solutions. 
Synthesis of ultrasmall titanium dioxide nanoparticles and film preparation 
Titanium dioxide nanoparticles were synthesized as described earlier.
34
 In brief, a non-
aqueous sol-gel route in tert-butyl alcohol under microwave irradiation was used to yield 
ultrasmall (3 nm), crystalline (anatase), non-agglomerated and highly dispersible 
nanoparticles. 
For all syntheses, titanium tetrachloride (0.7 mL, 6.4 mmol, 99.995 %, Aldrich) was dissolved 
in toluene (5 mL) and added to tert-butyl alcohol (15 mL, 160 mmol, Aldrich) under 
continuous stirring. Microwave heating was performed in microwave autoclaves with an 
initial heating power of 1200 W (Synthos 3000, Anton Paar). The solution was heated to 
80 °C within 1 min and then kept at 50 °C for 20 min resulting in a slightly yellow, 
transparent solution of nanoparticles. To obtain the fully crystalline nanoparticles, this heating 
procedure was repeated one more time after a cooling period to room temperature. The 
solution was then colorless and titanium dioxide could be flocculated by the addition of n-
heptane (n-heptane:tert-butanol/toluene 2:1 volume ratio; Sigma) and separated by 
centrifugation at 50000 rcf for 15 min. 
For the preparation of the mesoporous (mp) titania films the nanoparticle pellet (0.4 g) was 
redispersed in ethanol (8.3 mL) and Pluronic F127 (0.1 g, BASF) was added as structure 
directing agent (SDA). 
Fabrication of Bragg stack 1 (BS-1) 
For the fabrication of Bragg stack 1 (BS-1) thoroughly washed and dense ZIF-8 thin films 
were coated with a fresh colloidal suspension of redispersed ultrasmall titanium dioxide 
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nanoparticles. The films were deposited by spin-coating using a Laurell WS-400B-6NPP-
Lite-AS spin-coater at a speed of 5000 rpm to give a film thickness of ~50 nm. To remove the 
SDA, the films were first heated to 100 °C (3 h ramp, 1 h dwell time) to increase the film 
stability followed by an extraction of the SDA with ethanol under reflux for 1 h.  
The complete removal was confirmed by reflection absorption infrared (RAIR) spectroscopy 
in addition to scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2). The whole 
procedure was repeated 3 times to obtain multiple alternating ZIF-8/mp-TiO2 architectures. 
Route B 
Synthesis of ZIF-8 nanoparticles 
ZIF-8 nanoparticles were prepared by a modified literature synthesis.
35
 In a typical 
experiment, Zn(NO3)2 · 6 H2O (1.03 g, 3.45 mmol, 99 %, Grüssing) was dissolved in 
methanol (70 mL, puriss, Sigma) and rapidly added to a pre-cooled (0 °C) solution of 2-
methylimidazole (2.27 g, 27.7 mmol, 99 %, Aldrich) in methanol (70.0 mL). The mixture was 
stirred and cooled constantly throughout the reaction until the solution slowly turned turbid. 
After 30 min, the nanocrystals were separated from the solvent by centrifugation. Colloidal 
suspensions of ZIF-8 were obtained by redispersing the particles after centrifugation in DMF 
(or methanol) (670 mg ZIF-8 / 1 mL DMF). 
Synthesis of titania nanoparticles 
Titania nanoparticles were synthesized according to the literature.
36
 In a typical procedure, 
Ti(OEt)4 (6.25 mL, Aldrich) was slowly added to HNO3 (0.1 M, 37.5 mL, puriss., Acros) 
under stirring and heated to 80 °C for 8 h. After cooling to room temperature, the opalescent 
mixture was sonicated for at least 3 h in order to break up agglomerates. Colloidal 
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suspensions of titania in a solvent sufficiently volatile for spin-coating were obtained by 
repeated collection of the particles by centrifugation and redispersion in DMF (or methanol) 
(130 mg TiO2 / 1 mL DMF). 
Fabrication of Bragg stack 2 (BS-2) 
Silicon wafers were used as substrates for the film deposition by spin-coating. The substrates 
were pre-cleaned with soap and water and subsequently treated with Piranha solution 
(H2SO4/H2O2, 2:1). After thoroughly rinsing with deionized water, the wafers were dried 
under nitrogen flow and stored in ethanol. Before film deposition, the substrates were plasma-
cleaned and rinsed with ethanol under spinning for 5 s. The preparation of the Bragg reflector 
was performed by spin-coating alternatingly colloidal suspensions of ZIF-8 and titania onto 
the substrate at a speed of 4000 rpm (1500 acceleration) for 60 s, starting with ZIF-8. The film 
thickness was adjusted by the particle concentration in the suspensions and by multiple 
coating steps. After each deposition, the film was annealed at 200 °C for 30 min. 
5.3 Characterization 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements of powders and thin films were performed using a 
Bruker D8 (Cu-Kα1 = 1.5406 Å; Cu-Kα2 = 1.5444 Å) in theta-theta geometry. The films were 
measured between 5° and 20° two theta, with a step-size of 0.05° two theta and a scan-speed 
of 0.3° min
-1
. The data of the powder samples were collected between 5° and 45° two theta 
with a step-size of 0.05° two theta and a scan-speed of 3° min
-1
. 
SEM micrographs of BS-1 were recorded with a JEOL JSM-6500F scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) equipped with an Oxford EDX analysis system; those of BS-2 with a 
Merlin (Zeiss) FE-SEM. Ellipsometry measurements were performed with a Woollam 
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M2000D at an angle of 75° in the spectral range of 190 – 1000 nm. The data were fitted 
between 350 and 1000 nm using a Cauchy-type material as model layer. Reflectance 
measurements were recorded with the same ellipsometer using s-polarized light at an incident 
angle of 75°. 
The recording of isotherms was performed at ambient temperature using a home-made 
Labview-controlled gas mixer. Digital mass flow controllers (W-101A-110-P, F-201C, 
Bronkhorst High-Tech) ensured the accurate dosing of the carrier gas nitrogen and the liquid 
analyte, which was vaporized in a controlled evaporation and mixing element (W-101A, 
Bronkhorst High-Tech). Partial pressures (p) were calculated using the van der Waals 
equation.
28,37
 The relative pressure p p0
-1
 relates to the saturation pressure p0. 
5.4 Results and Discussion 
Bragg stack preparation and structural properties 
Two different strategies were employed for the fabrication of 1D-MOF photonic crystals 
consisting of either dense or porous ZIF-8 layers, and differently sized mesoporous titanium 
dioxide nanoparticle derived films. Stability, pore accessibility as well as high optical quality 
multilayer films are key requirements for the fabrication of analyte-responsive transducer 
systems. Those features were addressed by the choice of suitable deposition and post-
treatment parameters. For the mp-TiO2 deposition in BS-1, both a complete removal of the 
template (Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2) as well as minimum etching of the ZIF-8 underlayer had 
to be achieved.  
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Figure 5-1: RAIR spectra of a TiO2 thin film before and after the ethanol extraction procedure. 
 
Figure 5-2: SEM micrographs demonstrating the mesoporous structure of a thin TiO2 film after ethanol 
extraction (magnification: x100.000 (left); x250.000 (right)). 
In Figure 5-3 the X-ray diffraction patterns of both 3-bilayer Bragg stacks (photographs 
shown in Figure 5-6) are depicted and compared to simulated data. The mild annealing 
temperatures employed in either case, in addition to the solvent extraction carried out under 
non-acidic conditions (BS-1), retain the crystallinity and stability of the ZIF-8 layers. The 
diffraction patterns of the multilayered ZIF-8–TiO2 composites show excellent agreement 
with the simulated ZIF-8 data, apart from peak broadening, indicating a slightly smaller grain 
size of the ZIF-8 crystals within the BSs. 
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Figure 5-3: X-ray diffraction patterns (background corrected) of the 3-bilayer Bragg stack 1 (middle) as 
well as of Bragg stack 2 (top) after temperature treatment and complete removal of the structure-
directing agent (F127), compared to simulated data (bottom line). 
In contrast to BS-1, which features dense ZIF-8 layers, BS-2 is composed of ZIF-8 
nanocrystals (approx. 50 nm diameter, see Figure 5-4), forming uniform layers, and 
nanoparticle-based TiO2 layers with TiO2 particles around 10 – 15 nm in diameter. Therefore, 
we expect BS-2 to exhibit a fairly high degree of textural mesoporosity in both layers, in 
addition to the intrinsic microporosity provided by the ZIF-8 crystals.  
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Figure 5-4: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images showing a bulk ZIF-8 powder sample obtained 
from the mixture solution used for the fabrication of BS-1 (left) as well as ZIF-8 nanoparticles used for the 
preparation of BS-2 (right). 
The coexistence of both materials embedded in the 1D-MOF PC structure is confirmed by 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM). In Figure 5-5 representative 3-bilayer Bragg stacks 
composed of alternating microporous ZIF-8 layers and porous titania layers deposited on a 
silicon substrate are depicted. 
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Figure 5-5: Scanning electron micrographs showing cross-sections of both 3-bilayer Bragg stacks with an 
average film thickness of ~ 50 nm for each titania layer and ~ 70 nm for each ZIF-8 layer for BS-1 (A and 
C) as well as for BS-2 (DMF, B and D) exhibiting a layer thickness of ~ 50 nm for each titania layer and ~ 
200 nm for ZIF-8 layers, respectively. ZIF-8–TiO2-BSs are depicted for different magnifications. 
The differently prepared Bragg stacks exhibit a ZIF-8 layer thickness of approximately 70 nm 
in BS-1 and about 200 nm in BS-2, respectively. TiO2 layers deposited on each ZIF-8 film 
have a thickness of about 50 nm in both Bragg stacks. The cross-sectional SEM micrographs 
reveal that both fabrication methods yield fairly uniform layer thicknesses throughout the 
entire architecture. Figure 5-5 also demonstrates the alteration of both materials seen by the 
differences in material contrast. While the dark layers represent the ZIF-8 material exhibiting 
a lower electron density, the brighter thin films consist of TiO2 nanoparticles. Not only the 
deposition of ZIF-8 layers on silicon, as already shown by several groups,
15,38
 but also 
adhesion between ZIF-8 and mesoporous/nanoparticle titania layers was achieved using our 
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dual assembly approach. In contrast to the deposition of MOF material on inverse opal 
structures,
31,32
 no surface modification is necessary when preparing ZIF-8-based one-
dimensional photonic structures. Regarding the stability and crystallinity of the multilayered 
Bragg stacks, no delamination or amorphization upon heating, extraction or adsorption of 
volatile species is observed, which is consistent with the corresponding XRD results (see 
Figure 5-3). In conclusion, robust, uniform and high-optical quality multilayered photonic 
crystals composed of two different materials with varying morphologies can reproducibly be 
fabricated and thus provide the basis for chemical sensing studies. 
Vapor adsorption and optical sensing 
The combination of a microporous MOF material with mesoporous metal oxide layers is 
supposed to endow the material with a unique combination of size-selectivity and analyte 
sensitivity. The integration of both morphologies within one photonic structure is expected to 
act as a molecular sieving platform, readily adsorbing analyte molecules with small kinetic 
diameters in both layers, whereas the access of larger guests is exclusively possible into the 
mesoporous titania layers. Essentials such as high specific surface areas, pore accessibility, 
efficient diffusion and molecular sieving abilities are all addressed by our highly porous 1D-
MOF photonic crystals. 
 
Figure 5-6: Photographs of 3-bilayer Bragg stack 1 (left) and Bragg stack 2 (right) on a 5 x 2.5 cm
2
 Si 
substrate in air. 
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The optical response of the 1D-MOF PCs to guest adsorption was investigated by performing 
sorption experiments of volatile analyte molecules. According to the optical Bragg equation, 
sorption of volatile species into the porous layers influences the effective refractive index of a 
bilayer by which analyte-induced color changes can be efficiently monitored. Figure 5-7 the 
reflectance spectra of both Bragg stacks are demonstrated. 
 
Figure 5-7: Reflectance spectra of Bragg stack 1 (a) and Bragg stack 2 (DMF) (b) illustrating the optical 
shift upon ethanol exposure recorded at the highest partial pressure (p/p0 ≈ 1.0). 
Here, the optical response is triggered by the adsorption of ethanol vapor at the highest partial 
pressure (p/p0 ≈ 1.0), which entails pronounced red-shifts of the Fabry–Pérot fringe of BS-1 
from  ≈ 585 to  ≈ 630 nm as well as of the stop band of BS-2, derived from nanoparticles 
redispersed in DMF, from  ≈ 740 to  ≈ 840 nm, respectively. We attribute the significantly 
larger optical shift of BS-2 to the thicker ZIF-8 layers and amplified external surface area (and 
hence accessibility), which underlines the enhanced contribution of the ‘‘active’’ component 
to the observed overall optical shift of the BS.
39
 Compared to the 3D-MOF (HKUST-1) 
hybrid photonic crystals recently reported by the groups of J. Hupp and G. Li,
31,32
 which show 
optical shifts of 9 nm and 16 nm upon ethanol sorption, respectively, a significant increase 
with respect to the optical response can be monitored in our system. However, when 
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infiltrating 30 mm thick polystyrene template films with ZIF-8, Wu et al. observed a distinct 
shift of about 75 nm upon methanol adsorption.
32
 Compared to the inherently smaller absolute 
shifts observed with BS-1, which are presumed to result from the significantly smaller 
thickness of the ZIF-8 films, an even higher sensitivity upon sorption of organic vapors can be 
deduced from the reflectance spectrum of BS-2 (Figure 5-7). Note that only a short heating 
period of 15 minutes at 200 °C was applied to BS-2 prior to the sorption experiments 
compared to the activation procedure reported by Wu et al.
32
 The samples were additionally 
subjected to a high-rate flow of dry nitrogen (Varian Chrompack Gas-clean Moisture Filter 
CP 17971, outlet concentration <0.1 ppm), which highlights the facile analyte uptake and 
release during a series of sorption measurements. 
Analyte-induced variations of the optical thickness give rise to distinct optical shifts not only 
for ethanol and methanol but also for other larger analytes such as isobutanol and tert-
pentanol. Adsorption isotherms monitoring the optical shift as a function of relative vapor 
pressure were recorded for BS-2 (Figure 5-8c) as well as for the dense and porous ZIF-8 films 
as reference (Figure 5-8a and b). The latter show that the smaller alcohols are readily 
adsorbed by this MOF, including analyte molecules with larger kinetic diameters compared to 
the aperture size of ZIF-8 (3.4 Å).
33
 These results are consistent with literature data, as it was 
previously shown that molecules such as ethanol or isobutanol exhibiting kinetic diameters of 
4.5 Å (ref. 40) and 5 Å (ref. 41) are readily adsorbed owing to the flexibility of the pore 
apertures in ZIF-8.
40-42
 Hence, tert-pentanol (2-methyl-1-propanol) was chosen as a sterically 
demanding analyte molecule with a kinetic diameter larger than 5 Å.
43
 The dense ZIF-8 
reference film only shows a minute optical shift of 4 nm, which is consistent with the almost 
complete exclusion of tert-pentanol from the ZIF-8 pore system (Figure 5-8a). The 
nanoparticle-based ZIF-8 film shows a larger optical shift of about 30 nm at the highest partial 
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pressure (p/p0 = 1.0, Figure 5-8b), which is in agreement with the presence of a significant 
degree of textural mesoporosity. 
In order to probe the host–guest interactions within the comparatively more complex Bragg 
stack environment, optical adsorption isotherms were recorded exemplarily for BS-2, as 
depicted in Figure 5-8c. Specifically, the initial stages during adsorption of alcohol vapors and 
the expected pore size-specific adsorption isotherms achieved through the incorporation of 
different porosities are of key interest. 
 
Figure 5-8: Optical vapor sorption isotherms demonstrating the adsorption performance of (a) dense and 
(b) nanoparticulate ZIF-8 reference samples as well as of (c) BS-2 (DMF) during exposure to a series of 
alcohol vapors. 
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During the first two dosing steps the 1D-MOF Bragg stack rapidly responds to all analyte 
molecules, indicated by varying red-shifts ranging from 5 to 15 nm (Figure 5-8c). At a partial 
pressure of p/p0 = 0.1 and p/p0 = 0.2, respectively, a steep increase in the methanol and 
ethanol isotherms is observed. However, a larger optical shift is recorded for ethanol, which is 
attributed to more beneficial interactions between ethanol and ZIF-8 owing to the larger 
hydrophobicity of ethanol compared to that of methanol. At the respective threshold 
pressures, pronounced optical shifts of about 50 – 60 nm are recorded, which gradually 
increase up to saturation pressure. The S-shaped isotherms upon methanol and ethanol 
adsorption recorded for both the single ZIF-8 films and for BS-2 are in good agreement with 
the results obtained by Remi et al.
44
 The authors attribute the S-shaped isotherms to changes 
in the framework triggered by interactions with guest-molecules, which was additionally 
confirmed and described elsewhere.
42
 In contrast to the distinct S-shaped isotherms, 
isobutanol sorption experiments yield an almost linearly increasing adsorption behavior with 
an absolute shift of about 100 nm at the highest partial pressure. In contrast, the adsorption 
isotherm of tert-pentanol exhibits a convex shape featuring the highest uptake during the first 
dosing steps, which we attribute to the textural porosity of both ZIF-8 and titania layers 
arising from the nanoparticle architecture, as seen also for the porous ZIF-8 film (Figure 
5-8b). However, this analyte exhibits the smallest overall uptake, which is consistent with the 
exclusion of tert-pentanol from the ZIF-8 pores, as demonstrated also for the individual ZIF-8 
films. In contrast, the smaller analytes (methanol, ethanol, isobutanol) are more readily 
adsorbed owing to their smaller kinetic diameters. 
As discussed above, an important finding is the fact that distinctly shaped isotherms are 
obtained for each of the four analytes over the entire relative pressure range, as additionally 
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demonstrated by reproduced sorption experiments using Bragg stacks derived from two 
different synthesis batches (Figure 5-9).  
 
Figure 5-9: Reproduced optical vapor sorption isotherms demonstrating the adsorption of methanol, 
ethanol and tert-pentanol performed with Bragg stack 2 which was fabricated by redispersing the ZIF-8 
nanoparticles in methanol (BS-2 (MeOH), see Experimental) as well as the adsorption of isobutanol into 
BS-2 prepared with nanoparticles redispersed in DMF (BS-2 (DMF)).  
Owing to the different fabrication methods and the resulting differences in the ZIF-8 layer 
thicknesses, less pronounced absolute shifts of about 50 nm are recorded using the BS-2 
(MeOH) as compared to BS-2 (DMF) used in Figure 5-8c and for isobutanol adsorption 
(Figure 5-9). Therefore, the optical shift for isobutanol agrees well with the results obtained 
with BS-2 (DMF) shown in Figure 5-8c, whereas the absolute shifts for the other solvent 
vapors are smaller. Nevertheless, note that the shapes of all four optical isotherms are in good 
agreement with the isotherms shown in Figure 5-8, indicating the same host-guest interactions 
as in BS-2 and thus, the same analyte selectivity to operate. 
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The characteristic sorption behavior indicates a high degree of chemical selectivity inherent to 
the MOF-BS, which is especially noticeable at low relative pressures. Comparison of the 
shapes of the isotherms for the BS and the individual ZIF-8 thin films (Figure 5-8) confirms 
that the optical response is dominated by ZIF-8.  
5.5 Conclusions 
In summary, a one-dimensional MOF-based photonic crystal heterostructure with embedded 
micro- and mesoporosity is presented. The fabrication of the 1D-MOF PC was achieved via 
two different inexpensive bottom-up synthesis approaches. The strategy of combining a 
microporous MOF material with mesoporous titanium dioxide layers provides the basis for a 
highly sensitive signal transduction scheme with an amplified overall optical response, while 
maintaining high chemical specificity. Hence, molecular recognition is translated into a 
readable optical signal without the use of any reporter systems. 
The concept of MOF-based one-dimensional photonic crystal structures extends the scope of 
chemoselective optical signal transducer systems. We anticipate a generalization of the 
assembly of 1D photonic materials in terms of the large variety and tunability of MOFs or 
related materials. Thus, we believe that the above proof-of-concept experiments provide a 
basis for the design of highly sensitive and chemically selective optical sensors. 
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6 Niobium doped titania nanoparticles: synthesis, assembly into 
mesoporous films and electrical conductivity 
This chapter is based on the following publication: 
Yujing Liu, Johann M. Szeifert, Johann M. Feckl, Benjamin Mandlmeier, Jiri Rathousky, 
Oliver Hayden, Dina Fattakhova-Rohlfing and Thomas Bein. ACS Nano, 2010, 4, 5373 – 
5381. 
6.1 Introduction 
Transparent conducting oxides (TCO) with a regular mesoporous architecture have recently 
attracted attention owing to their ability to accommodate functional guest molecules in 
photovoltaic, electrochromic and chemical sensing applications, where the access of both 
photons and charge carriers to a high-surface area interface is of key importance.
1-3
 However, 
the range of compounds that simultaneously feature electrical conductivity and optical 
transparency in the visible spectrum is limited.
4
 TCOs usually consist of doped indium, tin, 
zinc or cadmium oxides; of these only tin-doped indium oxide (ITO) and antimony-doped tin 
oxide (ATO) have been prepared with a periodic porous morphology.
1-3,5
 The synthesis of 
mesoporous electrodes from other classes of TCOs is of great interest, as it could substantially 
extend the library of available transparent conducting nanoarchitectures meeting the 
requirements of different optoelectronic applications. 
In 2005, Furubayashi et al.
6,7
 reported a metallic type conductivity of Nb doped anatase titania 
(NTO) films. Thin films, epitaxially grown by pulsed laser deposition, exhibit a conductivity 
of 10
3
 – 104 S cm-1 and high optical transmittance in visible light, which makes them 
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comparable with the much more expensive ITO. The conductivity mechanism was explained 
by the formation of an impurity band overlapping with the conduction band of anatase, and 
corroborated by first-principles band calculations showing that Nb doping does not change 
band dispersions except for filling the conduction band, implying that Nb atoms do not 
generate in-gap states.
8
 
The idea to synthesize mesoporous transparent titania-based electrodes is appealing, as titania 
films with controlled mesoporous structure can be easily prepared. An increase in electrical 
conductivity of the existing mesostructures due to doping with Nb atoms could open a way to 
inexpensive nanostructured TCO materials with controlled porosity. Moreover, the already 
known applications of titania, such as in photovoltaics, photocatalysis and charge storage, 
could greatly benefit from an increased electrical conductivity of the titania framework. This 
has recently been demonstrated by Huang et al., who reported that higher conductivity of a 
TiO2 electrode by Nb doping leads to enhanced photovoltaic performance.
9
 
Fabrication of periodic mesoporous Nb-doped titania films has been reported by Sanchez et 
al
10
 and Wu et al,
14
 however, the electrical conductivity of those materials was not 
investigated. Disordered porous NTO powders
11, 13, 15
 and films
12
 have also been reported,
 
but 
these materials were studied regarding their photocatalytic and electrocatalytic behavior. 
Additional studies dealing with the preparation of conducting titania materials usually involve 
physical processes or high temperature solid state reactions, which are not conducive for the 
fabrication of periodic porous nanostructures.
16-29
 
Periodic mesoporous titania films with controlled porous structure can be prepared by the 
self-assembly of amorphous titania sols, crystalline nanoparticles or a combination of both in 
the presence of surfactants acting as structure-directing agents.
9,30-32 
It was recently 
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demonstrated for mesoporous thin films of antimony-doped tin oxide (ATO) that TCO 
nanocrystals can also serve as building blocks for the assembly of nanostructured transparent 
electrodes.
33
 The doping level and thus the electrical conductivity can be precisely adjusted, 
because composition can be controlled in the particle synthesis. Due to the intrinsic 
crystallinity of the building blocks, crystalline mesostructures can be obtained already at 
moderate temperatures. However, the use of nanoparticles as the primary units for the 
assembly of mesoporous conducting films implies certain requirements to their properties. 
The particles should be just a few nanometers in size with a narrow particle size distribution, 
feature crystallinity and electrical conductivity, and should be dispersible in various solvents 
to form stable colloidal solutions. Synthesis of Nb-doped titania nanoparticles meeting those 
criteria has not been reported so far. Recently, we have reported that tert-butanol can be used 
as a novel reaction medium for the solvothermal synthesis of ultrasmall and highly dispersible 
nanoparticles.
34
 The use of tert-butanol in microwave-assisted synthesis provides 
monodispersed nanosized particles of titania, whose size and crystallinity could be easily 
controlled by the variation of reaction temperature and time. 
Here we describe the solvothermal synthesis of crystalline monodispersed niobium doped 
titania nanoparticles using tert-butanol as a reaction medium and an oxide source. 
Furthermore, the ability of the obtained nanocrystals to self-assemble into complex 3D 
mesoporous nanostructures, and the electrical conductivity of the nanoparticles and 
mesoporous films are investigated. 
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6.2  Results 
Synthesis of Nb-doped TiO2 nanoparticles and their assembly into 
mesoporous films 
For the preparation of niobium doped titania nanoparticles, titanium tetrachloride and 
niobium(V) ethoxide were dissolved in tert-butanol. The particles with different Nb content 
are designated as NPX, where X is the Nb/(Nb+Ti) molar ratio in percent. The clear solution 
was kept at different temperatures and different times in a laboratory oven in a Teflon-sealed 
autoclave. The solution turned turbid when the nanoparticles were formed. The particle size 
and crystallinity strongly depend on the reaction temperature. At 60 °C the particles are still 
completely amorphous, and an increase in the reaction temperature to 100 °C is necessary to 
obtain a crystalline phase (Figure 6-1). A further increase in the reaction temperature leads to 
larger crystalline particles. Thus, the size of the NP0 particles obtained after 12 hours of 
reaction at 100 °C and 150 °C is 10 nm and 14 nm, respectively. 
 
Figure 6-1: XRD patterns of as-produced NP0 TiO2 particles prepared by solvothermal reaction in tert-
BuOH at different reaction temperatures (reaction time 12 hours). 
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An increase in the concentration of Nb leads to a delayed formation of particles. For the 
particles prepared at 100 °C the onset of crystallization was observed (by XRD) after 1.5, 3 
and 4 hours for NP0, NP10 and NP20, respectively. This effect – also reported for other 
synthesis procedures
13,15,35
 – is attributed to the suppression of particle crystallization due to 
Nb doping. Furthermore, the particle size at the same reaction temperature can be varied by 
changing the reaction time. While NP20 particles synthesized at 100 °C for 4 hours are only 
4 nm in size, prolonging the reaction time to 20 hours increases the particle size to 13 nm 
(Figure 6-2b).  
 
Figure 6-2: (a) XRD patterns of as prepared 0 %, 10 % and 20 % Nb-doped TiO2 nanoparticles 
synthesized by a solvothermal reaction in tert-butanol at 100 °C for 1.5, 3 and 4 hours, respectively. The 
inset shows the position of the (101) reflection. (b) Variation of the size of NP20 nanoparticles during 
synthesis in tert-BuOH at 100 °C with the reaction time. The particle size was derived from the peak 
broadening in the XRD patterns according to the Scherrer equation. 
As we aimed at the preparation of crystalline nanoparticles as small as possible, the reaction 
at 100 °C was stopped just after the onset of crystallization. The NTO nanoparticles with 
different Nb content prepared this way are crystalline and average 4 – 5 nm in size (Table 
6-1), as shown by HRTEM images (Figure 6-3) and XRD patterns (Figure 6-2a). The XRD 
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patterns of both pure and doped nanoparticles with up to 20 mol% titania show only one 
crystalline phase, either anatase or a phase structurally closely related to anatase (Figure 
6-2a). An increase in the Nb content leads to a shift of the (101) and (200) reflections to lower 
angles corresponding to the unit cell expansion by about 5 % due to the replacement of Ti
4+ 
ions (radius 60.5 pm) by slightly larger Nb
5+
 ions (radius 64 pm) according to Vegard’s law. 
The same changes in d-spacing with increasing Nb content were observed in the HR-TEM 
images of doped particles.  
 
Figure 6-3: HR-TEM images of as-made NP0 (a) and NP20 (b) nanoparticles synthesized at 100 °C (scale 
bar corresponds to 5 nm), and the particle size distribution determined by DLS in tetrahydrofurane (c). 
Table 6-1: Size of NTO nanoparticles prepared by a solvothermal reaction in tert-butanol at 100 °C 
determined by DLS, XRD (size calculated from the Scherrer equation) and TEM (statistical evaluation of 
about 100 particles). 
Particle size DLS XRD TEM 
NP0 4.6 nm 4 nm 4.1nm 
NP10 4.6 nm 4.1nm ------- 
NP20 4.4 nm 4 nm 4 nm 
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All the nanoparticles can be dispersed easily in tetrahydrofurane (THF) at concentrations of 
more than 5 wt % of NTO in the presence of small amounts of hydrochloric acid, forming 
stable transparent colloidal dispersions. The particle size distributions obtained by DLS 
(Figure 6-3c) are in a good agreement with those obtained from X-ray diffractograms. 
To sum up, the undoped as well as Nb-doped titania nanoparticles prepared by the 
solvothermal synthesis in tert-butanol are crystalline, nanosized and dispersible, which makes 
them suitable building blocks for the assembly of nanostructured materials. We have 
examined the applicability of the as-synthesized nanoparticles for the assembly of 
mesoporous films using the commercial Pluronic F127 polymer as a structure-directing agent. 
Thin films designated as MS0, MS10 and MS20 were prepared from NP0, NP10 and NP20 
nanoparticles, respectively. The synthesis times for the different samples were chosen such 
that the particle size of all samples was about 4 nm, in order to make the particles compatible 
with the surfactant-assisted self-assembly. In order to remove the template and to sinter the 
nanoparticles, the films were heated in air at 300 °C for 2 hours, because this is the lowest 
temperature sufficient for the removal of the Pluronic copolymer and the complete removal of 
organic residues from the interior of the pores in the thin films.
32-34
 
The SEM images (Figure 6-4) show the surface of the mesoporous structures assembled from 
nanoparticles with varying Nb content. Depending on the composition of the nanoparticles 
used, the character of the mesostructure of the films differs significantly. The assembly of the 
undoped NP0 nanoparticles gives a worm-like open mesostructure with a homogeneous pore 
distribution. The films assembled from NP10 nanoparticles feature a channel-type 
mesostructure similar to that assembled from antimony doped tin oxide nanoparticles.
33
 
Finally, the NP20 particles provide films with a higher degree of pore ordering, resembling a 
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cubic mesostructure with a d-spacing of about 17 nm. The thickness of the films assembled 
from particles with different doping levels is around 200 nm.  
 
Figure 6-4: SEM images (top view) of MS0 (a), MS10 (b), and MS20 (c) films calcined in air at 300 °C. 
The highly porous morphology of the films assembled from nanoparticles is also apparent in 
TEM images (Figure 6-5). The Fourier transforms of the TEM images show a ring 
corresponding to a mesostructure periodicity of 16+1 nm. Similar information about the 
mesostructure ordering is provided by the small angle XRD patterns (Figure 6-6), which 
exhibit a clearly distinguishable reflection for the MS10 and MS20 samples and a broad 
shoulder for a less ordered MS0 film. 
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Figure 6-5: TEM (a,c) and HR-TEM (b, d) images of MS10 (first row) and MS20 (second row) samples 
calcined at 300 °C. The insets in (a, c) show the Fourier transforms of the images. 
The HR-TEM images show that the pore walls are composed of crystalline nanoparticles 
(Figure 6-5b, d). The high crystallinity of the films calcined at 300 °C was also proven by 
wide angle X-ray diffraction (Figure 6-7). The crystalline domain size calculated from the 
(101) reflection of the corresponding XRD patterns is about 7.5 nm and 6.5 nm for MS0 and 
MS20 films, respectively. This illustrates that the crystal size increases after calcination at 
300 °C compared to the size of nanoparticles used for the films assembly. 
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Figure 6-6: Small angle XRD pattern of mesostructured films MS0, MS10 and MS20 assembled from the 
corresponding nanoparticles after calcination at 300 °C. 
 
Figure 6-7: Wide angle XRD patterns of mesostructured films MS0 and MS20 after calcination at 300 °C 
((101) reflection). 
The textural properties and the accessibility of the internal surface of the thin films were 
studied by krypton adsorption at 77 K (Figure 6-8). The samples assembled from 
nanoparticles are characterized by an open porous structure without pore blocking. The use of 
particles with a higher Nb content provides films exhibiting a larger pore volume and surface 
area, in combination with a higher degree of periodicity of the mesostructure as could be seen 
in electron microscopy. The MS20 films feature the largest pore volume and a porosity of 
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43 %, with a surface area of 190 m
2 
cm
-3
. The pore size determined from the Kr isotherm is 9 
– 10 nm with narrow pore size distribution, as evidenced by the very steep adsorption and 
desorption branches. The isotherms of samples MS10 and MS0 are flatter, their pore size 
distribution is broader and the surface area is smaller (163 and 90 m
2
 cm
-3
, respectively). 
 
Figure 6-8: Kr adsorption isotherms at 77 K of templated mesoporous films assembled from nanoparticles 
with different Nb content: MS0 (black, circles), MS10 (red, squares) and MS20 (blue, triangles). All the 
films were calcined at 300 °C. 
Electrical conductivity of Nb-doped TiO2 nanoparticles 
The valence state of the metal atoms in the Nb-doped titania lattice is an important indication 
of successful doping with regard to the electric conductivity, which is directly related to the 
specific defects formed in the doping process.
36
 The valence state of the Ti and Nb in the 
nanoparticles containing 20 % of Nb prepared in tert-BuOH at 100 °C was investigated using 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) (Figure 6-9), which shows the peaks corresponding 
to oxygen, titanium and niobium. About 20 mol% of both titanium and niobium is found in 
their reduced states, Ti
3+
 and Nb
4+
 or lower,
15
 respectively, which is consistent with the Nb 
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doping level of 20 %. As each added Nb atom causes one extra electron that can reside in the 
form of reduced valence states of Ti or Nb, we assume that the extra electrons are not 
compensated by other easily formed defects such as Ti vacancies or oxygen interstitials. 
Therefore, the introduction of Nb
5+
 ions into the titania lattice leads to the donation of 
electrons into the conduction band and thus an increase in the charge carrier concentration. 
The presence of the reduced species due to the Nb doping is also reflected in the particle 
color. The as-prepared Nb-doped nanoparticles are bluish-green after pressing them into a 
pellet, the color being more intensive for the larger particles, while the undoped TiO2 particles 
remain white. 
 
Figure 6-9: XPS spectra of as-prepared NP20 nanoparticles synthesized in tert-BuOH at 100 °C. The 
peaks were assigned according to refs.
26, 37, 38, 39 
In spite of the presence of Ti in the reduced state, the room temperature electrical dc-
conductivity of the crystalline nanoparticles prepared at 100 °C is still quite low, ca. 
1∙10-6 S cm-1 for undoped and 2∙10-5 S cm-1 for the 20 % doped nanoparticles, which is 
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comparable with the data reported by Huang et al.
9
 for the pressed NTO nanoparticles 
prepared by hydrothermal synthesis. This could be due to a strong localization of the free 
electrons and their low mobility. To further improve the electrical conductivity, the as-
produced NTO nanoparticles have to be heated in non-oxidizing atmosphere such as nitrogen 
at 400 – 600 °C (Figure 6-10). Heating in air leads to an irreversible loss of conductivity, 
which is also indicated by the change in the particle color to deep-blue or white after heating 
in N2 or air, respectively. The change in conductivity with Nb content was found to be 
nonlinear. The introduction of Nb in the anatase lattice drastically increases the conductivity 
by several orders of magnitude, the highest conductivity being found for the 20 % Nb sample, 
for which the conductivity and the carrier concentration obtained from Hall effect 
measurements were 0.25 S cm
-1
 and 10
20
 cm
-3
, respectively. A further increase in the Nb 
content does not lead to further improvement. The maximum conductivity was obtained for a 
much higher Nb concentration than for materials prepared by physical methods, for which the 
highest conductivity is observed already at 3 % of Nb.
40
 
 
Figure 6-10: Specific conductivity (black, circles) and charge carrier concentration (red, triangles) of the 
pellets pressed from Nb-doped nanoparticles and heated at 600 °C in N2, as a function of Nb content. The 
axes are shown in logarithmic scale. 
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XPS measurements at different depths from the particle surface performed after polishing the 
particles with argon ions reveal that the surface composition of the particles after heating in 
N2 at 600 °C differs from that of the bulk. As the niobium content reaches 30.0 % at the 
surface and 19.8 % in the bulk, respectively, the particle surface is enriched with niobium. At 
the surface, both titanium and niobium are in their highest oxidization states (Figure 6-11). On 
the contrary, in the particle core a part of the titanium atoms is also present as Ti
3+
 cations, 
their fraction (16 %) being similar to the amount of Nb
5+
 cations introduced in the synthesis 
(about 20 %). This indicates that most of the extra electrons generated by Nb doping are 
released into the conduction band of TiO2, leading to the formation of Ti
3+
 and resulting in the 
high conductivity.
8
 
 
Figure 6-11: XPS of NTO particles prepared in tert-butyl alcohol at 60 °C and heated in N2 at 600 °C after 
Ar
+
 polishing for 5 min (first row) and for 30 min (second row). Argon polishing was performed at 
1500 eV. 
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The electrical conductivity of mesoporous thin films assembled from different types of 
nanoparticles is much lower than that of the heated particles and shows much smaller 
variation with the Nb content. Thus, the conductivity of the doped MS20 films (10
-4
 S cm
-1
) is 
only about two times larger than that of the pure titania film.  
6.3 Discussion 
The results above show that tert-butanol is a suitable reaction medium for the fabrication of 
crystalline monodispersed nanoparticles. The reaction in tert-butanol can be carried out both 
using microwave heating, as described in our previous publication,
34
 and solvothermally at 
mild temperatures, leading to highly dispersible nanoparticles. The size of the particles and 
their degree of crystallinity can be controlled by reaction temperature and reaction time, thus 
enabling the preparation of particles 4 – 15 nm in size. Besides the pristine oxides, the 
solvothermal reaction in tert-butanol is suitable for the preparation of doped nanoparticles 
with homogeneously distributed dopant within the host lattice (before heat treatment, as the 
latter can lead to surface enrichment as was shown above by the XPS data) Following this 
synthesis route, the anatase lattice can incorporate more than 20 % of Nb ions. The 
incorporation of the guest impurities slows down the crystallization rate and leads to some 
expansion of the anatase lattice. 
In contrast to the titania particles prepared by the well-established solvothermal synthesis in 
benzyl alcohol,
41
 the particles of similar size and crystallinity synthesized in tert-butanol can 
be easily dispersed up to high concentrations in THF to form stable colloidal dispersions. This 
can be attributed to their different surface chemistry. The different surface properties of 
nanoparticles synthesized either in aromatic or aliphatic alcohols are the reason for their 
different ability to self-organize into periodic mesoscopic structures directed by the block 
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copolymers of the poly-alkylene oxide type. The particles prepared using tert-butanol 
assemble into regular mesostructures directed by the Pluronic templates, while those obtained 
using benzyl alcohol provide only disordered structures with these templates.
32
 The films 
assembled from doped titania nanoparticles exhibit a higher degree of mesostructure ordering 
than those prepared from undoped ones, which may be due to the different surface properties 
of nanoparticles with varying Nb content. A similar behavior was observed for the ATO 
nanoparticle system.
2,33
 Generally, the assembly of mesoporous films from particles has a 
beneficial effect on the porosity in comparison with sol-gel films, especially regarding the 
open nature of the porous system and as a result the better accessibility of the inner surface.
32
 
Doping with niobium leads to an enhancement of the mesostructure periodicity, the surface 
area and the pore volume. 
The incorporation of Nb drastically increases the electrical conductivity of the nanoparticles. 
The maximum conductivity at room temperature of the 20 % Nb-doped sample, reaching 
0.25 S cm
-1
, is remarkably high for the wide band gap semiconductor titania. It supports the 
assumption that a considerable increase in the electrical conductivity of the anatase lattice is 
possible due to extrinsic doping with niobium ions. The only other study published to date on 
the chemical preparation of conducting Nb-doped titania nanoparticles by Huang et al
9
 gives 
similar values of conductivity of as-produced nanoparticles and thus an additional support to 
the suitability of chemical routes for the preparation of conducting titania particles. Their 
conductivity is, however, still much lower than the range of 10
3
 – 104 S cm-1 reported by 
Furubayashi et al
6,17,8
 for epitaxially grown NTO films. It appears to be a general feature of 
the polycrystalline TCO systems prepared by chemical methods
1,33
 that their DC conductivity 
is lower than the conductivity of analogous materials prepared by physical deposition 
techniques such as evaporation or magnetron sputtering. This difference is attributed 
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primarily to grain boundary scattering in the polycrystalline material and the larger amount of 
defects and imperfections in the nanosized crystals. Moreover, for the Nb-doped titania the 
situation is even more complicated due to the specific properties of this system. In contrast to 
the conventionally used indium or tin oxides, which can form solid solutions with various 
dopants causing only limited distortion of the host crystalline lattice,
4
 incorporation of Nb into 
the anatase lattice can cause a noticeable lattice expansion or lattice deformation reported also 
by other authors,
39
 which generally leads to the decreased electron mobility.
4
 Moreover, 
donated electrons are susceptible to compensation by easily formed defects, such as Ti 
vacancies or oxygen interstitials.
26, 42
 
Further improvement of the electrical conductivity requires an optimization of the reaction 
conditions. It appears that at least two factors are important for obtaining a niobium doped 
titania degenerate semiconductor. First, doped Nb atoms must be homogeneously distributed 
within the anatase lattice. Second, the formation of other defects except for the replacement of 
tetravalent Ti with pentavalent Nb should be avoided, as the extra electrons caused by Nb 
doping and existing in the form of Ti
3+
 and/or Nb
4+
 are easily compensated by titanium 
vacancies or oxygen interstitials. The conductivity of the as-prepared nanoparticles is rather 
low and can be substantially increased by a treatment at elevated temperatures in non-
oxidizing atmosphere. The reasons that can contribute to the greatly enhanced conductivity of 
the pressed particle pellets after thermal treatment are particle growth, particle sintering and 
combustion of the organic residues acting as an insulator. However, such a treatment can lead 
to the undesired partial surface segregation of Nb due to a “self-purification” process 
described for NTO as well as for other doped oxides due to the size mismatch of the metal 
cations.
26, 43, 44
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The mesoporous layers assembled from the Nb-doped titania nanoparticles show very good 
structural properties such as the periodicity of the porous system, a uniform pore size, a high 
pore volume, a large surface area and crystallinity of the walls. However, the increase in 
conductivity due to Nb doping is much less pronounced for the mesoporous films than for the 
similarly treated particles. We tentatively attribute this (i) to the much smaller size of the 
crystals in the walls of the mesoporous films compared to that of the pressed pellets after 
heating (7 nm and 22 nm, respectively) due to the confining effect of the template, and (ii) the 
oxidation of a surface layer by adsorbed oxygen molecules upon exposure to air due to the 
high surface area of the films. 
Now that the concept has been proven to be successful for making periodic porous conducting 
architectures on the basis of Nb-doped titania, future efforts should be aimed at the 
improvement of the conductivity of the mesoporous films. One of the ways to increase the 
conductivity can be the use of bigger crystals for the mesostructure assembly, which would 
require larger amphiphilic polymers.
45
 Further optimization of non-oxidizing processing 
methods for particle sintering is also necessary. In this respect, a “brick and mortar” approach 
which has been used successfully for the preparation of highly crystalline mesoporous titania 
films
32
 could be one of the possibilities to sinter the crystals at lower temperatures and thus to 
minimize the surface segregation. 
6.4 Conclusions 
The solvothermal procedure developed in this study enables the preparation of crystalline 
doped and undoped non-agglomerated dispersible titania nanoparticles with a narrow particle 
size distribution and homogeneous incorporation of doping atoms within the host lattice. The 
particle size and crystallinity can be controlled by the reaction temperature and time. 
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Substitutional doping with niobium ions drastically increases the electrical conductivity of the 
titania particles. In contrast to the titania particles prepared by a solvothermal synthesis in 
benzyl alcohol, those of similar size and crystallinity synthesized in tert-butanol can be easily 
dispersed at high concentrations in THF to form stable colloidal dispersions, which can be 
attributed to different surface chemistry. The Nb-doped titania nanoparticles can be assembled 
into regular three-dimensional mesoporous structures with a narrow pore size distribution and 
high surface area.  
6.5 Experimental 
All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. tert-Butanol and 
benzyl alcohol were dried over 4 Å molecular sieve at 28 °C and filtered prior to use. Pluronic 
F127 (EO106PO70EO106, where EO is ethylene oxide, PO is propylene oxide) was purchased 
from Sigma-Aldrich. 
For the synthesis of niobium-doped titania nanoparticles with different Nb contents, TiCl4 and 
Nb(OEt)5 were added to tert-butanol (12 mL, 1.8 mmol) under continuous stirring. The 
particles with different Nb content are designated as NPX, where X is the Nb/(Nb+Ti) molar 
ratio in per cent. As an example for the preparation of NP20 nanoparticles, 0.16 ml 
(1.44 mmol) of TiCl4 and 0.09 ml (0.36 mol) of Nb(OEt)5 were used. The clear solution was 
kept at 100 °C in a laboratory oven in a Teflon-sealed autoclave. The reaction time was 1.5 h, 
3 h and 4 h for NP0, NP10 and NP20 nanoparticles, respectively. The resulting nanoparticles 
were separated by centrifugation at 50000 rcf for 15 minutes. The particles separated this way 
contain 25 – 50 % of organic residues as determined by thermogravimetric analysis (Netzsch 
STA 440 C TG/DSC). 
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For the fabrication of mesostructured films, a solution of Pluronic F127 (0.07 g, 0.006 mmol) 
in THF (2 mL) was added to 0.2 g of non-washed particles previously separated by 
centrifugation (metal oxide content was 1.75 mmol as determined by TGA analysis), and 
stirred until the particles were homogeneously redispersed. Concentrated HCl (0.2 ml) was 
added to obtain a clear transparent solution. The mesoporous films were fabricated by dip 
coating of prepared solutions on various substrates (Si wafer, glass) at a relative humidity of 
50 % – 60 % and 25 °C. The films were heated in air at 300 °C for 2 hours and/or in N2 at 
500 °C for 2 hours, with a ramp speed of 0.5 °C min
-1
 for each heating step. The average 
thickness of the films after heating is around 200 nm. 
Wide angle X-ray diffraction analysis was carried out in reflection mode using a Bruker D8 
Discover diffractometer with Ni-filtered CuKα-radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å), and equipped with a 
Vantec-1 position-sensitive detector. The crystal lattice d spacing and particle size calculation 
were based on the Bragg equation and Scherrer equation. The dispersion behavior of 
nanoparticles was studied by dynamic light scattering using a Malvern Zetasizer-Nano 
equipped with a 4 mW He-Ne laser (633 nm) and an avalanche photodiode detector.  
High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) was performed using a FEI 
Titan 80-300 instrument equipped with a field emission gun operated at 300 kV. The 
particulate samples were prepared by evaporating a drop of a diluted suspension of particles 
in THF on a Plano holey carbon coated copper grid. HRTEM of films was carried out by 
removing the thin-film samples from the substrate and transferring them onto a holey carbon 
coated copper grid. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed on a JEOL JSM-
6500F scanning electron microscope equipped with a field emission gun, at 4 kV. 
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Small angle X-ray diffraction was carried out using a Scintag XDS 2000 diffractometer 
(Scintag Inc.), with a Ni-filtered Cu Kα-radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å) with theta/theta geometry 
and a scintillation detector operated at 40 kV and 30 mA. The textural properties of 
mesostructured films were analyzed with Kr adsorption/desorption measurements at 77 K 
using an ASAP 2010 apparatus (Micromeritics). 
Electrical conductivity measurements on NTO nanoparticles were performed on pellets 
prepared by pressing finely ground nanoparticles under a pressure of 10 tons cm
-2
. To further 
improve conductivity, thermal treatment under a nitrogen atmosphere was performed at 
600 °C for 2 hours, with the ramp of 5 °C min
-1
. The Hall mobility, charge carrier density and 
conductivity were measured by the Hall method (ECOPIA HMS 3000) using a magnetic field 
of 0.55 T. 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis of the particles on a silicon substrate was 
performed using a VSW HA 100 electron analyzer and the Kα radiation provided by a non 
monochromatized magnesium anode system (Mg Kα = 1253.6 eV). Ar ion polishing was done 
at 1500 eV. The recorded elemental peaks were fitted by Gaussian-Lorentzian profiles and the 
elemental ratios were calculated by the equation 
BB
AA
B
A
S/I
S/I
X
X
 , where IA/IB is the ratio of 
fitted areas, and S is the sensitivity factor.
38 
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7 Nanoscale porous framework of lithium titanate for ultrafast 
lithium insertion 
This chapter is based on the following publication: 
Nanoscale porous framework of lithium titanate for ultrafast lithium insertion, Feckl, J. M., 
Fominykh, K., Döblinger, M., Fattakhova-Rohlfing, D. & Bein, T., Angew. Chemie, 2012, 
51, 7459. 
7.1 Introduction 
The rapidly growing demand for electric vehicles and mobile electronics urgently requires the 
development of electrochemical energy storage systems with both high energy density and 
high power.
1
. Supercapacitors
2
 can deliver very high powers, but their attainable energy 
densities are far lower than those of batteries.
3
 “Closing the gap” between the two main 
technologies requires the development of materials that can incorporate or liberate a large 
amount of charge in a very short time. Here we report the synthesis of fully crystalline 
interconnected porous frameworks composed of ultrasmall lithium titanate spinel nanocrystals 
of a few nm in size. These frameworks feature a gravimetric capacity of about 175 mAh g
-1
 at 
rates of 1 – 50 C (0.17 – 8.7 A g-1) and can deliver up to 73 % of their maximum capacity at 
unprecedented high rates of up to 800 C or 140 A g
-1
 (corresponding to only 4.5 sec of 
charge/discharge) without deterioration up to a thousand cycles. This is the fastest ever-
reported titanate morphology for lithium insertion. 
A key to this performance is the design of a fully crystalline interconnected porous framework 
composed of ultrasmall spinel nanocrystals of a few nm in size. The assembly of nanoscale 
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building blocks into interconnected porous frameworks is a promising strategy to maximize 
the rate performance and to enhance the power density, and is also possible for materials not 
accessible by electrodeposition. Nanoscaling greatly increases the interface leading to 
enhanced charge transfer, and drastically shortens the ion/electron diffusion pathways by 
decreasing the grain size of the bulk material.
1b, 4-5
 Lithium titanate Li4Ti5O12 (LTO) is widely 
used as an active material in commercial lithium ion batteries and hybrid electrochemical 
storage devices
6
 due to its suitable potential, relatively high capacity and robustness. 
Although the lithium insertion rate in bulk LTO is intrinsically low due to its low 
conductivity, recent reports have demonstrated that it can be substantially increased by 
decreasing the crystal size to the nanometer scale,
6-7
 and several approaches were developed 
to obtain nanoscaled material. The reported strategies include flash annealing
6
 or solid-state 
reactions of nanosized titania,
7a
 which however lead to relatively large crystals of over 30 nm. 
Lithium titanate with much smaller crystalline domains and enhanced insertion rates can be 
obtained by solvothermal
7b
 and sol-gel reactions.
7c-f, 7i, 8
 However, the power density and 
especially the cycling stability still need to be improved. High rate capability in combination 
with excellent cycling stability was achieved for hybrid materials composed of a few 
nanometer-sized crystals anchored on a conducting carbon matrix, although at the expense of 
significantly decreased gravimetric and volumetric capacities due to a high content of the 
conducting support.
9-10
 A non-supported nanosized and fully crystalline LTO with extremely 
high insertion/extraction rates and high cycling stability was not reported yet. 
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Figure 7-1: Formation of the lithium titanate LTO via solvothermal reaction in tert-butanol: a, Raman 
spectrum of the as-prepared material demonstrating formation of the spinel nuclei after solvothermal 
reaction (the grey bars mark the Raman bands of crystalline Li4Ti5O12, the remaining bands are 
associated with the Pluronic polymer), and b, powder XRD patterns of the LTO obtained after thermal 
treatment of as-prepared material at 400 °C and 500 °C and the JCPSD card 26-1198 for the Li4Ti5O12 
spinel. A scheme (bottom left) illustrates the depth of Li diffusion (red) into large (top) and small (bottom) 
crystals. 
7.2 Results and Discussion 
To create ultrasmall building blocks for a porous spinel framework, we have developed a 
solvothermal reaction in tert-butanol in the absence of water for the LTO synthesis. We have 
recently shown that tert-butanol is an excellent reaction medium for the synthesis of 
ultrasmall undoped and Nb-doped anatase titania crystals.
5c, 11
 In a reaction of appropriate 
molecular metal oxide precursors (see below) with tert-butanol, the spinel nuclei are formed 
already at a low reaction temperature of 170 °C. Although the materials obtained at this 
temperature appear X-ray amorphous, the formation of nuclei with the spinel symmetry can 
be detected by Raman spectroscopy (Figure 7-1a). The formed nuclei are subsequently 
crystallized in a controlled way by a thermal treatment of the dried reaction mixture at 400 – 
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500 °C (the material appears X-ray amorphous at lower temperatures). Screening of different 
precursor combinations demonstrates that a similar reactivity of the precursors in the 
solvothermal reaction is required for the formation of a pure spinel phase (Figure 7-2). The 
choice of LiOBu
t
 and Ti(OBu)4 as the metal sources, and the presence of amphiphilic 
Pluronic polymer (P123) in the reaction mixture were found to be essential for the formation 
of the phase-pure porous spinel framework. Moreover, considering that the single-phase LTO 
is formed only when the polymer is added (Figure 7-2) we can propose that it also influences 
the crystallization process, possibly due to its coordination to metal precursors and 
modulating their reactivity. 
 
Figure 7-2: Screening of different precursor combinations in a solvothermal reaction in tert-butanol. The 
color bars represent the fraction of the titanate phases (approximately estimated from the powder XRD 
measurements) formed after heating of the reaction products at 400 °C. The titanium(IV) precursors are 
ordered with respect to their reactivity in hydrolysis reactions. 
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Figure 7-3: Morphology and crystallinity of nanosized spinel lithium titanate heated at 400 °C (a, c, e) and 
500 °C (b, d, f): First row, SEM top view of the films on the FTO substrate; second row, HR-TEM images; 
third row, nitrogen sorption isotherms with pore size distribution. 
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Heating the reaction mixture in air at 400 °C leads to the formation of a highly porous single-
phase Li4Ti5O12 spinel framework (named nano-LTO-400) with a very small size of the 
crystalline domains (3 – 4 nm), as derived from the peak broadening in the XRD patterns 
(Figure 7-1b) and from transmission electron microscopy (Figure 7-3c). The heating time at 
this temperature does not markedly influence the crystallinity, as we did not observe any 
significant differences in the crystallinity of the material heated at 4 h and 12 h, respectively. 
Heating at 500 °C for 10 min (reached with a 2 h ramp) leads to material (named nano-LTO-
500) with slightly larger crystalline domains between 4 nm and 7 nm in diameter, but the 
highly porous character of the LTO framework remains preserved (Figure 7-1b and Figure 
7-3b,d). Electron microscopy confirms that the materials obtained at both temperatures are 
homogenous and that, in spite of the very small size of the crystals, the samples appear to be 
fully crystalline, being composed of spinel nanocrystals interconnected into a porous scaffold 
(Figure 7-3, SEM and TEM). Furthermore, gas adsorption studies show that the LTO samples 
obtained at 400 °C and at 500 °C feature highly porous morphologies with high surface areas 
of 205 m
2
 g
-1
 and 170 m
2
 g
-1
 and a uniform pore size of 7 nm and 8 nm (Figure 7-3), 
respectively. The latter correspond to the pores usually formed by Pluronic P123. Heating the 
as-prepared reaction mixture at 600 °C results in the formation of larger spinel crystals 
(around 35 – 55 nm) in addition to smaller crystals of 15 ± 5 nm in size, and in the formation 
of some fraction of larger TiO2 anatase crystals (even for annealing times as short as 10 min, 
Figure 7-4). The crystal growth at 600 °C is accompanied by the collapse of porosity and a 
decrease of surface area to 25 m
2
 g
-1
. These findings show that heating at 400 – 500 °C 
constitutes the optimum thermal treatment conditions for the nanoscale spinel materials using 
the above reaction protocol. 
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Figure 7-4: Morphology, crystallinity and the electrochemical performance of the nano-LTO-600 spinel 
heated at 600 °C: (a), powder XRD pattern of the LTO obtained after thermal treatment of as-prepared 
material at 600 °C and the JCPSD cards 26-1198 for the Li4Ti5O12 spinel and 21-1272 for TiO2 anatase; 
(b), SEM top view of the film on the FTO substrate, and (c), galvanostatic charge/discharge curves shown 
at different rates (corresponding to X C, with X shown in the corresponding labels). 
 
Figure 7-5: Electrochemical Li insertion/extraction with LTO spinel heated at 400 °C (a) and at 500 °C 
(b); galvanostatic charge/discharge shown at different rates (corresponding to X C, with X shown in the 
corresponding label). (c) Multicycling stability at different rates (ten cycles each are shown), (d) 
multicycling stability at the rate 100 C (the capacity corresponds to the extraction process). The grey and 
black symbols correspond to the nano-LTO-400 and nano-LTO-500 spinel, respectively. The open and the 
filled symbols correspond to charge and discharge cycles, respectively. The cut-off potentials were 1.0 V 
and 2.4 V vs. Li. The thickness of the films is about 0.5 µm (corresponding to a loading of about 
0.14 mg cm
-2
). 
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Coating of the synthesis solutions on conducting substrates followed by heating in air at 
temperatures beyond 400 °C leads to the formation of homogeneous films, whose thickness 
can be varied from 150 to 500 nm. The thickest films heated at 400 °C (nano-LTO-400) show 
a reversible electrochemical Li uptake of 176 mAh g
-1
, which is practically equal to the 
theoretical insertion capacity for Li4Ti5O12 spinel (Figure 7-5a; the capacitive contribution 
from the FTO substrate can be practically neglected, Figure 7-6). The maximum theoretical 
capacity was achieved already at a rate of 50 C or 8.6 A g
-1
 (meaning complete charging or 
discharging of the total storage capacity in 1/50 hour or 1.2 min), and 96 % of the maximum 
capacity were still achieved at the rate of 100 C or 17 A g
-1
 (36 sec). At the rate of 300 C, up 
to 82 % of the maximum capacity could still be obtained, and even at the very high rate of 
400 C or 68 A g
-1
 (9 sec) about 72 % of the total capacity were still available (Figure 7-5a).  
 
Figure 7-6: Cyclic voltammograms of the nano-LTO-400 spinel film on the FTO substrate (black) and the 
bare FTO substrate of the same area (red) taken at 100 mV s
-1
: a, current - potential curves, b, 
charge - potential curves: The electrode was heated at 400 °C; the thickness of the film is about 0.5 µm 
(corresponding to a loading of about 0.14 mg cm
-2
). 
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Even higher insertion/extraction rates can be achieved for the thinner films. The film of about 
150 nm in thickness can be charged/discharged to 85 % of its full capacity at the rate of 
400 C, and deliver up to 73 % of the theoretical capacity at the rate of 800 C or 136 A g
-1
 
(4.5 sec) (Figure 7-7). We attribute this extremely high rate of insertion/extraction processes 
to the very small size of the crystalline domains and the very large electrode-electrolyte 
interface. The nanoscale morphology of the LTO spinel is also reflected in its potential 
profiles during charging (Li insertion) and discharging (Li extraction). 
 
Figure 7-7: Rate capability of the nano-LTO-400 sample in comparison to fast LTO materials reported in 
the literature: mesoporous LTO A
7c
 (grey open squares) and B
8
 (black open circles), composite LTO – 
carbon nanofiber material C
7h
 (grey open squares; the gravimetric capacity is calculated per total mass of 
the electrode material containing about 50 % carbon), LTO nanoparticles synthesized by the combustion 
method D
15
 (grey open squares), LTO prepared by a solvothermal method E
7f
 (black open triangles), 
surface-modified LTO nanoparticles F
7a
 (grey open triangles), LTO/reduced graphite oxide nano-hybrid 
material G
10
 (black open triangles). Samples nLTO-400_a and nLTO-400_b denote the films with 
thickness of about 500 nm and 150 nm, respectively. 
Bulk Li4Ti5O12 spinel exhibits an extended potential plateau due to a well-defined two-phase 
insertion mechanism.
12
 In contrast, the nano-LTO-400 spinel shows curved voltage profiles 
with reduced length of the potential plateau region. This feature, which is characteristic for 
different nanosized materials, is usually attributed to a dominant role of surface-associated 
insertion processes in the very small crystals.
12b, 13
 The latter involve a changed potential 
distribution in the near-surface area,
12b
 as well as pseudocapacitive surface storage processes 
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which become very significant for large surface area materials. Analysis of cyclic 
voltammograms of the nano-LTO-400 spinel performed according to the procedure described 
by Conway et al.
14a
 and Dunn et al.
14b
 reveals that the pseudocapacitive storage contributes to 
about 55 – 60 % of the total charge, which can explain the unusually high rate performance of 
the nano-LTO electrodes (Figure 7-8). 
The deconvolution of the pseudocapacitive and bulk diffusion-limited contributions to the 
total charge storage was performed by the analysis of cyclic voltammograms at different scan 
rates. The proposed method is based on the different character of current - scan rate 
dependence for the different mechanisms of the charge storage. The current in CVA can be 
generally described as i() = ab, where  is the scan rate and a is the proportionality 
coefficient containing electrode surface area and concentration of the active material. The 
value of the parameter b depends on the kinetic limitations of the electrochemical process. 
The parameter b, which can be found from the slope of the plot of log I vs. log  is equal to 1 
for a surface-confined (pseudocapacitive) process and equal to 0.5 for a diffusion-controlled 
process (bulk solid state diffusion in case of insertion materials). Analysis of the current – 
scan rate dependencies enables determination of the type of dominating charge storage 
mechanism at any point of the insertion/extraction process. Assuming that both mechanisms 
contribute – to a different degree – to the total charge storage, the current at any given 
potential can be expressed as i() = k1 +k2
1/2
 for the pseudocapacitive and the insertion 
contributions, respectively, which enables quantitative determination of the different 
contributions. For the latter purpose, the expression for current is rearranged as 
i()/1/2 = k1
1/2
 +k2 and the normalized contributions of the pseudocapacitive (k1) and the 
insertion (k2) mechanisms are determined as the slope and the intercept, respectively, of the 
dependence of i()/1/2 on 1/2 at the chosen potentials. 
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Figure 7-8: Electrochemical Li insertion/extraction with the nano-LTO-400 spinel heated at 400 °C: a, 
Cyclic voltammograms taken at the scan rates 1 mV s
-1
, 2 mV s
-1
, 5 mV s
-1
, 10 mV s
-1
, 20 mV s
-1
, 50 mV s
-1
 
and 100 mV s
-1
 (from bottom to top). b, Deconvolution of the pseudocapacitive (dark grey) and the bulk 
lithium insertion (light grey) contributions to the total lithium storage performed according to the 
procedure described by Conway et al. and Dunn et al. at different potentials (corrected for the potential 
shift for the higher scan rates). The cyclic voltammogram was taken at the scan rate 1 mV s
-1
. The red 
curves correspond to the galvanostatic charge/discharge curves taken at the rate 25 C for the same 
electrode. The thickness of the film is about 0.5 µm (corresponding to a loading of about 0.14 mg cm
-2
). 
Another feature of the nanocrystallinity is the additional insertion process at low potentials, 
which was also observed for other nanoscale spinel materials.
12b
 For the samples nano-LTO-
400 and nano-LTO-500, this effect was observed for insertion rates below 25 C (4.3 A g
-1
) at 
potentials below 1.2 V; this process is irreversible (Figure 7-9). At high insertion rates the 
insertion/extraction process in the nanosized spinel is perfectly reversible up to 1 V vs. Li, and 
the electrode can be charged/discharged several hundreds of cycles with only a minor capacity 
loss (the capacity retention is 98 % after 500 cycles and 89 % after 1000 cycles at the rate 
100 °C, Figure 7-5c). 
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Figure 7-9: Galvanostatic charge/discharge curves of nano-LTO-400 spinel heated at 400 °C, taken at the 
rates of 25 C (4.3 A g
-1
, red), 12.5 C (2.2 A g
-1
, blue) and 4 C (0.7 A g
-1
, black). 
The lithium insertion behavior of the LTO annealed at 500 °C is similar to that of nano-LTO-
400. Due to the slightly increased crystal size (about 6 nm compared to about 3 nm for nano-
LTO-400) the insertion/extraction rate in nano-LTO-500 is slightly slower compared to nano-
LTO-400 but still extremely fast, such that 66 % of the maximum insertion capacity is 
retained at the rate 400 C (68 A g
-1
) and 80 % at the rate 300 C (51 A g
-1
), respectively, for 
about 0.5 µm thick films. The lower surface area of the nano-LTO-500 material and the 
slightly larger crystal size are reflected in the increase of the plateau region (Figure 7-5b). The 
nano-LTO-500 spinel is also perfectly stable in multiple insertion/extraction processes (Figure 
7-5c,d), the capacity retention being 98 and 91 % after 500 and 1000 cycles, respectively. We 
note that the high stability of these systems - even after 1000 cycles at 100 C (17 A g
-1
) - is 
reflected in unchanged nano-morphology as illustrated by the electron micrographs in Figure 
7-10. The advantages of the small crystal size for the lithium insertion rates are highlighted by 
comparing the electrochemical performance of the materials obtained after heating at 400 °C 
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and 500 °C to that heated at 600 °C. In the latter, the presence of larger crystals in addition to 
the smaller ones as well as the anatase impurity substantially decrease the insertion capacity 
already at low insertion rates to about 70 % of the theoretical, and results in slower insertion 
kinetics (Figure 7-4). 
 
Figure 7-10: Stability of the mesoporous LTO framework in the multiple insertion/extraction 
experiments: scanning electron microscopy images at two different magnifications of the nano-LTO-400 
layer on the FTO substrate before (first row) and after (second row) 1000 cycles at the rate 100 C in the 
potential range from 2.4 V to 1.1 V vs. Li. 
To the best of our knowledge, the nano-LTO spinel obtained via our novel tert-butanol route 
is by far the fastest spinel lithium titanate morphology for lithium insertion reported to date. It 
compares favorably with the porous nanocrystalline LTO spinel obtained via sol-gel 
methods,
7c, 8
 composed of crystals greater than 11 nm (Figure 7-7). Our nano-LTO spinel also 
has a much higher insertion rate than porous Li4Ti5O12 obtained by solution-combustion 
synthesis
15
 and carbon-coated nanocrystalline spinel,
7g
 and a higher available gravimetric 
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capacity compared to hybrid materials.
9-10
 It is also significantly faster than the 
nanocrystalline TiO2 (B) morphology that can deliver about 120 mAh g
-1
 at the rate of 
20 A g
-1
 (60 C), which was recently reported to be the fastest titania material.
16
 
7.3 Conclusions 
The novel non-aqueous synthesis in tert-butanol described here enables the formation of 
extremely small crystalline nanoparticles of LTO whose size can be tuned by the heating 
temperature. We have shown that these particles can be used to construct crystalline lithium 
titanate spinel frameworks with extremely high surface areas already at the mild temperature 
of 400 °C. The combination of these features in the LTO framework leads to drastically 
enhanced kinetic behavior at high cycle stability. This way we have created materials with 
combined properties typical for both batteries (high energy density) and for supercapacitors 
(high power densities). The nano-LTO spinel can be charged very fast to almost its full 
capacity, and then discharged at much slower rates (Figure 7-11). Such materials are of great 
interest for applications in electrical vehicles or mobile electronic devices, where very short 
charging times are highly desirable and enabling for many envisioned applications. In 
combination with emerging fast nanostructured cathode materials,
4, 17
 the ultrafast LTO 
anodes should have great potential for the development of Li-ion batteries and supercapacitors 
that can operate both at high energy density and high power. 
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Figure 7-11: Galvanostatic discharge curves of the nano-LTO-400 obtained at different charge rates 
varying from 4 C to 400 C (indicated in labels) and a constant discharge rate of 4 C. 
7.4 Experimental 
Tert-butanol was utilized as reaction medium in a non-aqueous sol-gel synthesis to prepare 3–
6 nm Li4Ti5O12 spinel nanocrystals. All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and 
used as received. Tert-butanol was dried over 4 Å molecular sieve at 28 °C and filtered prior 
to use. For the synthesis of nanocrystalline mesoporous LTO, stoichiometric amounts of 
titanium(IV) butoxide (2.04 g, 5.99 mmol) and lithium tert-butoxide (0.381 g, 4.76 mmol) 
were dissolved in 19 mL tert-butanol containing 0.5 g of Pluronic P123 and 1 ml benzyl 
alcohol. The resulting solution was placed in a Teflon-lined steel autoclave and heated in a 
laboratory oven at 170 °C for 20 h. The presence of small amounts of benzyl alcohol does not 
influence the properties of the reaction product, but improves the wetting ability of the 
reaction mixture for film fabrication. For the preparation of mesoporous powders for Raman, 
XRD, TEM and sorption analysis, the reaction solution was cast as thin layers on glass 
substrates, dried and then calcined on the substrate at various temperatures (nano-LTO-400: 
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2 h ramp to 400 °C followed by 10 h dwell time; nano-LTO-500: 2 h ramp to 500 °C followed 
by 10 min dwell time; nano-LTO-600: 1 h ramp to 600 °C followed by 10 min dwell time). 
For the powder preparation the films were scraped off the substrate and ground in a mortar. 
Electrode preparation 
Mesoporous films for SEM analysis and electrochemical measurements were prepared by 
drop-casting or by spin-coating of the reacted synthesis solutions on the FTO-coated glass 
substrate.  
For preparation of drop-cast films, 5.0 µL of the reacted synthesis solution was distributed 
over about 1 cm
2
 of FTO-coated glass substrate and afterwards spun at the rotation speed of 
500 rpm at 23 ± 2 °C and a relative humidity of 35 ± 10 % to improve the homogeneity of the 
coating. At such a low speed no material is removed from the substrate and the deposition is 
practically quantitative. The transparent films were heated in air using the heating procedures 
described above. The amount of LTO spinel in the drop-cast films is 0.138 mg cm
-2
, which 
was calculated on the basis of the precursor concentration and confirmed by TGA 
experiments by determination of the rest mass (Figure 7-12). For the TGA measurements, 15 
times 5 µL = 75 µL of the reacted synthesis solution was placed into the tared crucible and 
heated to 900 °C with a ramp of 10 °C min
-1
 in air. The solution volume was taken with the 
same adjustable 5 µL micropipette which was used for the electrode preparation. By heating 
to the high temperature all organic residues (solvents, by-products and precursors) are 
decomposed and LTO remains. The mass of the LTO in the volume used was determined 
from the residual mass at 900 °C which was 1.9528 mg, which corresponds to 1.9528 mg/15 
= 0.130 mg LTO in 5 µL of the reaction mixture. The determined mass is in a good agreement 
with the theoretically calculated concentration of LTO in the solution.  
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Figure 7-12: TGA curve of 75 µL of the reacted synthesis solution measured with a ramp of 10 °C min
-1
 in 
air. The mass losses at 25 – 180 °C and at 180 – 350 °C correspond to evaporation of solvent and to 
decomposition of Pluronic P123, respectively. The residual mass at 900 °C is 1.9528 mg, which 
corresponds to 0.130 mg LTO in 5 µL of the reaction mixture. 
The thickness of the films obtained in this way was about 500 nm, as measured by 
profilometry (Dektak). Measurements on more than one hundred electrodes prepared in the 
same way prove the good reproducibility of the electrode deposition procedure. The 
gravimetric capacity of such electrodes obtained from the charge of the extraction process and 
the calculated mass of the resulting LTO is very close to or even exactly matches the 
theoretical capacity of 175 mAh g
-1
 of Li4Ti5O12 and therefore proves the quantitative 
deposition of the drop-cast films. 
In addition, classical spin-coating was used for the controlled variation of the film thickness. 
For that purpose, 100 µL of the as-prepared synthesis solution was distributed on 1.0 cm
2
 
open surface of the masked FTO substrate and then spun at speeds of 500 – 2000 rpm. 
Although the amount of the LTO on such electrodes after heating can be estimated from the 
film volume (the film thickness can be accurately measured by profilometry) and the known 
porosity determined by gas sorption, we do not claim quantitative deposition for this film 
preparation technique. The amount of the material on such electrodes was calculated from the 
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charge passed through the electrode at low rates from the extraction branch. The thickness of 
the films can be varied from about 150 nm to about 500 nm by changing the rotation speed. 
The largest thickness of the films prepared by both methods is about 500 nm (corresponding 
to a loading of about 0.14 mg cm
-2
). A linear dependence between the electrode capacity and 
the film thickness for the spin-coated films was observed (Figure 7-13). 
 
Figure 7-13: Capacity of thin film nano-LTO-400 electrodes prepared by spin-coating at different rotation 
speeds. The capacity was measured from the galvanostatic discharge curves at the rate 5 C. 
Characterization 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed on a Netzsch STA 440 C TG/DSC 
instrument (heating rate of 10 K min
-1
 in a stream of synthetic air of about 25 mL min
-1
). 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed on a JEOL JSM-6500F scanning 
electron microscope equipped with a field emission gun. High Resolution Transmission 
Electron Microscopy (HR-TEM) was performed using a FEI Titan 80-300 equipped with a 
field emission gun operated at 300 kV. TEM samples were prepared by dispersion of the 
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calcined materials in ethanol and evaporation of one drop of this dispersion on a Plano holey 
carbon coated copper grid.  
The surface area of the calcined powders was determined by the analysis of sorption 
isotherms of N2 at the boiling point of liquid nitrogen (approx. 77 K) using a Quantachrome 
Instruments NOVA 4000e apparatus. Samples were degassed for 12 h at 150 °C. The pore 
size distribution was calculated from the adsorption branch using the NLDFT adsorption 
branch model for silica, with cylindrical pores. X-ray diffraction analysis of the powders on 
silicon wafers was carried out in reflection mode using a Bruker D8 Discover with Ni-filtered 
CuKα-radiation and a position-sensitive detector (Vantec). Raman spectra were recorded on a 
Jobin Yvon Horiba HR800 UV Raman microscope using a HeNe laser emitting at 632.8 nm. 
Electrochemical measurements were carried out using a Parstat 2273 potentiostat (Princeton 
Applied Research) with PowerSuite software for collection and analysis of the data. The 
measurements were performed in 1 M LiN(SO2CF3)2 solution in a 1 : 1 by weight mixture of 
ethylenecarbonate (EC) and 1,2-dimethoxyethane (DME). The solution preparation and cell 
assembly were carried out in an Ar-filled glove box with a water and oxygen content of less 
than 5 ppm. The electrolyte solution was dried over a 4 Å molecular sieve. Li wires were used 
as both the auxiliary and the reference electrodes. Electrochemical measurements were taken 
in a potential range from 2.4 to 1.0 V vs. Li. Galvanostatic measurements for the 
determination of the cycle stability of nano-LTO were performed at 100 C (17 A g
-1
) with cut-
off potentials of 1.1 V for the lithium insertion process and 2.4 V for the extraction process. 
The measurements were performed on about 100 films; the reported data correspond to the 
mean values with the corresponding error bars. 
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8 Ultrasmall dispersible crystalline nickel oxide nanoparticles as 
high performance catalysts for electrochemical water splitting  
This chapter is based on the following publication: 
Ksenia Fominykh*, Johann M. Feckl*, Markus Döblinger, Sebastian Böcklein, Jürgen 
Ziegler, Jiri Rathousky, Laurie Peter, Thomas Bein, Dina Fattakhova-Rohlfing, to be 
submitted 
*these authors contributed equally 
8.1 Introduction 
Nickel(II) oxide NiO is an abundant and technologically important semiconducting oxide. The 
main applications of nickel oxide, such as catalysis,
1,2
 batteries,
3,4
 supercapacitors,
5,6
 
electrochromics
7
 and many others can often benefit from nanostructuring and reducing the 
crystal size down to the nanometer scale. Due to a largely increased interface and drastically 
reduced dimensions relative to the bulk, the numerous reported nickel oxide 
nanomorphologies such as nanoflowers,
8,9
 porous spheres,
10
 nanowires
11
 or nanotubes
12
 
demonstrate a superior performance in applications involving charge transfer and charge 
transport processes.
13
 An additional attractive nickel oxide nanomorphology is realized by 
crystalline non-agglomerated dispersible nanoparticles. The colloidal nanocrystal dispersions 
are advantageous for a controlled electrodeposition of crystalline nickel oxide at room 
temperature,
14,15
 or for the fabrication of hole transporting layers in polymer solar cells.
16,17
 
Furthermore, a reduction in the crystal size to only a few nanometers is expected to modulate 
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the electronic, optical and magnetic characteristics of the nanocrystals as well as their surface 
properties.
18
 
Although colloidal non-agglomerated nanocrystals can be obtained for several metal oxides,
 
19,20
 nickel oxide in this form was not available so far. It can be easily prepared in different 
ways including chemical or electrochemical oxidation of metallic nickel, microemulsion,
21
 
precipitation,
22
 microwave irradiation,
23
 low pressure spray pyrolysis,
24
 the anodic arc plasma 
method
25
 and thermal decomposition of nickel compounds.
26-29
 However, practically all the 
reaction pathways require a thermal treatment at elevated temperatures to obtain a crystalline 
material, thus resulting in an irreversible agglomeration of the nanoparticles. Sol-gel,
30
 
hydrothermal,
31
 and solvothermal
32
 approaches provide a better control over the size, shape 
and agglomeration of nanoparticles, enabling fabrication of smaller nanoparticles down to 4 – 
5 nm in size. Still, the reported NiO nanoparticles exhibit a broad particle size distribution, 
formation of intergrown or agglomerated crystals and a lack of dispersibility. 
The following experiments have been performed as a joint project: The nickel oxide 
nanoparticle synthesis and characterization was performed by Ksenia Fominykh and Johann 
M. Feckl. The electrochemical measurements were performed by Dina Fattakhova-Rohlfing. 
XPS characterization was done by Sebastian Böcklein and Jürgen Ziegler. TEM images were 
recorded by Markus Döblinger. 
8.2 Results and Discussion 
In order to overcome the previous limitations and to obtain single ultrasmall colloidal NiO 
nanocrystals, we have developed a solvothermal approach in tert-butanol leading to a direct 
formation of crystalline nanoparticles via a chemical reaction with the solvent. The suitability 
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of this reaction pathway for the fabrication of ultrasmall dispersible nanocrystals was 
demonstrated by us earlier for several titanate systems,
33-35
 but the tert-butanol approach was 
not tested yet for other metal oxide systems. The formation of NiO nanocrystals via this 
pathway takes place in a narrow range of reaction conditions and is sensitive to the precursor 
concentration, the reaction temperature and the reaction time. The choice of NiO precursors is 
decisive for the formation of nanoparticles. Nickel hydroxide, nickel chloride and nickel 
oxalate remain unreacted in all examined conditions. The use of nickel(II) acetate leads to the 
formation of phase-pure NiO nanoparticles with crystalline domain sizes of about 5 nm 
(Figure 8-1a, D). Smaller particles, however, are not available with this precursor, and the 
nanoparticles obtained in this way are not dispersible. 
 
Figure 8-1: Size of the NiO nanoparticles prepared from the reaction of Ni(acac)2 (0.036 mol L
-1
) in tert-
BuOH at 200 °C after different reaction times: 16 h (A; sample code for further discussion in the text: 
NP-2.5), 17 h (B; NP-3.3), 24 h (C; NP-3.8) and 33 h (D, NP-4.8); sample E was prepared from 
Ni(OAc)2 · 4H2O: (a) Powder XRD patterns of the dried NiO nanoparticles (F corresponds to the ICDD 
card number 01-071-1179), (b) Crystalline domain size after different reaction times calculated from the 
XRD patterns for the most intensive NiO signal at 2θ = 43° using the Scherrer equation, (c) Dynamic light 
scattering (DLS) analysis of ethanolic dispersions of NiO nanoparticles. 
Screening of various commercially available Ni(II) compounds as precursors revealed that 
nickel(II) acetylacetonate (Ni(acac)2) is the most suitable precursor for dispersible crystalline 
NiO nanoparticles in this reaction. We found that the concentration of Ni(acac)2 should not 
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exceed 0.036 mmol mL
-1
, otherwise the precursor remains largely unreacted. Formation of 
NiO from Ni(acac)2 in tert-butanol requires a reaction temperature of 200 °C; no product 
formation was observed at lower temperatures. The discussion below therefore refers to NiO 
nanoparticles obtained from the reaction of Ni(acac)2 in tert-butanol at 200 °C. Formation of 
nickel oxide starts only after 12 h of reaction (Figure 8-2). 
 
Figure 8-2: XRD patterns (a) and photograph (b) of the reaction products obtained after reaction of 
(0.036 mol L
-1
) Ni(acac)2 in tert-BuOH for different reaction times at 200 °C.  
Reactions carried out for 12 h to 15 h show broadened NiO reflections with increasing 
intensity in the course of the reaction. This indicates the formation of small crystalline 
particles, but still some amounts of non-reacted Ni(acac)2 precursor remain. For reaction 
times longer than 16 h exclusively NiO reflections are observed in the XRD patterns (Figure 
8-1a). The reaction progress is also clearly noticeable in the appearance of the reaction 
mixture, which changes its color from light green for the precursor solution to brown after 
18 h of reaction (Figure 8-2b). 
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The size of the phase-pure NiO nanocrystals calculated from the line broadening in the XRD 
corresponds to 2.5 nm after 16 h reaction time at 200 °C. For further discussion in the text the 
sample labeling NP-x.y will be used with x.y being the particle size determined from XRD. 
The particle size increases almost linearly from 3.3±0.1 nm (NP-3.3) to 4.8±0.1 nm (NP-4.8) 
with reaction times between 17 h and 33 h, respectively (Figure 8-1a,b). Dried NiO 
nanoparticles are perfectly dispersible in ethanol after the addition of very small amounts of 
acetic acid. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements of these transparent colloidal 
dispersions reveal narrow size distributions centered at 2.5 nm (NP-2.5), 3.3 nm (NP-3.3) and 
4.7 nm (NP-4.8), respectively (Figure 8-1c). The particle size in DLS agrees well with the 
particle size calculated from the XRD patterns and determined from TEM images (see below). 
The dispersions proved to be stable, as DLS measurements showed the same particle size after 
several weeks. 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of the NiO nanoparticles NP-3.3 show non-
agglomerated, defined particles with a narrow particle size distribution (Figure 8-3a, b). The 
presence of lattice fringes (Figure 8-3b) indicates a crystalline structure of NiO, which is also 
confirmed by electron diffraction (Figure 8-3c) and which correlates with the XRD pattern. 
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Figure 8-3: TEM images of the NiO nanoparticles NP-3.3: a) overview of the nanoparticles dispersed on 
the TEM grid; b) HRTEM image of a single NiO nanoparticle. c) Electron diffraction pattern of the NiO 
nanoparticles. The corresponding d-values are 2.4 (111), 2.08 (200), 1.47 (220) 1.26 (311) and 1.2 Å(222). 
The average particle size from the TEM images, measured and calculated over 30 particles, is 
3.3 nm which is also in good agreement with the size calculated from the XRD pattern 
(3.3 nm, NP-3.3). When more concentrated dispersions of NiO nanoparticles were used for 
TEM sample preparation, we observed the formation of hexagonal supercrystals assembled 
from nanoparticles (Figure 8-4). The presence of such supercrystalline assemblies is 
indicative for the monodisperse shape and size of the nanoparticles.
36
 
 
Figure 8-4: STEM image of the hexagonal supercrystals assembled from the NiO nanoparticles obtained 
from the reaction of Ni(acac)2 after 18 h.  
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Raman spectra of the as-prepared dry NiO powders (NP-3.3) show the presence of aliphatic 
organic groups corresponding to tert-BuOH solvent residues, which practically vanish after 
heating the samples at 100 °C. The Raman spectra of NiO powders heated at 100 – 240 °C 
show only one broad phonon vibration peak at ca. 500 – 600 cm–1 typical for NiO35 and 
similar to the spectrum of commercial NiO nanopowder (Figure 8-5a). Temperature treatment 
up to 300 °C does not influence the size of the NiO nanoparticles; they only start to grow at 
temperatures above 350 °C (Figure 8-5b). 
 
Figure 8-5: (a) Raman spectra of as-prepared NiO nanopowders (NP-3.3) and after heating at 100 °C and 
200 °C. The bottom spectrum corresponds to the commercial NiO nanopowders (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.8 % 
trace metal basis, < 50 nm). (b) XRD powder patterns of the as-prepared NiO nanoparticles (NP-3.3) and 
after heating to 100 °C – 350 °C. 
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Figure 8-6: (a) UV-Vis absorption spectra of dispersions of NiO nanoparticles in ethanol with sizes of 
3.3 nm (black, NP-3.3), 3.8 nm (red, NP-3.8) and 4.8 nm (blue, NP-4.8), and the photographs of the 
corresponding dispersions in an inset (5 mM concentration). X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) of as 
prepared (b) and argon polished (c) NiO nanoparticles (NP-3.3). The XPS spectra show the energy region 
between 840 and 870 eV corresponding to the Ni 2p3/2 doublet. The points correspond to the experimental 
spectra, and the lines are the fitted curves and the Gaussian individual peak fits, respectively. 
Figure 8-6 shows the UV-visible spectra of nickel oxide nanocrystals of various sizes 
dispersed in ethanol with the same concentration for each sample. The distinct absorption 
peak around 375 nm in the UV region, as well as the weaker absorption features around 
425 and 480 nm are attributed to d-d transitions of Ni(III).
38
 It can be seen that smaller 
particles with a higher ratio of surface atoms show a stronger absorption in this region, which 
results in a stronger brown coloration of the dispersions (see inset in Figure 8-6). This 
suggests that the absorption arises from Ni(III) states at the surface of the nanoparticles that 
are probably present in the form of NiOOH or Ni(III) oxide moieties.
39
 The steep absorption in 
the UV region below 350 nm is attributed to the band gap absorption in NiO.
40
 The so-called 
Tauc plot in Figure 8-7b shows a linear relation in the energy range around 3.8 to 4.1 eV for n 
= 2, (see UV-Vis characterization in the experimental part) indicating a direct transition as 
often reported for the semiconducting NiO nanoparticles.
18,41
 This is supported by the 
observation that the absorption coefficients of the NiO nanoparticle dispersions in this region 
are in the range of 10
4
 – 105 cm-1, also indicating a direct transition (Figure 8-7a). 
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Extrapolation of the linear portion of the high energy part of the plots yields band gap values 
of 3.73, 3.78 and 3.79 eV for NP-3.3, NP-3.8and NP-4.8, respectively (Figure 8-7b). 
 
Figure 8-7: (a) Absorption coefficient alpha of the NiO nanoparticles with various sizes. (b) Tauc plot for 
the determination of the band gap of NiO. 
These findings, indicating that nickel(III) states occupy the surface of the particles, are also 
supported by XPS analysis (Figure 8-6b,c). The measurements show signals for nickel(III) 
states,
42
 which could be in the form of Ni2O3, NiOOH or tert-butoxide groups attached to the 
surface of NiO. Quantification of the elements in the XPS measurements show a ratio of Ni to 
O atoms of nearly 1:2, which suggests that Ni(III) states are present in the form of NiOOH on 
the surface of the nanoparticles (Table 8-1). When sputtering the surface with argon ions, the 
spectra only show NiO. Quantification of the elements for the sputtered sample is closer to the 
1:1 atomic ratio of pure NiO. This is also in good agreement with the non-surface selective 
XRD measurements which only show a signal for NiO. In conclusion, the combination of the 
results of XRD, XPS and UV-Vis absorption indicates that the as-synthesized nanoparticles 
have a core of NiO and some form of nickel(III) states on their surface. 
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Table 8-1: Atomic proportions from the quantification of XPS spectra. 
Sample C 1s % Ni 2p % O 1s % 
NiO untreated 21.3
a
 24.8 48.8 
NiO sputtered 7.5 39.6 48.3 
 
a
The high carbon content for the untreated nanoparticles is typical for samples prepared ex-
situ and which were exposed to ambient conditions, but could also be an indication for surface 
bound tert-butoxide groups originating from the chemical synthesis of the nanoparticles in 
tert-butanol. 
 
Figure 8-8: Cyclic voltammograms of NiO nanoparticles (NP-3.3) on Au-coated QCM electrodes in 0.5 M 
KOH: pre-conditioned by cycling 30 times from 0.1 to 0.7 V vs. sat. Ag/AgCl electrode with a scan rate v = 
20 mV s
-1
 (blue line, a), and electrochemically aged by applying a constant current of 7.5 mA cm
-2
 for 2.5 h 
(red line, b). The gray line corresponds to a voltammogram taken on the bare Au electrode aged at the 
same conditions as (b). The voltammograms were taken at a scan rate of 20 mV s
-1
. 
As Ni(III) states are usually associated with the electrocatalytic activity of nickel 
compounds,
43,44
 we have tested our NiO nanoparticles as catalysts for the electrochemical 
oxidation of water. For that purpose, NiO nanoparticles NP-3.3 were deposited as thin films 
on Au-coated QCM crystals. The use of QCM crystals enables an accurate determination of 
the NiO mass loading, which was 20+0.8 μg cm-2 for the thinnest films. Cyclic 
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voltammograms (CVA) taken in 0.5 M KOH show the typical behavior for NiO in basic 
media. The CVAs feature a pair of anodic and cathodic peaks centered around 0.370 V vs. 
Ag/AgCl corresponding to a redox reaction of NiO (NiO + OH
-
 - 1e
-
  NiOOH), followed by 
a current due to O2 evolution (Figure 8-8). It should be noted that only a very low current was 
measured on the bare Au electrode under the same conditions (see grey line in Figure 8-8). 
The current increases during the first few cycles and reaches a stable value after 30 scans, 
after which it remains stable and does not change anymore with prolonged cycling. The 
electrodes pre-conditioned in this way show a narrow anodic and a broad cathodic peak in the 
reversed scan, corresponding to the redox reaction of NiO. The charge obtained from the 
integration of the cathodic peak corresponds to about 2.7 mC cm
-2
, which is only about 
10+2 % of the deposited NiO, independent of the mass loading on the electrode. The same 
fraction of electrochemically active Ni atoms was obtained for electrodes with about 2.5-times 
(6.0 mC cm
-2
) and about 4.5-times (9.9 mC cm
-2
) higher mass loadings. The measured charge 
closely agrees with the theoretical surface charge value corresponding to the particle surface, 
which can be calculated assuming that only surface Ni atoms are electrochemically active. 
Using the specific surface area of the NP-3.3 NiO nanoparticles of 210 m
2
 g
-1
 determined by 
Kr sorption (Figure 8-9), the real surface area (roughness factor) of the electrodes with a mass 
loading of 20 μg cm-2 is equal to 42 cm2 cm-2. This leads to a surface charge value of 
2.76 mC cm
-2
 using the estimated surface density of Ni atoms of 4.08∙1014 cm-2 for a 110 
plane. This good agreement with the electrochemically obtained charge (2.7 mC cm
-2
) 
indicates that indeed surface Ni atoms are preferentially electrochemically active and that the 
surface of the NiO nanoparticles is also electrochemically accessible for the thicker films. 
Unlike the previously reported ultrathin NiO films that completely transform to layered 
Ni(OH)2 after prolonged electrochemical treatment,
43
 the NiO electrodes assembled from our 
nanoparticles obtained by the tert-butanol route keep their integrity. The amount of Ni atoms 
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involved in the electrochemical reaction practically does not change after prolonged cycling, 
as determined from the charge obtained by integration of the corresponding peaks. The 
integrated charge remains practically unchanged even after electrochemical aging of the 
electrodes, which was performed galvanostatically by applying 7.5 mA cm
-2
 current for 2.5 h. 
However, the aging leads to a shift of the NiO redox potential to more positive values (from 
0.370+0.001 V to 0.385+0.002 V vs. Ag/AgCl, respectively). The positive shift in the redox 
potential is usually assigned to a phase transformation of the OH-terminated Ni atoms, which 
spontaneously form on the NiO surface in basic media, from a disordered -modification to a 
more ordered and more catalytically active -modification.43 The shift in the peak in our case 
is accompanied by a decrease in the overpotential of the OER process. The overpotential 
required for 1 mA cm
-2
 OER current changes from 305 mV for the conditioned electrode to 
280 mV for the aged electrode, respectively. 
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Figure 8-9: Kr sorption isotherm (measured at 77 K) on NiO nanoparticles (NP-3.3) which were tempered 
at 240 °C. The BET surface area corresponds to 210 m
2
 g
-1
. The isotherm demonstrates a hysteresis due to 
the textural porosity between the nanoparticles. The particle size was calculated from the BET surface 
area and NiO density of 6.67 g cm
-3
 using a spherical model corresponding to around 4 nm particle 
diameter. 
The electrodes prepared from our NiO nanoparticles show high turnover frequencies (TOF, 
defined as number of O2 molecules formed per active metal site per second) at relatively low 
overpotentials. The TOF calculated per active Ni atoms (determined from the real surface area 
of the electrodes) for the aged electrodes described above is 0.293 s
-1
 at an overpotential of 
 = 300 mV. This value is much higher than the reported TOF value of 0.009 s-1 at the same 
overpotential for IrOx thin film electrodes that are known as some of the most active OER 
catalysts. The TOF value for our ultrasmall NiO particles is also higher than that of 0.21 s
-1
 
for Fe-doped ultrathin NiO layers which was the highest reported value so far.
45
 This makes 
our NiO nanoparticles very promising catalysts for electrochemical water splitting. 
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Figure 8-10: Deposition of NiO nanoparticles from ethanolic dispersions on different substrates: (a) as 
thin compact films on the top of a P3HT polymer layer (SEM image, cross-section), and as single non-
agglomerated nanoparticles on crystalline mesoporous Fe2O3 hematite: top-view HR-TEM image (b) and 
its inverse FFT image (c). 
The unique features of the obtained NiO nanoparticles, such as the high crystallinity and 
dispersibility, allow for a controlled deposition of the NiO nanocrystals on various flat and 
porous substrates. The deposition of thin, compact crystalline films of nickel oxide is 
particularly interesting for manufacturing organic/inorganic polymer solar cells. The colloidal 
dispersion can be easily processed in a large-scale compatible spin-coating deposition 
procedure and the films do not require further temperature treatment steps for crystallization. 
This enables the deposition on temperature sensitive polymers or other organic materials. 
Figure 8-10a shows a cross-sectional SEM image of a P3HT polymer layer with a compact 
NiO overlayer with a thickness of around 7 nm. This p-type layer can act as a hole selective 
layer in the hybrid solar cells, increasing the charge extraction and thereby reducing 
recombination processes. Furthermore, the high dispersibility and the very small size of the 
nickel oxide nanoparticles allow us to distribute them homogeneously not only on flat 
substrates but also on high surface area porous host materials for possible catalytic 
applications. This is demonstrated in Figure 8-10b and c, which shows the homogeneous 
distribution of the individual non-agglomerated NiO nanoparticles on a mesoporous hematite 
host, which is an interesting material for photoelectrochemical water splitting (see Chapter 9). 
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8.3 Conclusions 
In conclusion, we describe for the first time the preparation of ultrasmall, crystalline and 
dispersible NiO nanoparticles, which have a high potential as catalysts for electrochemical 
oxygen generation. Using a solvothermal reaction in tert-butanol, very small nickel oxide 
nanocrystals can be prepared with sizes tunable from 2.5 to 6 nm and a narrow particle size 
distribution. The crystals are perfectly dispersible in ethanol even after drying, giving stable 
transparent colloidal dispersions. The nanoparticles dried at room temperature contain ca. 
50 % of organics, which can be completely removed at about 100 °C leaving an aromatics-
free surface. Besides the decreasing particles dimensions and increasing the surface area, the 
nanoscaling in our synthesis leads to a changed stoichiometry of the surface compared to the 
bulk. Our data demonstrate that although the crystalline structure of the obtained nanocrystals 
corresponds to a phase-pure stoichiometric nickel(II) oxide, the particle surface exhibits Ni(III) 
states. The presence of these surface states can be beneficial in many cases, especially for 
surface-related applications such as catalysis. The partially oxidized surface of NiO 
nanoparticles could explain the efficient catalytic behavior of the material in electrochemical 
water splitting experiments. The nanoparticles of 3.3 nm in size demonstrate very high turn-
over frequencies of 0.293 s
-1
 at an overpotential of  = 300 mV, even outperforming 
expensive rare earth iridium oxide catalysts. Additionally, their unique features such as the 
high crystallinity and dispersibility allow for the deposition of crystalline NiO layers on 
temperature sensitive substrates such as polymers, without the necessity of a subsequent heat 
treatment for crystallization. This would enable the preparation of hybrid organic/inorganic 
devices such as polymer solar cells. We believe that the unique features of these NiO 
nanocrystals provide a great potential for the preparation of numerous composite materials 
with applications in fields such as catalytic water splitting.  
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8.4 Experimental 
Synthesis of NiO nanoparticles 
Nickel(II) acetylacetonate was purchased from Alfa Aaesar (95 % purity). Nickel(II) acetate 
tetrahydrate was purchased from Aldrich (98 % purity), tert-butanol was purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich (puriss. p.a., ACS reagent, ≥99.7 %). All chemicals were used as received. 
tert-butanol was dried over 4 Å molecular sieve at 28 °C and filtered prior to use. 
For the synthesis of nickel oxide nanoparticles with different size, 0.13 g (0.50 mmol) of 
nickel(II) acetylacetonate (Ni(acac)2) was added to 14 mL of tert-butanol (0.147 mol) at 
ambient conditions forming a turbid light green suspension. The reaction mixture was stirred 
for 10 min, then transferred into a Teflon autoclave liner and subsequently hermetically 
sealed. The autoclaves were kept at 200 °C in a laboratory oven for different reaction 
durations. The as-prepared powders were dried in air at 60 °C in a laboratory oven. The 
reproducibility of the reaction is very sensitive to the mass transfer conditions in the autoclave 
reactors, which are strongly influenced by the geometry of the autoclave and the stirring 
conditions. The most reproducible results were achieved for 20 mL cylindrical autoclaves 
(5.3 cm x 8 cm) that were rotated in the oven with a rate of ca. 250 rpm. For these conditions, 
about 2.5 nm (NP-2.5), 3.3 nm (NP-3.3), 3.8 nm (NP-3.8) and 4.8 nm (NP-4.8) phase-pure 
NiO nanoparticles were obtained after 16 h, 17 h, 24 h and 33 h reaction time, respectively. 
Preparation of NiO dispersions 
Dispersions of the NiO nanoparticles were prepared in ethanol by the addition of concentrated 
acetic acid. In a typical procedure, 2.4 mg of the dried NiO powder was covered with 4 µL of 
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acetic acid and afterwards dispersed in 1 mL of ethanol to obtain a colloidal dispersion with a 
NiO concentration of 0.03 mol L
-1
. 
Fabrication of thin films on FTO and polymer layers and deposition of 
NiO nanoparticles on mesoporous hematite layers 
The NiO nanoparticle dispersions (0.03 mol L
-1
) were used for the fabrication of thin films by 
spin coating on fluorine-doped tin oxide coated glass (FTO) and on polymer layers of 
poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT) deposited on FTO. 40 µL of the dispersion was cast 
onto the substrate with a size of 1.5 x 1.5 cm and spun at 2000 rpm for 30 s. With this method 
thin films with a thickness of approximately 7 nm are obtained (Figure 8-10a). 
For the deposition of the NiO nanoparticles on mesoporous hematite layers 5 µL of the NiO 
dispersions were drop-cast onto the hematite substrate with dimensions of 1 cm
2
 and dried at 
room temperature. 
Characterization 
Wide angle X-ray diffraction analysis was carried out in reflection mode using a Bruker D8 
Discover diffractometer with Ni-filtered CuKα-radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å) equipped with a 
LynxEye position sensitive detector. Powder XRD patterns of the samples were collected in a 
2θ range from 5° to 67° with a step of 0.5° and fixed counting time of 0.1 second per step. 
The size of the crystalline domains was calculated from the XRD patterns for the most 
intensive NiO signal at 2θ = 43° using the Scherrer equation. 
Dynamic light scattering measurements were performed on a MALVERN Zetasizer-Nano 
instrument equipped with a 4 mW He-Ne laser (633 nm) and an avalanche photodiode 
detector. 
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TEM measurements were carried out using a FEI Titan 80-300 equipped with a field emission 
gun operated at 300 kV. For the sample preparation a drop of a strongly diluted dispersion of 
a sample in ethanol was placed on a holey carbon coated copper grid and evaporated. 
SEM images were obtained with a JEOL JSM-6500F scanning electron microscope equipped 
with a field emission gun operated at 4 kV. The films were prepared on silicon substrates and 
glued onto a brass sample holder with silver lacquer. 
Raman spectroscopy measurements were carried out using a LabRAM HR UV-Vis (HORIBA 
JOBIN YVON) Raman Microscope (OLYMPUS BX41) with a SYMPHONY CCD detection 
system and a He-Ne laser (λ = 633 nm). Spectra were recorded using a lens with a 100-fold 
magnification. 
Thermogravimetric analysis of the samples was performed on a NETZSCH STA 440 C 
TG/DSC (heating rate of 10 K min
-1
 in a stream of synthetic air of about 25 mL min
-1
). 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis of the particles on a silicon substrate was 
performed using a VSW HA 100 electron analyzer and the Kα radiation provided by a non 
monochromatized magnesium anode system (Mg Kα = 1253.6 eV). Ar ion polishing was done 
at 1500 eV for 10 minutes. The recorded elemental peaks were fitted by Gaussian-Lorentzian 
profiles and the elemental ratios were calculated by the equation 
 
BB
AA
B
A
S/I
S/I
X
X
  (8-1) 
where IA/IB is the ratio of fitted areas, and S is the sensitivity factor. 
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UV-Vis characterization 
The UV-visible spectra of the samples were measured with a Perkin Elmer Lambda 1050 
spectrophotometer equipped with an integrating sphere. 
The bandgap Eg of NiO was determined from the measured spectra using the equation: 
       (   )
  (8-2) 
where hν is the photon energy, α (alpha) is the absorption coefficient, and the exponential 
factor n being either 2 for a direct allowed transition or ½ for an indirect allowed transition. 
The absorption coefficient alpha was calculated from the absorbance with the following 
equations: 
         
  
  
          (8-3) 
where A is the absorbance, I0 is the incident light, It is the transmitted light, ε is the molar 
absorption coefficient, c is the concentration of nickel oxide in the dispersion (5 mM), and l is 
the optical path length (1 cm). 
    
  
  
               
  
  
           (8-4) 
                (8-5) 
The concentration csolid of the solid NiO was calculated from the molar volume Vm that is 
given by the molar mass MNiO (74.69 g mol
-1
) and the density ρNiO (6.67 g cm
-3
) of NiO: 
        
 
  
 
 
 
     
   
   
       (8-6) 
ε was calculated from the concentration of nickel oxide in the dispersion (5 mM): 
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Electrode preparation 
The electrodes were prepared by deposition of the dispersed nickel oxide nanoparticles either 
by spin coating or by drop casting on QCM crystals (KVG 10 MHz QCM devices with gold 
electrodes from Quartz Crystal Technology GmbH). In a typical drop casting procedure, 4 µL 
of nickel oxide dispersion was cast on the Au layer of a QCM crystal. A mask was used to 
cover the non-active surface of the QCM chip exposing an area of 0.196 cm
2
. The loaded 
QCM crystal was dried in air at ambient conditions for 5 min. For the spin coating method 
8 µL of nickel oxide dispersion was deposited on a masked QCM crystal and spun at 
1000 rpm for 10 s. The QCM electrodes prepared with both methods were subsequently 
heated to 240 °C in a laboratory oven with a heating ramp of 4 °C min
-1
 and a dwell time of 
2 h. 
Electrochemical measurements 
Electrochemical measurements were performed in a three-electrode setup using an Autolab 
potentiostat/galvanostat PGSTAT302N with FRA32M module operating with Nova 1.9 
software. All the measurements were performed in 0.5 M KOH electrolyte solution (Sigma-
Aldrich, volumetric solution) at pH 13.43. Pt mesh (2 cm
2
) was used as a counter electrode. 
Au/QCM crystals with NiO nanoparticles deposited on one side (preparation is described 
above) were used as working electrodes. To provide an electric connection to the QCM 
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electrode, a silver wire was connected to the respective tag of the QCM crystals using silver 
lacquer. The silver lacquer and the wire were sealed afterwards in inert two-component epoxy 
resin (Gatan, Inc). All potentials were measured vs. Ag/AgCl/KCl sat. reference electrode, 
whose potential is +0.989 V vs. the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) at pH 13.43 
(+0.197 V vs. NHE). The electrochemical data were corrected for uncompensated resistance 
Rs. The Rs was determined as minimum total impedance in the frequency regime between 10 
and 50 kHz at open circuit conditions and at a potential of 0.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl electrode, 
where no Faradaic processes take place. The resistance was taken as an average of 3 
measurements, 90 % of this value was compensated. Rs was typically around 6 – 7 Ohm for 
the NiO-coated Au/QCM electrodes. The overpotential η was calculated using the equation η 
= E – EOER− iRs, where E is the potential recorded vs. Ag/AgCl reference electrode, EOER is 
the reversible potential of the OER vs. Ag/AgCl reference electrode (0.240 V at pH 13.43), 
and i is the current. Current densities are calculated using the geometric surface area of the 
Au/QCM electrode (0.197 cm
2
). 
The pre-conditioning of the NiO electrodes was achieved using cyclic voltammetry (CVA). 
The electrodes were cycled between 0 V and 0.7 V vs. Ag/AgCl in 0.5 M KOH at a scan rate 
of 20 mV s
-1
 until the current has reached stable values and did not change anymore with 
repetitive cycling (typically 30 cycles). The CVA measurements on these pre-conditioned 
electrodes were made at scan rates from 2 mV s
-1
 to 20 mV s
-1
 without stirring the electrolyte. 
The aging was performed galvanostatically by applying a current density of 7.5 mA cm
-2
 for 
2.5 h in a two-electrode mode in a stirred 0.5 M KOH solution. The electrolyte was replaced 
after the aging procedure by a fresh one for subsequent CVA measurements. 
The turn-over frequency (TOF) at an overpotential of η = 0.3 V was calculated on the basis of 
surface Ni atoms according to: 
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where j is the current density (A cm
-2
), F is the Faraday’ constant, and nsurf is the surface 
concentration of Ni atoms (mol cm
-2
). The surface concentration of Ni atoms was calculated 
from the mass loading of the films m (g cm
-2
), the BET surface area of the nanoparticles of 
2.1 10
6
 cm
2
 g
-1
 determined by Kr sorption and estimated surface density NNiO of Ni atoms in 
NiO of 4.08∙1014 cm-2 according to: 
                     (8-10) 
where NA is the Avogadro constant. 
Alternatively, the number of electrochemically accessible Ni atoms was determined from the 
charge corresponding to the NiO redox reaction according to the equation: 
 NiO + OH
-
 - 1e
-
  NiOOH (8-11) 
assuming that only one electron is transferred per Ni atom. As the charge obtained from the 
anodic peak of the NiO redox process may contain some contribution from the OER process 
we have used the cathodic peak to determine the amount of the catalytically active Ni atoms. 
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9 Enhancement of the water splitting efficiency of mesoporous 
hematite films by surface enrichment of Sn-atoms 
This chapter is based on the following publication:  
Halina K. Dunn*, Johann M. Feckl*, Alexander Müller, Dina Fattakhova-Rohlfing, Laurence 
M. Peter, Christina Scheu, Thomas Bein, to be submitted. 
*these authors contributed equally 
9.1 Introduction 
The photoelectrochemical splitting of water into hydrogen and oxygen under solar irradiation 
could provide a vital fuel for a future low-carbon energy economy. In order to utilize as much 
of the solar spectrum as possible, a tandem architecture is likely to prove the most efficient 
design for a water splitting system. This can either be achieved by using one wider bandgap 
semiconductor in contact with an aqueous solution connected in optical series to a low-cost 
solar cell absorbing in the near IR part of the solar spectrum,
1,2
 or by a series connection of 
two semiconductor photoelectrodes - one n-type and one p-type - in contact with an aqueous 
electrolyte. Regardless of which design ultimately proves to be the most effective, research 
into semiconductor materials able to perform one of the half-reactions must overcome the 
many factors that currently limit performance. 
Chemical stability, abundance, visible light absorption and suitable valence band energy make 
hematite a very promising material for the light-driven oxygen evolution reaction. However, 
its relatively weak absorbance (owing to its indirect bandgap) and poor carrier mobilities lead 
to an inherent trade-off between sufficient light absorption and carrier collection. Nano-
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structuring provides an elegant solution to this issue by decoupling the hole collection depth 
from the light absorption depth.
3
 Vapor-phase deposition techniques and spray pyrolysis have 
been used to produce high surface area materials.
4,5
 However, these usually consist of 
comparably large structures with textural porosity, rather than homogeneously porous 
structures. Various solution-based synthetic routes have provided hematite films with a more 
uniform porosity, but the performance of these materials has not yet matched the efficiencies 
of films prepared by vapor phase methods when moderate calcination temperatures of around 
600 °C are used.
6-9
 Indeed, the first high-efficiency colloidal-based films required an 800 °C 
calcination step,
6
 during which the crystallites grew, and it was suggested that the hematite 
film was doped by Sn-atoms from the fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) substrate. Bohn et al.
9
 
subsequently proved this hypothesis by preparing hematite films on substrates that did not 
contain Sn, which showed no photoactivity even after an 800 °C heat treatment. However, 
such high-temperature treatments lead to a degradation of the FTO substrate along with a 
decrease in surface area of the porous hematite layer and inhomogeneous and uncontrolled 
doping by tin and fluorine. Incorporation of tin into the hematite particles from a suitable 
precursor during low temperature synthesis is therefore an attractive alternative to high-
temperature processing. Ling
7
 and co-workers obtained Sn-doped hematite nano-corals by a 
hydrothermal procedure, yielding AM 1.5 photocurrents of 0.94 mAcm
-2
 at 1.23 V vs. RHE 
with calcination temperatures as low as 650 °C. However, the addition of a Sn-precursor to 
the synthesis led to a substantial morphological change, making it difficult to distinguish 
between the electronic and morphological effects of the Sn dopant. Very recently,
8
 Sn-doping 
has been achieved by spin-coating a solution containing tin and iron precursors onto FTO 
glass followed by a 650 °C sintering step. These films gave currents of up to 0.45 mA cm
-2
 at 
1.43 V vs. RHE under AM 1.5 illumination. 
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Here, we report a synthetic strategy allowing Sn-inclusion up to 3.2 ± 1.5 % atomic ratio into 
mechanically stable mesoporous hematite films with limited morphological change. Our 
synthesis requires a calcination temperature of only 600 °C, the lowest reported calcination 
temperature for solution-processed hematite resulting in efficiencies comparable to vapor-
deposited materials. Mesoporous layers up to 350 nm thick prepared by sequential spin 
coating and sintering steps give AM 1.5 photocurrent densities of 0.41 mA cm
-2
 at 1.23 V vs. 
RHE at pH 13 – over a third higher than previous work on a similar system.8 The in-depth 
characterization of the prepared hematite layers was performed using analytical transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM), which probes the degree of Sn-incorporation in the bulk of the 
crystallites, and enables insights into the spatial distribution of Sn in the mesoporous hematite. 
Similar to Sn,
6-9
 many substituents, such as Si,
4,5,10
 Ti,
11-14
 Pt,
15,16
 Cr,
17
 Mo,
17
 Zn
18
 and I,
19
 
have been reported to significantly improve the performance of hematite photo-anodes. In 
practice, one of the most widely encountered effects of ‘doping’ is a modification of the 
nanostructure morphology, leading in many cases to a reduction in feature size, and thus an 
increase in surface area.
4,6,7,9-11,14,17,20,21
 Although this effect may be partly responsible for the 
improved photoelectrochemical (PEC) characteristics, it complicates the task of uncovering 
the other possible roles played by the dopant atoms. Several studies have attributed the effect 
of ‘doping’ to changes in properties such as conductivity,9 electron density7,9,10,20 or 
crystallinity.
4
 We have taken a different approach, in which the role of dopants is inferred 
from the PEC behavior itself. For example, comparison of the photocurrent for illumination 
from the electrolyte and substrate sides can help identify improvements in electron collection 
brought about by doping. Kahn and Zhou
19
 found that I-doping in hematite prepared by spray 
pyrolysis increased the effective electron collection depth from 50 to 100 nm. Cesar et al.
20
 
did not encounter electron collection limitations in Si-doped hematite grown by CVD up to 
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600 nm, whereas undoped films suffered very high collection losses for 300 nm films. A 
thickness-dependence study on Ti-doped hematite grown by ALD revealed that doping 
reduced electron-hole recombination at the FTO-hematite interface, also known as the so-
called “dead layer effect”.22 A reduction in recombination upon Pt-doping was also deduced 
from the dependence of photocurrent on light intensity, which changed from square root to 
linear upon Pt-doping.
15
 Furthermore, frequency-resolved methods such as intensity-
modulated photocurrent spectroscopy (IMPS)
23
 and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 
(EIS)
24-27
 can help identify relevant time constants such as those associated with 
recombination and hole transfer kinetics. 
The results of the present study show that the incorporation of tin into mesoporous hematite 
films not only improves the efficiency of hole transfer to the electrolyte but also suppresses 
electron-hole recombination at the FTO substrate as reported recently by Zandi et al.
22
 for Ti-
doped hematite. 
The following experiments have been performed as a joint project: The Sn-containing 
hematite electrodes were synthesized and characterized by Johann M. Feckl. TEM 
measurements were conducted by Alexander Müller in the group of Prof. Christina Scheu. 
Testing of the performance in photoelectrochemical water splitting was done by Halina K. 
Dunn in the group of Prof. Thomas Bein. 
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9.2 Experimental 
Synthetic route for incorporation of Sn in mesoporous hematite 
electrodes 
Hematite precursor solutions were prepared according to the following procedure. 0.630 g 
(1.56 mmol) Fe(NO3)3 
.
 9 H2O was dissolved in a solution of the block copolymer Pluronic 
P123 (0.25 g) in 10 mL tert-butanol under sonication for 15 minutes. 2.5 mL water 
(Millipore) was then added, forming a dark red solution. The solution was stirred at room 
temperature overnight resulting in a light brown dispersion of iron oxide (Fe2O3). The 
synthesis is a development of the protocol described by Redel et al..
28
 However these authors 
did not use Pluronic P123, and the synthesis led to formation of a two-phase mixture of 
hematite and maghemite, in the ratio of 65:35. 
For the preparation of the Sn-containing hematite, Sn(OAc)4 was added to the solution 
described above. The desired amounts of Sn(OAc)4 were first dispersed under vigorous 
stirring for 5 h and 15 min sonication in the above mixture of Pluronic P123 and tert-butanol, 
followed by the remaining steps as described above for pure hematite. Throughout the 
following text, the Sn:Fe-ratio refers to the atomic ratio of the two elements in the precursor 
solutions, unless otherwise stated. 
After cleaning the FTO glass (Pilkington TEC 15 Glass™, 2.5 x 1.5 cm) by sequential 
sonication for 15 min each in detergent (1 mL Extran in 50 mL Millipore water), water 
(Millipore) and ethanol, the substrates were dried and masked with Scotch Tape on the 
conducting side to retain a non-covered area of 1.5 x 1.5 cm. The backs of the substrates were 
completely masked to avoid contamination during the spin-coating procedure. 
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Before spin-coating, the fresh solutions were filtered through a 220 nm syringe filter 
(Sartorius minisart cellulose acetate membrane) to remove agglomerates, ensuring the 
preparation of homogeneously smooth films. The masked substrates were covered with 
100 µL of solution and spun at 1000 rpm for 30 seconds. To obtain thicker films, the films 
were dried for 5 minutes at 60 °C and the spin-coating step was repeated. To remove the 
template and crystallize the material, the samples were calcined in a laboratory oven (3 hour 
ramp to 600 °C, 30 min dwell time). This results in films of about 50 nm thickness, which can 
be scaled up linearly by repeating the complete procedure. Powders for X-Ray diffraction 
(XRD) and TEM analysis were obtained by scraping material off the thin films with a razor 
blade. 
Thin film characterization 
XRD measurements were performed on a STOE powder diffractometer in transmission 
geometry (Cu-Kα1, λ = 1.5406 Å) equipped with a position-sensitive Mythen-1K detector or 
in reflection mode using a Bruker D8 Discover with Ni-filtered Cu-Kα-radiation and a 
position-sensitive detector (LynxEye). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed 
on a JEOL JSM-6500F scanning electron microscope equipped with a field emission gun. The 
UV-visible transmission and reflection of the mesoporous thin films on FTO was measured 
with a Perkin Elmer Lambda 1050 spectrophotometer equipped with an integrating sphere. 
For transmission measurements, the sample was placed directly outside the integrating sphere 
with the film facing in, and for reflection measurements, the sample was placed directly after 
the integrating sphere with the glass facing the incoming beam. The absorbance A was 
calculated from the transmission T and reflectance R according to the following formula: 
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A = log(T+R)
-1
. The absorbance of the FTO substrate, calculated in the same way, was then 
subtracted from the full sample, resulting in the absorbance of the hematite film alone. 
Material was scraped from the thin films, and deposited on a copper grid with a carbon film 
for TEM analysis. The analysis was carried out on a FEI Titan 80-300 (S)TEM with a 
Fischione Instruments (Model 3000) high angle annular dark field (HAADF) detector and an 
EDAX Energy-dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDX) detector. All measurements were 
conducted at an acceleration voltage of 300 kV. 
Photoelectrochemical characterization 
Hematite photoelectrodes, such as those depicted in Figure 9-4, were masked with a Teflon-
coated glass fiber adhesive tape leaving a circular area of 1 cm in diameter exposed to a 0.1 M 
NaOH aqueous electrolyte. All electrochemical measurements were carried out with glass or 
quartz cells using a µ-Autolab III potentiostat equipped with a FRA2 impedance analyzer 
connected to a saturated Ag/AgCl (or a Hg/HgO) reference electrode and a Pt mesh counter 
electrode. The light intensity was measured inside the cells using a 4 mm
2
 photodiode, which 
had been calibrated against a certified Fraunhofer ISE silicon reference cell equipped with a 
KG5 filter. 
The current-voltage characteristics of the films were obtained by scanning from negative to 
positive potentials in the dark or under illumination, with a 20 mV s
-1
 sweep rate. Illumination 
that was either provided by a power light emitting diode (LED, Thorlabs, 455 nm), or 
AM1.5G solar simulator (Solar Light Model 16S) at 100 mW cm
-
², was incident either 
through the substrate (SI) or the electrolyte (EI). For external quantum efficiency (EQE) 
measurements, chopped monochromatic light (chopping frequency 2 Hz) was provided by a 
150 W xenon lamp in combination with a monochromator and order-sorting filters. The cell 
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was biased to 1.23 V vs. RHE under simulated solar irradiation to ensure realistic operating 
conditions. The current recorded by the Autolab potentiostat was output to a lock-in amplifier 
synchronized to the chopper frequency. Current transients were used to determine the transfer 
efficiency of holes to the solution phase.
23
 The high power LED was switched on and off 
every 500 ms. The hematite electrodes were held at a given potential, and the transient current 
was sampled at 0.1 ms intervals. This fast sampling allowed the instantaneous current to be 
determined. In cases where the current transient had not reached a steady state value after 
500 ms, additional photocurrent transients were recorded with 5 s on/off times, sampled at 
1 ms intervals. 
9.3 Results and discussion 
Materials 
Synthesis. In this work, hematite thin films were prepared via a solution-based method. An 
iron precursor (Fe(NO3)3 
.
 9 H2O) was dissolved in a solution of Pluronic P123 in tert-
butanol. For the preparation of the Sn-containing hematite, Sn(OAc)4 was added to this 
solution in different Sn:Fe-ratios. Throughout the following text, the Sn:Fe-ratio is described 
as the atomic ratio of the two elements in the precursor solutions, unless otherwise stated. 
After the addition of water, the solution was aged overnight forming a brown precipitate. This 
mixture was then filtered through a syringe filter with 220 nm pores to remove agglomerates 
and the filtrate was utilized for spin-coating the hematite films. Pluronic P123 and solution 
ageing are necessary to provide the porous morphology of the films and the good crystallinity 
of the hematite, respectively, necessary for high performance in water splitting experiments. 
To remove the organic structure-directing agent and to fully crystallize the hematite films, the 
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films were calcined at 600 °C. By using this protocol it is possible to produce very thin films 
of around 50 nm. Films up to 350 nm in thickness were obtained by repeatedly coating 
multiple layers with an intermediate heat treatment at 600 °C. 
Evidence of Sn-inclusion. The powder XRD spectra in Figure 9-1a exclusively show the α-
Fe2O3 hematite phase, with a peak shift of approximately 0.1° to smaller angles upon Sn-
inclusion, indicating a lattice distortion brought about by inclusion of impurity atoms.
29
 This 
shift corresponds to an increase of the lattice parameter, a, from 5.036 to 5.043 Å. 
Additionally, the inversion of intensities of the two reflections in the range of 33 to 36° 2θ as 
described by Berry et. al can be observed.
29
 The mean crystallite size, as calculated from the 
broadening of the (104) reflection according to the Scherrer equation, drops from 50 to 30 nm 
upon inclusion of Sn. 
 
Figure 9-1: a) Powder XRD data of hematite and 20% Sn-containing hematite and below the ICDD card 
01-085-0987 of hematite. The inset shows peak shifts due to lattice distortion upon inclusion of Sn atoms. 
b) XRD data of 30 % Sn-containing (as precursor) hematite with phase impurities of SnO2 (ICDD 01-075-
9493). 
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Effect of Sn-inclusion on morphology. The effect of Sn-incorporation into hematite was 
studied by SEM and TEM, see Figure 9-2. The SEM images show a disordered mesoporous 
“worm-like” structure for both the pure hematite sample (Figure 9-2a), and the sample 
prepared with 20 % Sn-precursor added to the synthesis (Figure 9-2b). The morphology is 
very similar to that seen for hematite films prepared by other solution-based synthetic 
routes.
6,7,9,30,31
 Also in accordance with literature, the feature size appears to decrease slightly 
upon doping. The morphology of the films was further examined by TEM. In both pure 
hematite (Figure 9-2c) and that prepared with 20 % Sn-precursor (Figure 9-2d), nanoparticles 
with an elongated morphology were observed, along with smaller particles with an undefined 
morphology. The size histograms of both samples as shown in Figure 9-2 e and f were 
calculated for the particle lengths with bin widths of 5 nm. Both histograms show a broad size 
distribution peaking at around 40 nm, with a length to width ratio of around two in both cases. 
However, the distribution extends to longer particle lengths for the pure hematite sample as 
compared to the Sn-containing sample. Hence, our XRD, SEM and TEM investigations agree 
on a reduction in feature size upon Sn-incorporation. Although this observation fits the 
general trend, we note that this change in feature size is less extreme than in other reports, 
such as the reduction in hematite nanowire length from 600 to 100 nm upon Sn-doping 
reported by Ling et al.
7
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Figure 9-2: Effect of Sn-inclusion on morphology of the pure hematite sample (left side) and the sample 
prepared with 20 % Sn-precursor added to the synthesis (right side). Top-view SEM images, a) and b). 
Bright field TEM images, c) and d). Histograms of the length of the nanoparticles, e) and f). The width of 
each integral was chosen to be 5 nm. Each item is labeled with the percentage of Sn-precursor added to 
the hematite synthesis. 
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Quantification of Sn-inclusion. To quantify the Sn-inclusion in the 20 % Sn-precursor 
containing sample, EDX was employed and 25 spectra were acquired. For these 
measurements, both the position of the electron beam and its diameter were chosen at random, 
leading to EDX-measurements of large areas of multiple micrometers as well as of individual 
particles. As all measurements yielded similar Sn contents, homogeneity at this scale can be 
assumed and a mean Sn-concentration of 3.2 ± 1.5 % was calculated. 
Since these measurements did not probe the distribution of Sn within the individual particles, 
scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) was employed in combination with EDX 
to probe the Sn-content with a spatial resolution of approximately 2 nm. Line scans across the 
width of a particle can reveal inhomogeneities between surface and bulk compositions, as 
illustrated in the inset of Figure 9-3b. A total of 6 particles were probed along lines 
approximately perpendicular to the surface, such as the one depicted in Figure 9-3a. Due to an 
insufficient signal-to-noise (S/N)-ratio, the spectra could not be quantified. However, the ratio 
of the intensity of the signal attributable to Sn and that obtained from both Sn and Fe revealed 
a Sn-enrichment at all measured surfaces. The Sn-content strongly decays towards the middle 
of the particle, where very little signal attributable to Sn was detected. Thus, the introduction 
of a Sn-precursor into the hematite synthesis leads to a core-shell structure with incorporated 
Sn-atoms preferentially located near the surface. 
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Figure 9-3: a) a HAADF-STEM image of the particles probed with EDX and b) relative atomic content of 
Sn detected in the line scan. The placement of the line scan displayed in b) is marked in a). 
Multilayer films. In order to optimize the light harvesting potential and to allow studies of 
the electron collection efficiency across the porous network, multilayer-films with thicknesses 
ranging from 50 to 350 nm were prepared. The SEM cross-section images and photographs of 
films of 1 to 7 layers, which can be seen in Figure 9-4 a and b, suggest that the film thickness 
scales well with the number of layers. This is confirmed by the UV-visible absorption spectra 
of the films in Figure 9-5. 
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Figure 9-4: Thickness and morphology of multilayer films. a) SEM cross sections of 1, 3 and 7 layered 
films. b) Photograph of 1 to 7 layer films. All films were prepared with 20 % Sn-precursor added to the 
synthesis. 
 
Figure 9-5: a) UV-visible absorption spectra of 1 to 5 layer films. b) Comparison of the absorbance at 
454 nm as a function of the number of layers: 20 % Sn-precursor containing hematite films (filled 
markers) and films of pure hematite (empty markers). 
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Optimization of Sn content 
Figure 9-6 compares the current-voltage characteristics of single-layer films prepared by 
adding 0 %, 5 %, 10 %, 20 % and 30 % of a Sn-precursor to the hematite synthesis. In the 
case of the pure hematite film, the photocurrent barely reaches tens of microamperes. For 
films prepared by using precursor solutions with a Sn-content above 5 %, the photocurrent 
increases substantially, reaching a maximum for the film prepared from the solution 
containing 20 % Sn. The drop in photocurrent at 30 % Sn-incorporation is accompanied by a 
significant change in morphology, and there is evidence for a phase separation and the 
appearance of a SnO2 phase (Figure 9-1b). 
 
Figure 9-6: Current-voltage curves for single layers of mesoporous hematite (red) and hematite to which 
5 %, 10 %, 20 % and 30 % Sn-precursor was added to the synthesis. Illumination through the substrate 
from a high power 455 nm LED, incident photon flux: 10
17
 cm
-2
s
-1
. 
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Role of Sn 
To elucidate the role of Sn-incorporation in our system, photocurrent transients were recorded 
(Figure 9-7 a). The spike and overshoot of the current transients are typical of semiconductor 
electrolyte interfaces with a large degree of surface electron-hole recombination.
23
 The 
instantaneous photocurrent can be thought of as a charging current of photo-generated holes 
to the surface. The steady-state photocurrent corresponds to the flux of holes transferred to the 
electrolyte without undergoing recombination with electrons at the surface. The ratio of 
steady state to instantaneous photocurrents is thus a measure of the efficiency of hole-transfer 
from the electrode to the electrolyte. It should be noted that this interpretation is valid for a 
bulk semiconductor with a well-defined depletion layer at the interface with the electrolyte. 
Although here this is not strictly speaking the case, the morphology of the films used to 
produce Figure 9-6 and Figure 9-7 (a monolayer of crystallites 50 – 100 nm in size) does 
approximate this situation, albeit one with a rather rough surface. Indeed, in a recent study, 
Zandi et al.
22
 showed that for compact hematite films up to 70 nm in thickness, the depletion 
region did not extend across the whole film over the voltage range relevant here. Given that 
the size of our particles is of this order, we conclude that they should not be fully depleted, 
and the analysis of current transients should be valid, if only qualitatively for the comparison 
of films with similar morphologies. It is clear from the photocurrent transients in Figure 9-7a 
that almost all holes reaching the surface of the pure hematite sample recombine, leading to a 
negligible steady state photocurrent. The transfer efficiency, extrapolated from the current 
transients, increases steadily with increased doping (Figure 9-7b). Although the 30 % Sn-
containing film appears to exhibit the highest hole transfer efficiency, this value should be 
taken with caution, as the morphology of that sample differs significantly from the rest of the 
series. 
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Figure 9-7: a) Photocurrent transients of hematite and Sn-doped hematite and b) transfer efficiency in 
relation to Sn content (0 %, 5 %, 10 %, 20 % and 30 % Sn precursor). Measured at 600 mV vs. sat. 
Ag/AgCl under 455 nm illumination, intensity 10
17
 cm
-2
s
-1
. 
The observation that the beneficial effect of Sn-incorporation is related to an increase in 
transfer efficiency narrows down the possible physical explanations for this effect. On the one 
hand, the transfer efficiency can be affected by the rate of transfer of holes across the 
interface, the kinetics of which are known to be very slow in hematite.
32
 On the other hand, 
given the slow transfer kinetics mentioned above, surface electron-hole recombination can be 
very detrimental to the transfer efficiency, and suppression of recombination significantly 
enhances performance.
23,33
 Methods to differentiate between these two effects include the 
direct observation of the decay kinetics of surface holes by transient absorption spectroscopy 
(TAS),
32,33
 and the extrapolation of the relevant time constants from frequency-resolved 
perturbation techniques, such as intensity modulated photocurrent spectroscopy (IMPS).
23
 We 
expect an ongoing investigation in this area to further distinguish between these two 
possibilities. Furthermore, the spatial segregation of Sn to the surface of the nanoparticles, 
revealed by STEM in Figure 9-3, fits well to the observation that Sn-inclusion improves a 
surface property such as the transfer efficiency. 
Ultrathin layers of hematite are known to perform particularly badly as photoanodes for water 
splitting, which has been explained by pronounced recombination between electrons and 
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holes at the FTO-hematite interface. Interfacial layers, such as SiOx
34
 or Nb2O5,
35
 as well as 
Ti-doping
22
 have been shown to reduce surface recombination. Similarly, attempts to produce 
ultra-small capacitors are limited by the so-called “dead layer effect”, possibly due to 
recombination at the semiconductor metal interface.
36
 A parallel has been drawn between 
these two phenomena, and the poor performance of thin hematite is also commonly referred to 
as the “dead layer effect”. 
The photocurrents of hematite films of different layer thicknesses based on 0 % and 20 % Sn-
precursor are displayed in Figure 9-8. For very thin films of pure hematite, a negligible steady 
state photocurrent is detected, only beginning to increase above 3 layers. This is likely to be a 
manifestation of the dead layer effect. For films prepared with 20 % Sn-precursor content, in 
contrast, even the very thinnest films yield a significant photocurrent, indicating that the 
inclusion of Sn-atoms may be passivating electron-hole recombination centers at the interface 
between the FTO substrate and the hematite absorber layer. The steep rise in photocurrent 
between the 1- and 2-layer films indicates that the dead layer effect could still be affecting the 
Sn-containing films, only to a lesser degree. Recently, Zandi et al.
22
 observed a similar effect 
upon Ti-doping of hematite layers formed by atomic layer deposition (ALD). For thin films, 
the photocurrent was significantly lower for the undoped material. Interestingly, above 40 nm 
the undoped material’s performance reached that of the doped material in their system. 
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Figure 9-8: Thickness dependence of the photocurrent density obtained at 500 mV vs. sat. Ag/AgCl under 
455 nm illumination with a photon flux of 10
17
 cm
-2
s
-1 
through the substrate (JSI). 
Evidence for recombination 
In order to study how efficiently electrons are collected throughout the mesoporous layers, the 
current response to strongly absorbed illumination incident from the substrate (SI) and the 
electrolyte (EI) were compared. Firstly, the EI and SI photocurrents due to illumination by a 
high-power blue LED were recorded for films one to five layers thick. It is clear from Figure 
9-9a that when light is incident through the electrolyte, electrons are less efficiently collected 
than when illuminated through the substrate, in particular as the film thickness increases. This 
is evidence that a significant proportion of electrons generated far from the collecting 
substrate are lost to recombination. The same effect is also observed in the IQE data recorded 
from EI and SI. The IQE, which is the quotient of the EQE and the light harvesting efficiency 
determined from absorbance measurements, corresponds to the product of charge separation 
efficiency (i.e. the formation of long-lived electrons and holes, in competition with electron 
hole recombination) and the hole transfer efficiency. When illumination is incident from the 
electrolyte, the IQE decreases linearly as the film thickness increases, indicating that electrons 
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are not efficiently collected. When illuminated through the substrate, in contrast, the IQE 
initially increases from 1 to 2 layers, and is then approximately constant for thicker films. 
Assuming the hole transfer efficiency to be independent of the position across the film, this 
would be evidence that this composition of matter still suffers from significant electron-hole 
recombination. Further synthetic work will thus address this issue by developing surface 
treatments or to chemically modify the photoactive materials to reduce this recombination. 
 
Figure 9-9: Response to illumination from the substrate (SI, circles) and the electrolyte (EI, diamonds) of 
20 % Sn-precursor containing hematite layers of various thicknesses, recorded at 1.19 V vs. RHE. a) 
Photocurrent under 455 nm irradiation (10
17
 cm
-2
s
-1
) b) IQE measured at 455 nm under 1 Sun bias light. 
Optimized photoanode 
By inclusion of Sn atoms into our mesoporous hematite layers, we achieved a photocurrent of 
0.41 mAcm
-2
 under AM 1.5 illumination at 1.23 V vs. RHE for a 300 nm film after 
calcination at only 600 °C (Figure 9-10). These relatively thick films, obtained by sequential 
spin coating and sintering steps, allowed us to reach 0.62 mAcm
-2
 at 1.43 V vs. RHE at pH 13 
under one Sun illumination, which is more than a third higher than solution-processed films 
prepared by Frydrych et al.
8
 As they remarked in their recent article, although this 
photocurrent does not rival those of vapor-phase deposited hematites, the simplicity of the 
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synthesis may make it a very attractive approach for industry. Furthermore, the solution-
processed nature makes this route highly applicable to host-guest architectures that are 
comprised of an electron conducting porous host and a photoactive material as a guest in the 
pores. 
 
Figure 9-10: Current-potential curve of a 5-layer mesoporous hematite film prepared with 20 % Sn-
precursor under AM 1.5 illumination. 
9.4 Conclusion and outlook 
We present an efficient synthetic strategy to produce mesoporous Sn-containing hematite 
films up to 350 nm thick that give photocurrents of 0.41 mA cm
-2
 under AM 1.5 illumination 
at 1.23 V vs. RHE. A detailed TEM/EDX study of both the bulk mesoporous thin-film 
material and a large number of individual particles concluded a 3.2 ± 1.5 % atomic ratio of 
Sn-inclusion for 20 % Sn-precursor samples. STEM EDX line scans revealed a Sn-enrichment 
at the surface of the nanoparticles. By studying photocurrent transients to chopped 
illumination, we can assign the role of Sn-doping to an increase in hole transfer efficiency to 
the electrolyte. Ongoing TAS and IMPS studies will determine whether this is due to an 
increase in catalytic activity or a reduction in electron hole recombination at the 
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semiconductor electrolyte interface. A thickness-dependence study also indicated that a 
passivation of the so-called “dead layer effect” contributes to the beneficial effect of Sn-
inclusion, by reducing electron-hole recombination at the FTO hematite interface. The 
photocurrent response to illumination from the substrate and the electrolyte side reveals that 
efficient electron collection is only achieved for films up to approximately 200 nm thick. 
Synthetic strategies, such as surface treatments or the modification of the photoactive 
material, leading to a further reduction in recombination, will allow the use of thicker porous 
electrodes to harvest more light and will form a central part of our future work. 
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10 Ultrasmall Co3O4 nanoparticles drastically improving solar water 
splitting on mesoporous hematite 
10.1 Introduction 
Efficient photoelectrochemical water splitting to hydrogen and oxygen may be one of the 
technologies to overcome our dependency on fossil fuels and help to establish a carbon-
neutral hydrogen economy.
1,2
 Although hydrogen is the desired end product, the very slow 
kinetics and high overpotential of the oxygen generation are the limiting factors for the 
efficiency of the total water splitting process. Therefore, searching for efficient materials for 
(photo-)electrochemical oxygen generation is of great importance for improving the 
efficiency of water splitting. 
Cobalt compounds are known to be among the most efficient materials for the oxygen 
evolution reaction (OER). This was demonstrated for the electrolysis of water as well as for 
photoelectrochemical water splitting in combination with absorbing semiconductors. Artero et 
al. have shown the catalysis of both the hydrogen and oxygen evolving reactions with cobalt-
based complexes.
3
 Alternatively, a cobalt-oxo/hydroxo-phosphate layer is reported to mediate 
H2 evolution and this layer can also be electrochemically converted into an amorphous cobalt 
oxide film (“Co-Pi”) catalyzing the OER.4 
Surface treatments with cobalt compounds were found especially important for enhancing the 
photoelectrochemical water splitting efficiency on hematite photoanodes. Hematite has 
attracted a lot of attention in the last years because of the combination of several attractive 
features for solar water splitting.
5-7
 Hematite is a cheap, non-toxic and abundant 
semiconductor absorbing in the visible region with suitable energy levels for the water 
oxidation.
8
 However, hematite also suffers from serious limitations such as a low hole 
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mobility, poor optical absorption and especially the sluggish kinetics of the oxygen evolution 
reaction, limiting the OER efficiency to only 1.17 %.
1,9
 Furthermore, electron recombination 
at the surface is another serious factor drastically deteriorating the OER efficiency. This factor 
becomes dominating for nanostructured hematite with a high surface area, which is however 
considered one of the most promising morphologies for photoelectrochemical water 
splitting.
7,10-12
 The surface treatments of these hematite films include the deposition of a 
several hundred nanometers thick electrodeposited cobalt-phosphate “Co-Pi” catalyst13-16 or 
the atomic layer deposition of submonolayers of a Co(OH)2/Co3O4 catalyst.
12
 The role of 
these surface treatments is not yet fully understood.
17
 Alternatively, a deposition of cobalt(II)-
nitrate is reported to suppress the surface recombination but not to catalyze the hole transfer.
18
 
In spite of the obvious benefits brought by surface treatments of hematite with cobalt 
compounds, there are still significant problems concerning the fabrication of suitable cobalt 
oxide morphologies in a controllable way on different substrates. The reported approaches 
rely either on in-situ formation or electrochemical deposition of cobalt compounds. 
Furthermore, the reported methods are not always applicable to the desired substrates or have 
dimensions too large (e.g. several 100 nm thick layers) to be compatible with porous or 
structured substrates. From this point of view, it is very desirable to have dispersible 
nanoparticles that can be deposited in a controllable process with a tunable thickness. 
Nanocrystalline Co3O4, which exhibits a spinel structure, was prepared in a TOPO ligand-
stabilized procedure and can be dispersed in toluene.
19
 Co3O4 is known to show the highest 
turnover frequency for dark water oxidation among the cobalt oxides, and the catalytic 
activity is enhanced with decreasing size of the crystalline domains.
19
 However, the reported 
TOPO-based procedure only yields agglomerated particles with sizes that are above 10 nm, 
which makes them incompatible for the application on mesoporous structures and does not 
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exploit the full potential of decreased size. Defined Co3O4 nanoparticles that were grown in 
situ on hematite nanorods were reported to lead to an increased photocurrent by about 67 %.
20
 
However, the fabrication of single dispersible Co3O4 nanoparticles was not reported so far. 
Here we report the solvothermal synthesis of ultrasmall, dispersible and crystalline Co3O4 
nanoparticles that can be easily and homogeneously distributed on a mesoporous Sn-
containing hematite electrode by a simple drop-casting process. Increases in photocurrent of 
up to 340 % were observed, and could be attributed to an improved effective electron 
collection depth, probably related to a decrease in electron recombination. 
The following experiments have been performed as a joint project: The Co3O4 nanoparticles 
and the Sn-containing hematite electrodes were synthesized and characterized by Johann M. 
Feckl. TEM measurements were conducted by Alexander Müller in the group of Prof. 
Christina Scheu. Testing of the performance in photoelectrochemical water splitting was done 
by Halina K. Dunn in the group of Prof. Thomas Bein. 
10.2 Results and discussion 
Co3O4 nanoparticle synthesis 
Co3O4 nanoparticles were prepared in a solvothermal sol-gel procedure in tert-butanol. This 
solvent was already shown to be suitable for the preparation of other highly dispersible, 
crystalline and ultra-small metal-oxide nanoparticles, such as TiO2, Nb-doped TiO2, Li4Ti5O12 
and NiO (Chapters 3 – 8).21-23 In a typical procedure for the preparation of Co3O4 
nanoparticles, Co(OAc)2 was dispersed in a solution of Pluronic P123 in tert-butanol. After 
the addition of concentrated nitric acid to the reaction solution, the reaction mixture was 
autoclaved at 120 °C for 17 h. We found that only a combination of Co(OAc)2, nitric acid and 
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Pluronic leads to the formation of small non-agglomerated particles. The use of Co(NO3)2 as 
precursor causes a fast uncontrollable growth of larger nanocrystals whose size cannot be 
decreased by reaction conditions or by addition of stabilizing ligands. On the other hand, the 
use of Co(OAc)2 as precursor leads to formation of mainly amorphous material. We believe 
that the combination of Co(OAc)2 precursor with nitric acid leads to an in-situ formation of 
reactive Co(NO3)2 which can form Co3O4, but is effectively capped by acetate ligands 
limiting the particle growth. Additionally, the presence of Pluronic P123 helps to stabilize and 
limit the particle growth. 
After cooling to room temperature the nanoparticles can be collected by simply drying the 
processed solution. X-ray diffraction of the obtained solid proves the formation of about 7 nm 
small nanoparticles of Co3O4 (size calculated with Scherrer equation from the broadening of 
the 311 reflection) (Figure 10-1). The high background in the XRD pattern is attributed to the 
fluorescence of cobalt-containing material using Cu Kα radiation. The solid is easily re-
dispersible in ethanol upon addition of a drop of concentrated acetic acid, as indicated by 
dynamic light scattering measurements (DLS) in Figure 10-1, which show a narrow peak at 
around 7 nm.  
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Figure 10-1: Left: XRD pattern of the Co3O4 nanoparticles with the corresponding ICDD card 00-043-
1003. Right: DLS measurement of the Co3O4 nanoparticle dispersion, the inset shows a photograph of a 
dispersion with a concentration of 22.8 mg Co3O4 nanoparticles after drying, dispersed in 4 mL ethanol. 
Data from thermogravimetric analysis measurements (TGA) confirm the presence of organic 
residues on the surface of the nanoparticles with a weight loss of about 70 % above 300 °C, 
which can be attributed to the evaporation and combustion of the surface ligands and the 
Pluronic P123 on the Co3O4 nanoparticles (Figure 10-2). 
 
Figure 10-2: TGA curve of the dried Co3O4 nanoparticles. 
In good agreement with the data obtained by XRD and DLS, high-resolution transmission 
electron microscope images (HRTEM) show nanoparticles in the range of 3 – 7 nm exhibiting 
lattice fringes with typical d-spacings for Co3O4 (Figure 10-3). The particles are non-
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agglomerated and equally distributed on the surface of the TEM grid, indicating the high 
dispersibility in ethanol (Figure 10-3, left). 
 
Figure 10-3: Left: TEM image of finely dispersed Co3O4 nanoparticles. Right: HRTEM image of a single 
Co3O4 nanoparticle. 
The ultrasmall and dispersible Co3O4 nanoparticles were applied as a surface treatment on 
mesoporous Sn-containing hematite layers that were prepared as described in Chapter 9. The 
deposition was conducted via a simple drop-casting procedure from an ethanolic dispersion. 
After the deposition onto the electrodes, these were heated to 150 °C. This step was necessary 
to provide a good adhesion of the nanoparticles to the mesoporous layer. The resulting 
homogeneous distribution of the nanoparticles in the porous structure is depicted in Figure 
10-4. The cross-sectional TEM image shows the dense FTO substrate on the bottom and the 
porous Sn-containing hematite layer on the top (Figure 10-4, left). HAADF-TEM imaging 
reveals the homogeneous distribution of the Co3O4 nanoparticles on the porous hematite 
(Figure 10-4, right). The mass loading of the Co3O4 nanoparticles (derived from the 
concentration in solution) onto an electrode area of 2.25 cm
2
 corresponds to 57 µg. 
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Figure 10-4: Left: Cross-section TEM image of a Sn-containing hematite film with finely dispersed cobalt-
oxide nanoparticles on the surface of the mesoporous electrodes. Right: HAADF image in which the Co3O4 
nanoparticles appear as bright spots and are indicated with arrows. 
The hematite films treated in this way were tested in photoelectrochemical water splitting 
experiments as electrodes for the OER. The photocurrent-voltage curves obtained under 
AM1.5 illumination are displayed in Figure 10-5 for a 250 nm mesoporous hematite film with 
and without the Co3O4 nanoparticle surface treatment. The treatment leads to a substantial 
increase in photocurrent of about 90 %. No cathodic shift in onset potential was detected as 
would be expected if the Co3O4 nanoparticles were acting as catalysts. Therefore, we can 
assume that some other mechanism is the cause of the Co3O4 activity. To get some insights 
into the mechanism, we have investigated the photoelectrochemical characteristics of the 
electrodes illuminated from the substrate side (SI) and the electrolyte side (EI). For EI 
illumination, the electrons are generated far away from the surface and therefore have a long 
pathway to be collected at the FTO substrate, whereas for SI illumination the electrons are 
generated very close to the surface. This method enables us to distinguish whether the Co3O4 
surface treatment reduces electron hole recombination on the porous electrodes. For the 
untreated hematite electrode, the measured photocurrent upon illumination through the 
electrolyte (EI) is approximately a quarter of that obtained upon illumination through the 
substrate (SI). Assuming a uniform porous layer, this indicates that a considerable proportion 
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of photogenerated electrons are not collected when generated far from the collecting FTO 
substrate. Upon application of Co3O4 nanoparticles to the 250 nm thick mesoporous hematite 
layer, the photocurrent when illuminating through the electrolyte (EI) increases drastically by 
340 % which is even higher than the 90 % increase for substrate illumination (SI), (Figure 
10-5a). This result indicates that the role of this surface treatment is a reduction of electron-
hole recombination. 
 
Figure 10-5: a) Current-potential curves of 250 nm thick mesoporous hematite films prepared with 20 % 
Sn-precursor with and without Co3O4 treatment under AM 1.5 illumination for different illumination 
directions. b) IQE of the untreated and Co3O4 treated films with different film thicknesses measured at 
455 nm illumination under 1 Sun bias light. 
In order to further investigate this point, the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) of mesoporous 
layers with thicknesses ranging from approximately 50 nm to 250 nm was determined for 
strongly absorbed illumination (λ = 455 nm), incident through the electrolyte (EI). The IQE of 
untreated photoanodes decreases continuously with the film thickness, while that of the Co3O4 
treated photoanodes remains constant over the whole range of thicknesses studied here 
(Figure 10-5b). The efficiency of electron collection for Co3O4 treated photoanodes therefore 
does not depend on their thickness, which is strong evidence that electron recombination is 
significantly reduced by application of the Co3O4 nanoparticle surface treatment. 
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The observed reduction in electron recombination upon cobalt oxide treatment is in agreement 
with Peter et al., whose intensity modulated photocurrent spectroscopy study showed that 
application of cobalt nitrate to compact hematite films reduced the rate of surface electron 
hole recombination by up to 2 orders of magnitude.
24
 Barroso et al. also demonstrated an 
increase in photogenerated hole lifetime by three orders of magnitude by transient absorption 
spectroscopy.
15
 
 
Figure 10-6: a) Dark cyclic voltammograms of a blank and a Co3O4 treated FTO electrode. b) Cyclic 
voltammograms of a Co3O4 treated FTO electrode in the dark und under illumination (AM 1.5). 
To verify that the observed increase in photocurrent for the Co3O4 nanoparticle treated films 
is an effect of reduced surface recombination and not due to a photoelectrochemical activity 
of the Co3O4 nanoparticles, measurements of the nanoparticles alone on FTO glass substrates 
were conducted. The dark current of FTO glass substrates coated with Co3O4 nanoparticles 
was compared to blank FTO electrodes (Figure 10-6a). The anodic onset potential shifts 
almost 200 mV cathodically, indicating that Co3O4 nanoparticles are acting as catalysts for 
electrochemical water oxidation on FTO. This is in agreement with studies that proved Co3O4 
to be a good alternative to expensive catalysts such as IrO2 for electrochemical water 
oxidation.
19,20
 However, comparing the photocurrent of a Co3O4 nanoparticle treated FTO 
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electrode under AM 1.5 illumination to the current from the dark measurement, no 
photoactivity of Co3O4 can be observed (Figure 10-6b). This is in good agreement with the 
results of the IQE and different illumination side studies, which indicated that the Co3O4 
treatment causes a reduced surface recombination on the photoactive hematite layers. 
10.3 Conclusions 
Ultra small Co3O4 nanoparticles were synthesized via a tert-butanol synthesis. The high 
dispersibility and the very small size allows for an easy distribution of these crystalline 
nanoparticles on mesoporous surface Sn-enriched hematite layers by a simple drop-casting 
process. This treatment brings about significant improvements in photoelectrochemical water 
oxidation, increasing the obtained photocurrent by up to 340 %. This improved photocurrent 
is attributed to a significant reduction in electron hole recombination at the surface of the 
mesoporous network. 
10.4 Experimental 
Ultra-small Co3O4 nanoparticle synthesis 
Co3O4 nanoparticles were synthesized in tert-butanol. All chemicals were purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. tert-Butanol was dried over a 4 Å molecular sieve at 
28 °C and filtered prior to use. In a typical reaction 50 mg (0.2 mmol) of Co(OAc)2 
tetrahydrate was dispersed in a solution of 58 mg Pluronic P123 in 14 mL tert-butanol. To 
accelerate the synthesis, 48 mg of concentrated nitric acid was added to the reaction solution. 
The reaction mixture was transferred into a Teflon lined steel autoclave (20 mL volume) and 
kept at 120 °C for 17 h. The nanoparticles can be collected by simply drying the processed 
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solution. The content of Co3O4 of the resulting solid was determined to be 30 wt% by 
thermogravimetric analysis (Netzsch STA 440 C TG/DSC). The solid was then redispersed in 
ethanol with concentrated acetic acid (35 mg acetic acid per 22.8 mg solid in 4 mL ethanol). 
This dispersion was used as prepared for DLS measurements, the preparation of TEM 
samples and the photo-electrochemical water splitting experiments. 
Photoelectrode preparation 
The precursor solution for the 20 % Sn-precursor based hematite was prepared according to a 
procedure described in detail in Chapter 9. In brief, 0.111 g (0.313 mmol) Sn(OAc)4 was first 
dispersed under vigorous stirring for 5 h and 15 min sonication in a mixture of Pluronic P123 
(0.25 g) and 10 mL tert-butanol. Afterwards, 0.505 g (1.25 mmol) Fe(NO3)3
.
9H2O was 
dissolved in the dispersion under sonication for 15 minutes and then 2.5 mL water (Millipore) 
was added forming a dark red solution. The solution was stirred at room temperature 
overnight resulting in a light brown dispersion of iron oxide. After cleaning the FTO glass 
(TEC 15 Pilkington TEC Glass™, 2.5x1.5 cm) by sequential sonication for 15 min each in 
detergent (1 mL Extran in 50 mL Millipore water), water (Millipore) and ethanol, the 
substrates were dried and masked with Scotch Tape on the conducting side to retain a non-
covered area of 1.5x1.5 cm². The back of the substrates was completely masked to avoid 
contamination during the spin-coating procedure that would lead to a deterioration of the 
optical transparency of the substrates. Before spin coating, the fresh solutions were filtered 
through a 220 nm syringe filter (Sartorius minisart cellulose acetate membrane) to remove 
agglomerates, ensuring the preparation of homogeneously smooth films. The masked 
substrates were covered with 100 µL of solution and spun at 1000 rpm for 30 seconds. To 
increase the film thickness the films were dried for 5 minutes at 60 °C and spin-coated again. 
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To remove the template and crystallize the material, the samples were calcined in a laboratory 
oven (3 hour ramp to 600 °C, 30 min dwell time). This results in films of about 50 nm 
thickness, which can be increased linearly by repeating the complete procedure.  
A Co3O4 nanoparticle surface treatment was applied to the Sn-containing mesoporous 
hematite thin films by drop casting. After depositing 10 µL of the Co3O4 nanoparticle 
dispersion in ethanol as described above onto a projected electrode area of 2.25 cm
2
, the films 
were heated to 150 °C for 30 min. This step was necessary to provide a good adhesion of the 
nanoparticles to the mesoporous layer. 
Materials characterization 
X-ray diffraction analysis of the powders on microscopy slides was carried out in reflection 
mode (Bragg-Brentano) using a Bruker D8 Discover with Ni-filtered CuKα-radiation and a 
position-sensitive detector (LynxEye). Raman spectra were recorded on a Jobin Yvon Horiba 
HR800 UV Raman microscope using a HeNe laser emitting at 632.8 nm. Scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) was performed on a JEOL JSM-6500F scanning electron microscope 
equipped with a field emission gun. The analysis of the cross-section samples in TEM was 
carried out on a FEI Titan 80-300 (S)TEM with a Fischione Instruments (Model 3000) high 
angle annular dark field (HAADF) detector and an EDAX Energy-dispersive X-Ray 
Spectroscopy (EDX) detector. All measurements were conducted at an acceleration voltage of 
300 kV. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) of the cobalt oxide nanoparticles was performed 
using a Malvern Zetasizer-Nano equipped with a 4 mW He-Ne laser (633 nm) and an 
avalanche photodiode detector. The scattering data were weighted based on particle number. 
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Photoelectrochemical characterization 
Hematite photoelectrodes were masked with a Teflon-coated glass fiber adhesive tape leaving 
a circular area of 1 cm in diameter exposed to a 0.1 M NaOH aqueous electrolyte. All 
electrochemical measurements were carried out with glass or quartz cells using a µ-Autolab 
III potentiostat equipped with a FRA2 impedance analyzer connected to a saturated Ag/AgCl 
(or a Hg/HgO) reference electrode and a Pt mesh counter electrode. The light intensity was 
measured inside the cells using a 4 mm
2
 photodiode, which had been calibrated against a 
certified Fraunhofer ISE silicon reference cell equipped with a KG5 filter. 
The current-voltage characteristics of the films were obtained by scanning from negative to 
positive potentials in the dark or under illumination, with a 20 mV s
-1
 sweep rate. 
Illumination, which was either provided by a high power light emitting diode (LED, Thorlabs, 
455 nm), or an AM1.5G solar simulator (Solar Light Model 16S) at 100 mW cm
-
², was 
incident either through the substrate (SI) or the electrolyte (EI). For external quantum 
efficiency (EQE) measurements, chopped monochromatic light (chopping frequency 2 Hz) 
was provided by a 150 W xenon lamp in combination with a monochromator and order-
sorting filters. The cell was biased to 1.23 V vs. RHE under simulated solar irradiation to 
ensure realistic operating conditions. The current recorded by the Autolab potentiostat was 
output to a lock-in amplifier synchronized to the chopper frequency. The UV-visible 
absorbance spectra necessary for the calculation of the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) of 
the mesoporous thin films on FTO were calculated from the transmission and reflectance 
according to the following formula: A = log(T+R)
-1
. The absorbance of the FTO substrate, 
calculated in the same way, was then subtracted from the full sample, resulting in the 
absorbance of the hematite film only. 
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11 Conclusion and Outlook 
The focus of this thesis was the development of a general chemical synthesis method for ultra-
small, crystalline metal-oxide nanoparticles in tert-butanol. The high dispersibility and the 
extremely small sizes down to about 3 nm enabled the fabrication of mesoporous materials in 
low-temperature bottom-up surfactant templated syntheses. Additionally, the unique 
properties of the solvent and reactant tert-butanol allow for the formation of materials with 
aromatics-free surfaces that are easily accessible in electronic applications. Hence, the 
obtained materials were applied successfully in energy storage and conversion applications, 
such as lithium ion batteries, dye-sensitized solar cells and photoelectrochemical water 
splitting. 
The synthesis of ultrasmall and dispersible titania nanoparticles and their assembly into 
nanostructured mesoporous thin films was shown in Chapters 3 – 5. These were applied as 
electrodes for electrochemical lithium ion storage, as photoanodes in dye-sensitized solar cells 
and as high-refractive index porous layers in Bragg stacks for chemical vapor sensing. The 
increased performance of the films in these applications was made possible by the unique 
properties of the nanoparticulate building blocks and the high crystallinity of the mesoporous 
materials. The high crystallinity compared to sol-gel processed samples is attributed to a 
seeding effect of the nanoparticles in the pore walls. Furthermore, the high surface area 
enables high dye loadings which lead to an improved performance in DSCs, while thin pore 
walls lead to shorter diffusion pathways, thereby improving the performance in 
electrochemical lithium insertion. The electronic properties of the titania nanoparticles and the 
corresponding mesoporous films can be modified by doping the nanoparticles with niobium in 
an adapted tert-butanol nanoparticle synthesis (Chapter 6). The resulting Nb-doped titania is a 
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transparent conducting oxide which can be a suitable candidate for applications in 
optoelectronic devices. 
Nanostructuring of lithium titanate in a similar approach as for the mesostructuring of 
titanium dioxide was achieved in a non-aqueous solvothermal synthesis in tert-butanol 
(Chapter 7). The fully interconnected crystalline mesoporous framework with pore walls of a 
few nanometers thickness drastically decreases the ion diffusion pathways in electrochemical 
lithium ion insertion. This enables the fabrication of electrodes with extremely fast charging 
kinetics which can be charged in only 4.5 s to 73 % of their maximum capacity.  
The last part of this thesis discusses the application of ultrasmall nanoparticles for 
(photo-)electrochemical water splitting. In order to achieve this, the tert-butanol route was 
extended to non-titania systems and dispersible nickel oxide and cobalt oxide nanoparticles 
were synthesized (Chapters 8 and 10). The nickel oxide nanoparticles were assembled into 
thin film electrodes for electrochemical water splitting, reducing the onset potential for the 
oxygen evolution reaction by 180 mV. The high surface-to-volume ratio leads to very high 
turnover frequencies demonstrating the efficient catalytic properties of the material. 
Cobalt oxide nanoparticles were applied as a surface treatment on mesoporous electrodes of 
Sn-containing hematite, which were prepared in a sol-gel surfactant directed synthesis in tert-
butanol (Chapter 9). The combination of these two materials showed substantially increased 
photocurrents in photoelectrochemical water splitting experiments. This effect is attributed to 
reduced surface recombination, caused by both the Sn-inclusion at the surface of the 
mesoporous photoactive hematite electrodes and the homogeneous distribution of the 
ultrasmall cobalt oxide nanoparticles on the surface. 
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In conclusion, we have developed a novel synthesis strategy for the production of ultra-small, 
highly dispersible, crystalline nanoparticles of various metal-oxides in tert-butanol. These 
were successfully used as building blocks for the formation of mesoporous materials or 
homogeneously distributed as catalysts in porous hosts. The structural benefits and unique 
surface properties of the materials substantially enhanced device performance in the fields of 
(photo-)electrochemistry, photovoltaics and electrochemical energy storage. 
Possible further developments aim at the expansion of the tert-butanol nanoparticle synthesis 
pathway to other (ternary) metal oxides and doped modifications thereof, for further 
applications in energy conversion and storage, or even beyond these fields, such as in 
biomedical or imaging applications. Furthermore, a model reaction system should be 
established to elucidate the reaction mechanism in the tert-butanol nanoparticle synthesis. 
Moreover, detailed surface characterization techniques could help to shed light on the surface 
chemistry of these nanoparticles and relate it to their unique properties. 
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